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INTRODUCTION

On October 28, 2011, the heads of the British Commonwealth member
states agreed to remove barriers to the succession of the first-born child of
the sovereign, whether male or female, to the throne of the United King
dom. 1 Such a rule-the rule of absolute, or full (cognatic) primogeniture2ensures that the oldest child, regardless of gender, inherits the crown. In
addition, the heads of state agreed to remove the bar to the marriage of
members of the Royal Family to Catholics,3 although the sovereign cannot
be a Catholic, since the King or Queen of the United Kingdom is the head
of the Church of England.4 The media reported little, if any, opposition to

l.
John F. Burns, British Monarchy Scraps Rule of Male Succession in New Step to
Modernization, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2011, at A4. The change was head-snapping. In 2008,

the British government abandoned an attempt to change succession rules only a week after
planning to introduce the Single Equality Bill. See Andrew Pierce, U-Turn on Royal Succes

sion Law Change, The Telegraph, Apr. 28, 2008, at http://www .telegraph.co.uk/news/
uknews/theroyalfamily/1905565/U-tum-on-royal-succession-law-change.html (visited April
12, 2013).
2.
As opposed to ordinary primogeniture, where the firstborn son inherits the estate
"to the exclusion of younger siblings." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1311 (9th ed. 2009).
3.
For an extensive discussion of the mechanisms involved in changing the various
statutes involved in the Commonwealth countries, see generally Anne Twomey,

Changing
the Rules of Succe�sion to the Throne (Sydney Law Sch. Legal Studies Research
Paper No.
11171, 2011) [heremafter Twomey, Changing the Rules], availabl
e at http://papers.ssrn.com/
sol3/papers.cfin?abstract_id=l 943287; Anne Twomey, The Australi
an Crowns and the Rules
of Succession, QUADRANT, June 2009, at 44-45.
4.
See Burns, supra note I, at A4.
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the decision.5 Indulging in some enthusiastic alternative historical "what-if
ing" the Daily Mail chirruped:

If the new rules had been in force in 1509 Margaret Tudor would have taken the
throne instead of Henry VIII. That could have meant the Refonnation would never
have taken place and Elizabeth I would never have been Queen. If the practice had
been changed as recently as the last century, Britain could have had two Queen
Victorias back to back. Princess Victoria, the Princess Royal would have acceded
to the throne in 190 I instead of King Edward VII. When she died just a few
months later, her son Kaiser Wilhelm II would have ascended the throne
something which could have prevented the First World War. The Queen of Eng
land now would have been the completely unknown Princess Marie Cecile of Prus. 6
Sia.
While under these rules Margaret, the oldest surviving child, and older
surviving daughter, of Henry VII, would have succeeded him,7 the likeli
hood that the England of Tudor times would have put these rules into place
is nil. But suppose we play the game. Had absolute primogeniture been the
rule, one cannot necessarily assume that the Reformation might not have
touched England's shores. While Henry

VIII turned to the Protestant faith in

part because it promised him a solution to the sticky problem of divorce, the
Protestant religious revolution attracted others dissatisfied with the Roman
Catholic Church, including many in England as well as on the continent. 8
To suggest that it would have no influence (rather than less influence) in
England is a rather large leap.

5. Girls Equal in British Throne Succession, BBC NEWS (Oct. 28, 2011),
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk- I 5492607.
6. Tim Shipman & Damien Gayle, If Wills and Kate Have a Girl First, She 'II Be
Queen! Commonwealth Agrees Historic Change to Give Sex Equality in Royal Succession,

MAIL ONLINE (Oct. 28, 2011), http://www. dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2054467/UK.-royal
succession-laws-Commonwealth-agrees-historic-change-sex-equality.html. The article's title
is perhaps overly optimistic as well, since this hypothetical first-born daughter has to materi
alize, and has to outlive both her father and live to see the continuation of the monarchy. See

id.

7.

On the life of Margaret Tudor, see

MARJA PERRY, THE SISTERS OF HENRY

THE TUMULTUOUS LIVES OF MARGARET OF SCOTLAND AND MARY OF FRANCE

VIII:

( 1998). Marga

ret married as her first husband James TV of Scotland. Id at 10. Margaret's granddaughter
was Mary Stuart, the daughter of Margaret's son James V. Id at 224.
8. If we can give the Reformation a beginning date, it began in 1517 when theolo
gian Martin Luther famously nailed his Ninety-Five Theses on the Power and Efficacy of
Indulgences (Disputatio pro declaratione virtutis indulgentiarum) to the doors of the Castle
Church in Wittenberg, Germany. Michael Mullett, Martin Luther's Ninety-Five Theses, HIST.
REV., Sept. 2003, at 46, 47. Even if the English monarch had not joined the movement, many
of the Gennan princes did, and as the Swedish king (eventually) did, for example. See, e.g.,
C.v. WEDGWOOD, THE THIRTY YEARS WAR 505 (1973). The Reformation ended in 1648 with
the signing of the Treaty of Westphalia; at that point, the Catholic monarchs and the Pope
recognized that the Protestant countries had successfully defended their beliefs. See id at
525-26.
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The Daily Mail's second hypothetical involving Queen Victoria's
daughter suggests an even bigger leap.9 Had absolute primogenit�re been
the rule in effect in 1901 (or earlier, so that the pressure to provide male
heirs was not so great), and assuming that the first Victoria were ever born,
the younger Victoria would have thought seriously before selecting a hus
_
band like the nephew of the King of Prussia, a young man who was likely
to
inherit a throne. 10 The marriage of two sovereigns, an alliance that would
bring together two nations, and with it the possibility that one of them might
become subservient to the other, was one that was unpalatable to most sub
jects living in monarchies of the period. Indeed, it was one of the reasons
that female sovereigns had so much difficulty finding suitable consorts, and
a reason that many subjects and many political philosophers resisted the
idea of female rule.11 Thus, few countries that accepted the idea of monar
chy also accepted the idea of absolute primogeniture.
Thus, had Victoria been her mother's heir, she almost certainly would
not have married the heir to another throne, and her own heir would almost
certainly not have been Kaiser Wilhelm.12 As for the reference to the real
life Elizabeth II as "Princess Marie Cecile," no such person would exist at
all.
9.
l 0.

See Girls Equal in Succession to British Throne, supra note 5.
Both contemporaries and the Princess Royal herself described her marriage as a

love match, but had she known that she was to inherit the throne, she also would have under
stood the considerations involved, as did her mother when she first came to the throne. See
CAROLLY ERICKSON, HER LIITLE MAJESTY: THE LIFE OF QUEEN VICTORIA 74-84 (1997).

When looking over possible husbands, the young Queen Victoria thought seriously about the
implications of marrying a reigning monarch or the heir to a throne, and eventually chose a
husband who was neither. See id.; Brenda Ralph Lewis, Victoria & Albert, 22 BRIT.
HERITAGE 18, 21, 24-25 (2001). As I discuss, until recently royal families and the countries
they head have been concerned about securing the throne against the potential claim of a
foreign-born heir; at the same time, such families actively seek out spouses of royal rank for
their heirs apparent, and these spouses almost necessarily come from other ruling houses. See
infra Section II.A. This tension, and irony, is obvious. Some royal families, however, notably
the Hapsburgs, made a policy, over several generations, of marrying heirs, and so increasing

their power and domains. See generally ADAM WANDRUSZKA, THE HOUSE OF HABSBURG: SIX
HUNDRED YEARS OF A EUROPEAN DYNASTY (Cathleen Epstein & Hans Epstein trans., Dou
bleday & Co. 1964) (1956) (discussing the pro-foreign marriage policy of the Habsburgs).
The Austrian branch of the family took as its motto: "Bella gerant a/ii, tu fe/ix Austria

nubef' (Let others fight wars, but you, happy Austria, marry). Id. at 74. The strategic allianc
es began with the double marriage of Philip and Margaret of Burgundy. Id. at 80. The empire
grew further through the children and heirs of Maximilian of Austria I, eventually elected
Holy Roman Emperor, and the marriage of Maximilian and Mary of Burgundy, to Juana and
Juan of Castile (the oldest children of Isabel I and Ferdinand II). See id. This policy
led the
Hapsburgs eventually to built the largest empire in Europe and the New World. Id.
See infra Section II.A.
11.
12.
Even had the Princess Royal married the future Frederick III, any number
of
.
factors might
have combined to change events in order that Kaiser Wilhelm might
not have
been born. See ERICKSON, supra note 10, at 145.
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In countries preparing for the advent of a female sovereign, matters
can move much more smoothly. Assuming that all things proceed as ex
pected, Sweden's next sovereign will be female, in spite of the fact that the
reigning monarch has a son. When Carl XVI Gustaf's daughter Viktoria
was born on July I 4, 1977, her father-the youngest of a family of five
children, of whom four were daughters--did not necessarily favor the no
tion that his first-born child should be heir to the throne regardless of sex. 13
Because Carl XVI was male, he automatically benefited from this circum
stance by becoming heir to the throne. 14 When his own son Carl Phillip was
born, the eagerly anticipated male child displaced Viktoria for a few months
and was recognized as heir apparent, 15 but the Swedish Act of Succession
changed the rules.16 The adoption of this statute signals a shift in attitudes
toward the rights of women generally in matters of property and inheritance.
While women had inherited the Swedish throne in the past, they had always
done so in the absence of male heirs.17 The rules that changed the possibil
ity of female inheritance of the Swedish throne came in 1810 with the Swe-

13. See Lance Campbell, Swedish Queen Will Be People's Choice, ADVERTISER,
Feb. 19, 2005, at 50 ("King Carl grumbles that while Victoria is doing a sterling job of pre
paring to reign, he would still prefer that Prince Carl Philip, almost two years younger,
should inherit the headgear.").
14. Between 1818, beginning with the Bernadotte dynasty and 1980, the Swedish
monarchy followed agnatic succession. See id.
15. The term "heir apparent" refers to the person who is considered by right of birth
next in line to succeed to the throne of a reigning monarch. See BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY,
supra note 2, at 792. Under a system that prefers male succession, even if females can suc
ceed, a female child can never be "heiress apparent. " See id. She can only be "heiress pre
sumptive," the heir who is "presumed" to succeed to the throne, since the monarch could
always be "presumed" to father (or "mother" if the sovereign is female) a male who might
displace the female. See id. The legal fiction would presumably maintain even if, for exam
ple, the female monarch is past menopause, especially in this now technologically advanced
age. See id. It would certainly maintain if the male monarch is of any age, since the monarch
might still father a son who would displace an "heiress presumptive." See id.
16. See The Act of Succession, SVERIGES RIKSDAG (Jan. 5, 2012),
http://w ww.riksdagen.se/en/How-the-Riksdag-works/Democracy/The-Constitution/The-Act
of-Succession/. The present King and Queen have three children. H.M King Carl XVI Gus
taf, SWEDISH ROYAL CT., http://www.kungahuset.se/royalcourt/royalfamily/hmkingcarl
xvigustaf.4.3961605 l I 584257t218000644.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Crown Princess
Viktoria married Daniel Westling on June 19, 2010. See Swedish Crown Princess Viktoria
·
Weds Fitness Trainer, BBC NEWS (June 19, 2012), http://www.bbc.eo. uk/news/10357860.
She gave birth February 23, 2012 to a daughter. See Sweden's Princess Viktoria Gives Birth
to Baby Daughter, BBC NEWS (Feb. 23, 2012), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe17144550. According to the new succession rules, this child is now second in line to the
throne after her mother. See id.
17. Queen Christina had inherited the Swedish throne in 1632, reigned from 1632 to
1654, and then abdicated in favor of her cousin, Charles Gustavus. See generally GEORGINA
MASSON, QUEEN CHRISTINA (Secker & Warburg, 1968). Ulrica Eleanora ruled from 1719 to
1720. The first Swedish queen, Margaret, ruled from 1389 to 1412. JOSEPH DAHMUS, SEVEN
MEDIEVAL QUEENS 261, 275 (1972).
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dish king's adoption of the Gascon Jean Bemadottc,1x an officer in Napole
on I's army and the consequent importation of the Salic Law.19 The change
in 1980 made Sweden the first European monarchy to recognize the princi
ple of equal succession to the throne.2° Further, the birth of Princess
Viktoria's daughter in February 2012 suggests that Sweden will sec succes
sive queenship, a spectacle that

few

other constitutional monarchies have

witnessed,21 since the norm is male, not female, succession.
Further, three other young women wait as their fathers fill the roles of
heir-apparent in their respective kingdoms of Norway, 22 the Netherlands,23
and Belgium.24 In addition, members of the Spanish public freely discuss
whether rules of succession should change to allow the lnfanta Leonor, el
der daughter of the Prince of Asturias, the heir to the throne, to inherit the
kingdom, whether or not a son is ever born to her parents. After her birth:
18. When Bernadotte succeeded to the throne in 1818, he adopted the regnal name
BRITANNICA,
ENCYCLOPtEDIA
John,
XIV
Charles
John.
XIV
Charles
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/l 07277/Charles-XIV-John (last visited Feb. 23,
2013). His descendant Carl XVI Gustaf reigns today.
19. Interestingly, prior to the adoption of the Napoleonic Code in 1804, the Basques
in the French part of the Basque country recognized the idea of a single first-born heir, who
nevertheless could not dispose of the property without the permission of the rest of the sib
lings. See Marie-Pierre Arrizabalaga, Succession Strategies in the Pyrenees in the 19th Cen
tury: The Basque Case, 10 HIST. FAM. 271, 271-72, 276 (2005). However, the advent of the
Napoleonic Code swept away these traditional practices. Id. at 272. "The Civil Code of 1804
imposed equal partition among all the children (male and female) when the economic equi
librium of the house and land was threatened. Since most families owned small properties,
successive partition could eventually cause bankruptcy." Id.
20. l § SUCCESSIONSORDNTNG (Svensk fOrfattningssamling [SFS] 1810:0926)
(Swed.). For the duties of the King under the Swedish constitutional monarchy, see Duties of
the Monarch, SWEDISH ROYAL CT., http://www.kungahuset.se/royalcourt/monarchy/the mon
archyinsweden/dutiesofthemonarch.4.396160511584257f2180003302.html (last visited Nov.
5, 2012). In its Fact Sheets, the Swedish Institute explains the workings of the Swedish gov
ernment. See Government: The Swedish System of Government, SWEDEN.SE,
http://www.sweden.se/eng/Home/Society/Govemment-politics/Facts/Swedish-System-of
Government/ (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
21. The rare recent examples include those of grandmother, daughter, and grand
daughter Queens Wilhelmina, Juliana, and Beatrix in the Netherlands and sisters Grand
Duchesses Marie-Adelaide and Charlotte of Luxembourg. See Queens (20th and 2 J st Centu
ries), H ET KONINKLJIK HUIS, http://www.koninklijkhui s.nl/globale-paginas/taalrubrieken/
english/history/queens-%2820th-and-2 l st-centuries%29/ (last visited Feb. 23, 2013); Char
lotte, ENCYCLOPtEDIA BRJTANNICA, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/107521/
Charlotte (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
22. The Crown Prince of Norway has a daughter who will succeed him even though
she has a younger brother. See Order of Succession, KONGEHUSET (Mar. 5, 2009),
http://www.kongehuset.no/c27302/artikkel/vis.html?tid=28654.
23. Throne Succession, HET KONINKLIJK HUIS, http://www.koninklijkhuis.nl/encycl
.
oped1e/monarc�ie/koninklijk-huis/troonopvolging/ (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
24. Pnncess Elisabeth of Belgium, born in 200 I, is the oldest child of Prince
..
Phthppe, the heir a�parent to King Albert II. See Royal Family, BELGIAN MONARCHY,
http://www.monarchte.be/royal-family (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
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The right-wing newspaper El Mundo led the calls for a constitutional change . . . .
"The birth of a daughter accentuates the need to reform the Constitution " it ar

�ents of

gued. It was illogical that "a society that is working to eliminate all ele
25

sexism from its laws docs not do the same with its monarchy."

Why have many of the constitutional monarchies in Europe-note
that, except for Norway, they are also member states of the EU26-made
these changes abandoning the male succession preference, and how have
they done it? In fact, they have done it through their legal systems, in the
same way that they originally enforced agnatic succession or male prefer
ence.27
One reason for the relatively rapid change in attitude may be the in
creasing tum toward "commoner" brides among the royal families of Eu
rope. Male heirs to the throne today do not simply choose non-royal
brides-that is, wives who are not from other princely or royal houses. In
creasingly they choose brides who are not even from aristocratic (noble)
houses-brides who have, if not working class, at least upper middle class

25.
Edward Owen, Clamour to Let Baby Be Future Queen, TIMES (LONDON), Nov.
1, 2005, at 35.
26.

See 1992 Treaty on European Union pmbl. (as in effect 1992) (listing some of

the current members of the EU). Sweden, for example, changed its rules before it joined the
EU

in

1995.

See Sweden, EUR. UNION, http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/member

countries/sweden/index_en.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). The United Kingdom joined in
1973.

United

Kingdom,

EUR.

UNION,

http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/member

countries/unitedkingdorn/index_en.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Belgium joined in 1952
as a founding member. Belgium, EUR. UNION, http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/member
countries/belgium/index en.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). The Netherlands also joined in
1952 as a founding
member. Netherlands, EUR. UNION, http://europa.eu/about
eu/countries/member-countries/netherlands/index_en.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Den
mark joined in 1973. Denmark, EUR. UNION, http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/member
countries/denmark/index en.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Spain joined in 1986. Spain,

p

EUR. UNION, http://euro a.eu/about-eu/countries/member-countries/spain/index en.htm (last
_

visited Feb. 23, 2013). Luxembourg joined as a founding member in 1952. Luxembourg,
EUR.

UNION,

http://europa.eu/about-eu/countries/member-countries/luxembourg/index_en.

htm) (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Norway is not an EU member state but maintains close ties
to the EU. Norway and the European Union, NORWAY MISSION TO THE EU

(Oct.

20, 2011),

http://www.eu-norway.org/eu/norway_and_the_eu/.
27.

While a discussion of monarchic succession outside Europe is beyond the scope

of this Article, consider, for example, the current "succession crisis" in Japan. Emperor Aki
hito has two sons, both of whom have daughters. The Emperor's younger son has one son.
The Japanese line of succession passes only through males. The Japanese Parliament and
public have been debating for some time whether females should inherit the throne. See
Focus: Imperial Succession Issue Behind Talks on Female Members' Status, Japanese Pol'y
& Pol., Dec. 5, 2011 (http://www.thefreelibrary.com/FOCUS%3A+lmperial+succession
+issue+behind+recent+talks+on+female ...-a0274125295) (last visited April 16,2013); Japa
nese Imperial Household Agency website at http://www. kunaicho.go.jp/eindex.html (last
visited April 16, 2013) (giving genealogy and succession rules of Empire of Japan).
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backgrounds.28 Crown Prince Frederik of Denmark married an advertising
executive from Australia,29 Prince Willem Alexander of the Netherlands
married the daughter of a former official in the Argentinian military re
gime,30 Prince Felipe of Spain married a j ournalist-and divorced at that·11and in 2001, the Crown Prince of Norway married a young woman who had
a child by a drug dealer.32 As one commentator points out, "We arc a long

28. The present King of Norway Harald V married a commoner, Sonja Haraldscn, in
1968 after overcoming opposition from his parents. See Her Majesty Queen Sonja.
KONGEHUSET (Apr. 10, 2012), http://www.kongehuset.no/c27282/artikkcl/vis.html?tid=287
38. Similarly, Carl Gustav XVI of Sweden married Silvia Sommerlath, who was not only a
commoner but also German-born. H.M Queen Silvia, SWEDISH ROYAL CT.,
http://www.kungahuset.se/royalcourt/royalfamily/hmqueensilvia.4.3961605 l I 584257f21800
01483.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2013). Princess Beatrix, the heiress to the Dutch throne, ran
into similar opposition when she announced her 1966 engagement to Claus von Amsberg, a
German diplomat who had been a member of the Hitler Youth and had served in the Wehr
macht. Marlise Simons, Claus von Amsberg, 76, Popular Dutch Prince, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 7,
2002, at B8.
29. Danish Prince Marries Australian, BBC NEWS (May 14, 2004),
http://news.bbc. co.uk/2/hi/europe/3711837. stm; Her Royal Highness the Crown Princess,
KONGEHUSET,
http://kongehuset. dk/english/the-royal-house/Crown-Prince-Couple/hrh-the
crown-princess (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
30. Dutch Prince Marries His Maxima, BBC NEWS (Feb. 2, 2012),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/ 1797233 .stm.
31. See Wedding Bells For Spain's Royals, BBC NEWS (May 22, 2004),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3735213.stm; see also Roland Flamini, Analysis: Future
Queens to Be 'Commoners,' UPI.COM (Nov. 3, 2003), http://www.upi.com/Business_News/
Security-lndustry/2003/ 11 /03/Analysis-Future-queens-to-be-commoners/UPI1410 l 067885896/.
32. Wild Child Weds Norwegian Prince, CNN WORLD (Aug. 25, 2001),
http://articles.cnn.com/2001-08-25/world/norway.haakon_I_bishop-gunnar-staalseth-mette
marit-tjessem-hoiby-party-girl? s=PM:WORLD. Compare the marriage of Albert, Duke of
York, second son of George V and Queen Mary of Great Britain, to Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon,
daughter of the Earl of Strathmore. See ELIZABETH LONGFORD, THE QUEEN MOTHER 7-8, 2128 ( 1981) (describing the courtship and wedding). At the time, no male member of the royal
family had legally married a commoner since the time of James II when James himself mar
ried Anne Hyde, daughter of the Earl of Clarendon. See Corrections and Clarifications,
GUARDIAN (Nov. 21, 2010), http://www. guardian.co. uk/theguardian/20 I O/nov/22/corrections
-clarifications-royal-wedding-commoners (showing some debate over the use of the terms
non-royal versus commoner). The current Prince of Wales has married two commoners,
Diana Spencer and Camilla Shand. See Sarah Lyall, Charles Calls End to the Affair: He 'II
Happily Wed His Camilla, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 11, 2005, at A l . Arguably the most spectacular
ly unequal marriage in terms of social rank in the British Royal Family in recent memory has
been that of Prince William of Wales, the elder son of Charles and Diana, to Catherine Mid
dleton, on April 29, 2011. See Times Topics, Kate Middleton-the Duchess of Cambridge,
N.Y. Ti� ES (Se� t. 14, 2012), http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/m
/kate_mtddleton/mdex.html?8qa. Middleton is neither royal nor a member of a noble house.
See The Duchess of Cambridge, OFFICIAL WEBSITE BRIT. MONARCHY, http://www .royal.gov.
u�hecurrentRoyalFamily/TheDuchessofCambridge/TheDuchessofCambridge.aspx
(last
v1s1ted Feb. 23, 2013). Her lack of status and the Queen's unwillingness to grant her the
status of "Her Royal Highness" has led to one particular consequence. O n June 26, 2012,
_
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way from 1936 when Britain's King Edward VIII abdicated because of gov
ernment opposition to his marriage to Wallis Simpson, an American di
vorcee."33 We have also come a long way from the late 1950s when Princess
Margaret Rose of England, the present queen's younger sister, gave up her
chosen husband, Group Captain Peter Townsend, because his first marriage
ended in divorce.34 Prince William's recent marriage to Kate Middleton35
revitalized the debate over revision of the succession rules to the British
throne36 to the extent that within a matter of months the Commonwealth,

news surfaced that the Queen has re-issued the Order of Precedence in the Royal Household,
which forces Catherine, as a commoner, when her husband is not present, to curtsey to the

royally born women of the family. See Duchess of Cambridge Must Curtsey to 'Blood Prin
cesses,' BBC NEWS (June 25, 2012), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18580322; Sam Green
hill, Kate Downgraded: Duchess Is Told to Curtsey to 'Blood Princesses' Beatrice and Eu

genie As New Protocols Push Future Queen Down the Royal Rankings, MAIL ONLINE (June

2012),
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2 163963/Will-Duchess-Cambridge
curtsey-Princess-Beatrice-Eugenie.html. The only royal wife who has to curtsey to Catherine

25,

in all circumstah�s is Sophie, the wife of the Earl of Wessex, who not incidentally is also a
"commoner." Greenhill, supra. Again, the daughters in this case, Eugenie and Beatrice, have
taken the style of their father, Andrew, automatically, while apparently the "commoner"
wives of Charles and William have not. See id In Camilla's case, the Queen opted to give
the newcomer a boost in precedence. Richard Eden & Roya Nikkhah, Royal Wedding: New

Bride Kate Middleton Takes Her Place in the Royal Hierarchy, TELEGRAPH (M ay I, 2011),

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/royal-wedding/8485767/Royal-wedding-new

bride-Kate-Middleton-takes-her-place-in-the-Royal-hierarchy.html. In Catherine's case, the
Queen has not yet done so. See id However, presumably once Charles become King and
Camilla his consort, William's wife would become the second ranking royal lady in the land

as the wife of the heir apparent, and all the other royal ladies, including the Princess Royal
and the daughters of the Duke of York, would have to curtsey to her. See id However, royal
genealogists were busy before the wedding tracing Catherine's lineage, and uncovered such

interesting information as the family connections between William and Catherine as that of
Sir Thomas Fairfax and Agnes Gascoigne. See The Ancestry of Catherine Middleton,
WILLIAM ADDAMS REITWIESNER GENEALOGICAL SERVICES, http://www.wargs.com/royal/
kate.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2013).
33.

Flamini, supra note 31.
Sarah Lyall, Peter Townsend Dies at 80; Princess Margaret's Love, N.Y. TIMES,
June 21, 1995, at A l 6, available at http://www.nytimes.com/1995/06/21/obituaries/peter
townsend-dies-at-80-princess-margaret-s-love.html; see also ANNE DE COURCY, SNOWDON:
THE BIOORAPHY 68-69 (2008). Vernon Bogdanor discusses the constitutional dimensions of
34.

Margaret's decision, noting that once she was 25, she could have given notice to the Privy
Council and gone ahead with the marriage. VERNON BOGDANOR, THE MONARCHY AND THE
CONSTITUTION 56-57 ( 1995). But she probably would have lost her rights to the throne and
her payments from the C ivil List. Id. at 57.
35.
Royal Wedding Sparks Succession Debate, CBC NEWS (Jan.
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2011/0lI18/uk-succession-rules-williammiddleton.html.
36.

18, 2011),

The Queen elevated Middleton to the rank o f Royal Highness on the wedding

day, April 29, 2011. See Martin Beckford, Prince William and Kate Middleton's New Titles

Revealed, TELEGRAPH (April 29, 201 1), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/roy�l

wedding/8482573/Prince-William-and-Kate-Middletons-new-titles-revealed.htrnl.
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under the leadership of Prime Minister David Cameron, agreed to change
them.37
One commentator wrote in The Guardian:
I now realise how misguided the royal family has been in its insistence on good
breeding as a condition for marrying into it. We like to think that wc liv� in a meri
tocracy. The idea that the institution of the monarchy should be acccss1blc on! y to
people of the right heredity feels quite unacceptable today. And th� nks to Diana,
the old excuse that only royals or aristocrats have the necessary cqmpmcnt to han
dle the job of a monarch's spouse no longer carries any conviction. Until this week
we had never heard Kate Middleton speak in public, but her performance during
Tom Bradby's ITV interview with her and Wi lliam was a revelation. She looked
far more at ease than Princess Diana ever did, and she spoke with confidence and
fine judgment. Only once did she stumble, and this was when Bradby asked her if
she felt "intimidated" at the prospect of following in the footsteps of Diana. This
made her blabber incoherently until Wil liam chipped in to say that "no one is try
ing to fill my mother's shoes" and that Kate would carve out her own future and do
so brilliantly. I found myself believing him. 38

The shift to non-royal, non-aristocratic brides tracks an overall societal
change to more gender equality. Women demand equal pay for equal work,
certainly in the Western world, and increasingly in other parts of the world.
They have been entering male-dominated professions for over a century.
They have shed old assumptions about what constitutes proper "female"
behavior, particularly in the past thirty years, and along with it what consti
tutes proper "male" behavior. Women in the European constitutional mon
archies under discussions have seen females become Prime Ministers,39 cor
porate executives,40 renowned sports figures,41 and millionaires.42 They

not, however, make her a "Princess." Id. Catherine takes her husband's style as Duchess of
Cambridge. Id.
37. See James Chapman, British Throne law Backdated Ahead of Duke and Duch
ess of Cambridge's First Baby, MAIL ONLINE (June 4, 2 0 1 2), http://www.dailymail .co.uk/
news/article-2 1 54698/Bri tish-throne-law-backdated-ahead-Duke-Duchess-Cambridgesbaby. html?ito=feeds-newsxml; Nicholas Watt, Royal Succession Gender Equality A pproved
by Commonwealth, GUARDIAN (Oct. 28, 20 1 1 ), http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/201 1/oct
/28/royal-succession-gender-equality-approved. The new rules, whenever they come into
force, will apply to the descendants of Prince William. Id.
38. Alexander Chancellor, Why Kate Middleton ls the Perfect Choice, GUARDIAN
(Nov. 18, 20 1 0), http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/201O/nov/ 1 9/kate-middleton-perfect-choice.
39. Gro Harlem Brundtland was the first woman to become Prime Minister of Nor
way. See Biography of Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, UN, http://www.un.org/News/dh/
hlpanel/brundtland-bio.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2 0 1 3). She was also Director General of the
World Health Organization. Id. Margaret Thatcher was the first female Prime Minister of the
UK, serving from 1 97 � to 1 990. See BBC History-Margaret Thatcher, BBC HISTORY,
http://www .bbc.co.uk/h1story/people/margaret_thatcher (last visited Feb. 23, 20 1 3) .
40. Andrew Clark and Tom Bawden, UK lags Behind Nordic Nations in Equality
for Female Exe �tive �, GUARDIAN (Feb. 1 9, 20 1 1 ), http://www.guardian.eo.uk/business/
20 � l � feb/20/nord1c-nat10ns-equality-female-exeeutives (providing that 1 2% of executives in
Bntam are female).
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compete daily and successfully with males in politics, business, the learned
professions, sports, the arts, and other occupations. Why then shoul d they be
"less than" men in the one position that is most symbolic in the lives of their
nations-head of state?
In addition, changes in the laws of succession to various thrones have
raised questions concerning rules of inheritance to aristocratic titles. Wom
en in noble families arc now objecting more and more vociferously to the
idea that men should inherit the family title, in line with ideas of male pri
mogeniture. In some cases, women have no claim on noble titles or entailed
estates at all. 43 In increasing numbers, these women are now turning to the
legal system to challenge what they see as gender discrimination.44 Particu
larly in those monarchies that have now adopted a rule of absolute primo
geniture, these women allege that a parallel scheme under which males
should continue to inherit noble titles to the exclusion of or in preference to
women is both illogical and inequitable.45
While the world in general may be moving toward other forms of gov
ernment and abandoning constitutional monarchy as a method of govern
ance, there seems to be no reason why we should abandon a rule of gender
equality as long as we maintain constitutional monarchy. The reasons for
male primogeniture or agnatic succession have long since passed away as a
necessary principle to maintain constitutional monarchy, even if we assume
the need for constitutional monarchy.
In Part I of this Article, I discuss types of hereditary succession, in
cluding agnatic succession and male primogeniture, and the various reasons
for their adoption. In Part II, I discuss the political and historical objections
to female rule. In Part III, I explain the shift from traditional succession
rules to the cognatic succession rules. In Part IV, I compare the changes in
two particular m onarchies: Spain and the United Kingdom, and examine
more closely the objections raised by aristocratic women who currently find
themselves at a disadvantage because of the succession rules applied to the
inheritance of titles. I analyze the legal arguments these women have made
and could make in national and international courts to attack current inher
itance laws, and look at pending bills in the national legislatures. I conclude
by suggesting that the national legislatures in constitutional monarchies
which have adopted absolute primogeniture must act to harmonize the in4 1 . One example is tennis champion Virginia Wade, ranked number I in Great
Britain for ten years. She won the Winbledon Singles Title in 1 977. See generally VIRGINIA
WAD E, http://virginia-wade.com/ (last visited April 8, 20 1 3).
. .
42. See, e.g., Punkaj Goswami, Top JO Self Made Women Millionaires from Bntam,
BORN RICH (Apr. 13, 201 0), http://www .bomrich.com/entry/top-IO-self-made-women
mil lionaires-from-britain/.
43. See infra Subsection IV.B.2.
44. See infra Part IV.A. I.
45. See Owen, supra note 25, at 35.
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heritance of titles so that they pass to the eldest child or the nearest relation,
regardless of gender, of the last title-holder, in order to demonstrate that
they understand the principles of gender equality. Adherence to the rule of
_
constitutional monarchy is one thing; one accepts the notion of fundamental
unfairness that one family is "born to rule." Compounding the unfairness by
continuing to elevate the importance o f one sex over the other must end.
l. TYPES OF HEREDITARY SUCCESSION
A. Rules of Inheritance and Their Purposes
Around the world, nations and ethnic groups use many different meth
ods to determine the rules of inheritance, whether those rules apply to
thrones or titles or to tangible and intangible property. Religion, history,
politics, and law all play their part in determining which rules a population
selects to make such choices. In those nations of Europe which have or have
had monarchies, we can see many different choices, and we see the work
ings of all of these influences. Each one demonstrates that those who make
the rules are, on the whole, less likely to prefer women than men as inheri
tors of thrones, titles, and property of all kinds:
There are indeed three possible arrangements for hereditary succession.The first
regulates the succession by means of the so-called Salic law, which entirely ex
cludes females from the succession.This rule governed succession to the French
monarchy, so that there were never any queens of France, except, of course, for
queen consorts. The second rule provides that the right of succession passes to the
eldest child of the sovereign, regardless of gender, females enjoying the same right
of succession as males ....The third alternative, which regulates the succession in
Britain, provides that, under the common law, the Crown descends on the same ba
sis as the inheritance of land.This means that male heirs take precedence over fe
male, with children representing their deceased ancestors; and, under the rule of
primogeniture, the older son precedes the younger. It is thus in general only a male
who, in Britain, can be heir apparent.If the heir to the throne is female, she can on
ly be heir presumptive rather than heir apparent, for her claim can always be de
feated by the birth of a son to the sovereign who would then become heir appar
ent.64

In many countries, the preference for male inheritance or leadership
and against female inheritance or leadership, whether the choice is among
various types of agnatic succession, male primogeniture, or some type of
election,47 was and is to create some stability in the regime. The assumption
46.
BOGDANOR, supra note 34, at 42-43. Since the October 20 1 1 decision , Bog'
danor s statement about the rule in the UK is of course incorrect; however the legislation
,
_ g the
changin
rule has not yet been adopted.Further, his general description of differen types
t
_
_
of succession
remains
accurate.
47. Bo�danor points out a legislature's ability to make such
an election ' giving the
example of Parliament's selection of William and Mary in
1 689. Id. at 43.
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was, and to some extent continues to be, that men can provide physical and
intellectual leadership to a greater extent than can women. Men in many
cultures received military training. If they did not necessarily receive more
education than the women in their families, society did not perceive such a
lack of intellectual attainments as a hindrance, since they could surround
themselves with (male) counselors and others (usually also males) who
could guide them in the approved direction. A sovereign did not believe he
needed daughters or other female heirs48 in order to govern a country and
pass on his right to rule and preserve his dynasty. He did believe he needed
male heirs, including sons to protect his rights as he perceived them. 49 What
females he might eventua lly need he could obtain through the marriage of
his sons to women in the sovereign families of other countries. 50 Of course,
the irony is obvious-the females who became the wives of these sons had
to come from somewhere, and often these young women caused political
and dynastic, if not social, friction, not just at court but through, for exam
ple, marriage contracts that their parents or lawyers did not draw up appro
priately. Children of the marriage might assert rights to the thrones and
kingdoms from w hich these princesses had come before marriage. Even if
these princesses did give up any dynastic rights they had to the thrones of
their families, their ambitious husbands or descendants might well resurrect
these claims for political or other reasons, as did Edward III of England.5 1
48. Male monarchs did, however, use their daughters and other female relatives to
create political ties with other ruling families. See, e.g. , WANDRUSZKA, supra note I 0, at 808 1 (discussing the Austrian Habsburgs); OWEN CONNELLY, NAPOLEON 'S SATELLITE
KINGDOMS 6 1 , 1 33, 1 8 1 ( 1 965) (discussing Napoleon I's practice of establishing relatives on
the thrones of satel lite states).
49. It would be an error to believe that early and medieval monarchs saw their terri
torial possessions as "nations" in the modem sense; "nationhood" as we see it today did not
arise until the early nineteenth century, although heads of state certainly spoke of their coun
tries as "France" or "England" for example. See HANS KOHN, THE IDEA OF NATIONALISM: A
STUDY IN ITS ORIGINS AND BACKGROUND 258 (Transaction Publishers 2d ed. 2005) ( 1 944)
(postulating that Jean-Jacques Rousseau is the philosopher whose work is necessary to the
creation of the modem notion o f the nation).
50. Of course, one might argue--with some credibility-that women in noble or
princely families had to come from somewhere, so some male sovereign had to be happy
with females. See generally S.J. Payling, The Economics of Marriage in Late Medieval Eng
land: The Marriage of Heiresses, 54 ECON. H I ST. REV. 413, 4 1 3 (200 1 ) (examining male
primogeniture and the "preference for the direct female over the collateral male heir"). Cer
tainly not all male sovereigns objected to daughters on principle. See id. But they wanted to
leave their thrones to sons. See id. The sovereign who had only daughters feared the end of
his dynasty as well as disaster for the country. See id. Likewise, the noble or the country
gentleman who had no sons found himself at a disadvantage. See id. Not only was his name
likely to die out, but he needed to provide his daughters with a ?owry. See id.
.
5 1 . Another example is that of the marriage of L?ms XIV a�d Mana Theresa of
.
_
Spain, which was was contingent on the bride's renunc1at10
� of her nghts to th� Spamsh
throne and the payment of her dowry. The dowry was never paid. Charles I I of S��m eventu
ally left his throne to Philip of Anjou, a grandson of the couple, who became Phthp V (born
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Absent claims made by chi ldren of the marriage. other problems might
occur. The husband of a ch i ldless w i fo might want to put her aside and seek
another spouse, but a marriage contract might have attempted to prevent
such an outcome. 52 Y ct sometimes a way must be found. � .1
Indeed, in some si tuations, too many sons m ight be a problem, as Eng
land's Henry I I discovered, when his sons rebelled against him opcnly.54
Tired of waiting for h i m to die so that they could each inherit a c row n, �d
.
_
unhappy that he would not satisfy their desires for independence m his life
time, they launched strike after strike against h i m, singly or together, some
_
times abetted by their mother, Eleanor of Aquitaine, or by one of his ene
mies . 55 The Emperor Charlemagne5t> and the Plantagenet Henry 1157 broke up
their massive holdings to pacify thei r sons because, as was often the case,
they had more than one ambitious male child. 58 Such a move was necessary
to keep peace in the family.

1 683 died 1 746). The Bourbon succession was opposed by the Austrians, who had another
candidate, the Archduke Charles of Austria, later Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI, the
father of Maria Theresa, for whose succession rights he fought so valiantly. See infra text
accompanying note. I 1 5.
52. One of the most famous and notorious examples is that of Henry VIII and his
first wife, Catherine of Aragon. The marriage was not technically childless, because the
couple had a living child, Mary. Henry, however, argued that because Catherine had not
given birth to a living male child, their "childlessness" was a sign rrom God that the marriage
was il legitimate and must be dissolved. See Virginia Murphy, The literature and Propagan
da of Henry VIII 's First Divorce, in THE REIGN OF HENRY VIII: POLITICS, POLICY, AND PIETY
1 35 (Diannaid McCulloch, ed, Palgrave Macmillan, 1 995).
53. Prior to the Reformation, the most common reason for annulment (the proper
term for dissolution of marriage) was the discovery that the husband and wife were related
within "forbidden degrees" of family relationship. As this relationship was certainly known
to the couple and their relatives before the marriage, they normally had received a Papal
dispensation (permission to marry regardless of the relationship) before they entered into the
marriage. When for dynastic or other reasons one (or both) of the spouses wished to dissolve
the marriages, they asked the Pope for an annulment. One of the most famous examples of
the high medieval period is the dissolution of the marriage of Louis VII and Eleanor of Aqui
taine, who were related within the forbidden degrees. See Constance B. Bouchard, Consan
guinity and Noble Marriages in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries, 56 SPECULUM 268 ( 1 98 1 ).
54. See W.L. WARREN, HENRY II 1 22-23 ( 1 973).
55. See id. (describing the vast coalition against Henry II).
56. Se� generally Matthew Innes, Charlemagne 's Will: Piety, Politics. and the Im
.
penal Successzon, 1 1 2 ENG. HIST. R.Ev. 833 ( I 997) (describing Emperor Charlemagne).
57 . In the event, the Plantagenet King John (ironically nicknamed "Lackland")
.
. � virtually
.
mhente
�II of his father's lands, because his brother Richard I died without legiti
mate heJTs. See Kmg John, ENG. MONARCHS, http://www. englishmonarchs.co.uk/plant age
net_3.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 201 3).
58. William the Conqueror (William I) also broke apart his holdings to appease his
s�ns. DAVID CARPENTER: THE STRUGGLE FOR MASTERY B RITAIN 1 066-1 284, at 1 2 5 (2003) .
His son Robert succeeded to Normandy as Robert II; as duke, Robert was under feudal law a
_
�assal of the Kmg o! Fr�nce, not the King of England . Id. Wil liam n (William Rufus) inher
ited England. Id. His third son Henry received money. Id. In 1 1 00, when Wil l iam II died
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Daughters posed less of a problem since they did not necessarily in
herit the throne unless (as in England) there were no male heirs; a royal
father could pacify them with some dower lands and marry them off to a
royal suitor or make another suitable match for them.59 A daughter married
to a royal heir in another country routinely renounced her inheritance rights
if she had any,60 but quite often any children, grandchildren, or other de
scendants of the marriage considered such renunciations without effect and
attempted to rec laim succession rights through her.61 Thus Edward III of
England attempted to claim the French throne through his mother Isabel,
setti ng off the Hundred Years' War.62 The French, however, refused to rec
ognize Isabel ' s rights, claiming, somewhat belatedly, that Isabel as a female
could not claim the throne; and further could not pass on her rights to her
children . Thus her children had no inheritance rights.63
The Hundred Years ' War was in many ways the illustration of both
the problem with female succession and its solution. The French refused to
accept the idea of a throne passing to a daughter, in this particular case, a
daughter who might be the illegitimate daughter (Joan of Navarre) of a
French King, Louis X. But while denying Joan's rights, they could, and
probably should, have accepted the accession of her cousin, the daughter of
Philip V. Instead, they imported a tribal law of dubious applicability, setting
off a more than century-long war and creating a legal precedent that eventu
ally infected not just the French royal succession and the German territories,
but also reached as far north as Sweden, as far west as the Netherlands, and
as far south as Spain.

under unexplained circumstances during a hunting expedition in the New Forest, Herny
succeeded him as Henry I. Id at 1 34. Normandy did not become part of the English king's
direct holdings again until the succession of Henry's grandson Henry II (Plantagenet), who
as duke of Normandy was vassal to the King of France (thus setting off much of the Plantag
enet conflict with the French sovereigns). See id. at 1 48.
59. For some examples of marriage patterns in royal houses, see generally Patricia
H. Fleming, The Politics of Marriage Among Non-Catholic European Royalty, 14 CURRENT
ANTHROPOLOGY 23 1 ( 1 973).
60. Peace of the Pyrenees, ENCYCLOPIEDIA B RITANNICA, http://www.britannica.com/
EBcheckcd/topic/48483 0/Peace-of-the-Pyrenees (last visited Feb. 23, 20 1 3).
6 1 . Most prominently such situations gave rise to Edward III's claim to the French
throne in 1 337 through his mother Isabel, the daughter and last surviving child of Philip TV,
and to the Bourbon claims to the Spanish throne after the death of Charles II in 1 700. Edward
III, however, conveniently overlooked the claim of his cousin Joan, queen of Navarre (the
daughter of Louis X), his three cousins, daughters of his uncle Philip V, and his cousin
Blan che, Duchess of Orleans, the daughter of Charles IV, in order to lay claim to the French
throne in 1354.
62. Isabel was the daughter of Philip IV of France and Joan I of Navarre. ALISON
WEIR, QUEEN ISABELLA: TREACHERY, ADULTERY, AND MURDER IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND 9
(2005).
63.

See irifra Section H.B.
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B. Agnatic Succession
Agnatic succession is a theory of inheritance that exc ludes females
and their descendants from the throne. Under agnatic seniority, the succes
sion to a throne would pass from the (male) monarch to his next eldest
brother, and so on, until no brothers remain, and then to the eldest male o f
the next generation.64 Under the type of agnatic succession fol lowed in
France, based on the Salic Law (Lex Salica), the crown passes from the
male sovereign through his eldest surviving son, for example, to his eldest
surviving son, and so on.
The Lex Salica was a Germanic tribal code65 that dates from the time
of the Merovingian king Clovis66 and faded from memory until, at the latest,
the early 1 400s.67 If the eldest male heir had no son, or grandson, then the
throne passed to the nearest male heir in that generation (the next brother,
for example). According to the Lex Salica as interpreted by the Valois law
yers and their theorists, the most pertinent section of the resurrected code
was the following: "Of the Salian land let no portion pass to a woman, but
all the land of this nature, let belong to the virile sex."68 An example of the
agnatic method of succession was in use in the Electorate (later the King
dom) of Hanover; after 1 7 1 4 the thrones of Great Britain and Hanover were
joined in a personal union, but when Victoria became queen of Great Brit
ain, her uncle acceded to the title of King of Hanover because its inheritance
was controlled by the Salic Law.69
As historian Craig Taylor points out, for French medieval jurists, the
Salic Law provided justification that the female right to succession was in-

64.
Nayef.

Saudi Arabia, for example, currently uses this system. Nick Ottcns, Saudi Prince

Next

in

line

to

Throne,

Dies,

ATLANTIC

SENTINEL

(June

1 6,

20 1 2),

http://atlanticsentinel.com/201 2/06/saudi-prince-nayef-next-in-1 i ne-to-throne-dics/.
65.

See generally LEX SALICA: THE TEN TEXTS WITH THE G LOSSES, AND THE LEX

EMENDATA (J.H. Hessels ed., 1 880).
66.

See PATRlCK J. GEARY, BEFORE FRANCE AND GERMANY: THE CREATION AND

TRANSFORMATION OF THE MEROVfNGIAN WORLD 90 ( 1 988).
67.

Clovis reigned from 476 to 496, but the Lex Sa/ica was not revived until the

1 400s. Craig Taylor, The Salic Law, French Queenship, and the Defense of Women in the
late Middle Ages, 29 FRENCH HIST. STUD. 543, 543 (2006).
68.

Ralph Giesey discusses the uses of this passage at length in his article The Juris-

tic Basis of Dynastic Right to the French Throne, in 5 1 TRANSACTIONS AM. PHILOSOPHICAL
Soc y 3, 1 7-22 ( 1 96 1 ), although he rethinks his analysis somewhat in LE ROLE MECONNU DE
'

LA LOI SALIQUE: LA SUCCESSION ROYALE, XIV-XVI SIECLES (2007).
69.

On the adoption of the Salic Law to deny the English king's claims to the French

throne, see generally Taylor, supra note 67, at 543 n.2. The Guelphs imported the Salic Law
into the Hanoverian succession when a daughter of the house married a Frankish ancestor of
the line in the 9th century. See Gue/phs, ENCYCLOPEDIA.COM, http://www.encyclopedia.
com/doc/ I E I -Guelph-U.html (last visited Feb. 23, 20 1 3).
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consistent with the French theory of monarchy, and French royalist writers
of the period used the Lex Salica with abandon:
[T]here is overwhelming evidence that the polemical treatises produced by Valois
officials in the fifteenth century were used by administrators and diplomats as
summaries of the complicated di sputes with the English and other opponents of the
Crown, because they offered clear statements of the Valois position on most points
that might be raised during negotiations. Moreover, there can be no doubt that
pressure from English claimants to the throne throughout the Hundred Years' War
played a central ro le in the development of French justifications for the exclusion
70

of women from the royal succession.

The Lex Salica fed the contemporary notion that women were incapa
ble, not just of governing, but of transmitting the right to govern. But the
Salic Law is not simply something of an invention in terms of French suc
cession law. It is also primarily a j ustification for those who simply wanted
to bar women and their offspring from the throne. Nowhere is this clearer
than in its use by the Valois lawyers to deny the accession, in successive
decades, of the daughters of Louis X, Philip V, and Charles IV.71
Some countries, notably the Netherlands and Luxembourg, also used a
type of Salic succession called semi-salic, in which males from any branch
of the family inherited the throne in preference to females until all male
heirs in all branches were eliminated. At that point, females could be con
sidered as heirs. Such a system could effectively bar females from succes
sion depending on how it was applied.
A similar succession system would be based on a type of rotation in
which the king would be chosen from a pool of eligible males-each of that
generation and each presumably equally entitled to the throne. In either
case, no female would ever be qualified to rule.
C. Male Primogeniture
Another type of succession, adopted fairly early in many European
countries in order to establish some sort of stability, is male primogeniture.
Thus, the male sovereign who claims the title by right establishes that the
title will descend through his family-namely to his eldest surviving son,
then to the eldest surviving son of his eldest surviving son, and so on.12 I f
his eldest son dies without male heirs, then the title descends to his second
son. If his eldest son has no sons, then the title would devolve upon the sec
ond son as well. This system is also a type of agnatic succession, but relies
70.
71.

Taylor, supra note

72.

BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, supra note 2, at

67, at 547-48 (footnotes omitted).

Edward III of England made his claim through his mother on the assumption not
simply that women could transmit their claims, but also that these daughters, his first cous
ins, were i llegitimate. Their mothers were accused of adultery, and two were found guilty.
See infra Section II.B.
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on "primogeniture" or birth ordcr.7J It also docs not exclude females abso
lutely, but prefers males. I f the male line of a particular heir fails, then the
eldest daughter o f the most recent male sovereign may succeed to the
throne. Male primogeniture was, until the fall of 20 1 1 , the rule of succes
sion in the UK, Denmark, and Norway; it is sti l l the rule in Spain.
Because males had a particular place in society, and male nobles
learned the art o f war as we ll as the art of government, males were the pre
ferred sex. Consider Erasmus' The Education of a Christian Prince ( 1 5 1 6),
which discusses what the royal heir should know about making treaties,
about preserving peace and making war, about making marriage al liances,
about making laws, about diplomacy and about understanding what people
want of him (perceiving the meaning o f flattery), and about understanding
h i s place in the world. 74 The emphasis is on the male, not on the female
and this from one o f the premier educators o f the Renaissance. 75
Political scientists Andrej Kokkonen and Anders Sundell argue that
[a] succession based on primogeniture solves both the regime 's coordination prob
lem and the autocrat's crown prince prob lem. In autocracies practicing primogeni
ture there is under ordinary circumstances only one viable contender for the
throne-the crown prince-who automatically will become the new autocrat the
day the incumbent autocrat dies. A crown prince therefore solves the coordination
problem by providing the regime with a natural focal point. If the members of the
regime remain loyal to the crown prince the regime will live on after the incumbent
autocrat passes away.
73.

A number of geneticists and scientific historians note that talent for governing

does not locate itsel f solely in the male, in the first-born, or in the first-born male, suggesting
that basing the principle of government rule on familial inheritance can be questioned. See,
e.g. , David Starr Jordan, The Inbred Descendants of Charlemagne: A Glance at the Scientific
Side of Genealogy, 1 3 SCI. MONTHLY 48 1 { 1 92 1 ) (discussing the lineage of political leaders
and high achievers whose ancestry can be traced to younger sons or daughters of royalty and
who then "fell into" the middle or "lower" classes but managed to demonstrate superiority).
In addition, basing the selection of the individual from that family who is to rule on birth
order rather than on talent or demonstrated ability, for example, might be thought of as an

odd way to choose a leader. Id. To quote the character Dennis in the film Monty Python and
the Holy Grail, responding to King Arthur's claim of supremacy not simply based on his
grant �f the sword Excalibur (but also on his descent from Uther Pendragon):

Listen. Strange women lying in ponds distributing swords is no basis for a system
of government. Supreme executive power derives from a mandate from the masses,
not from some farcical aquatic ceremony . . . . [Y]ou can't expect
to wield extreme
.
executive power simply ' cause some watery tart threw a
sword at you.
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL (Sony
Pictures 1 975).
ee generally ERASMUS, THE EDUCATION OF A CHRISTIA PRINCE (Lisa Jardine
N
ed., Umvers1ty of Toronto reprt. 2003).
75.
Erasmus eventua lly came to the conclusion that
education for women was not
.
such a bad idea,
after he met the daughters of Sir Thomas More.
See ERASM US ON WOMEN
.
1 0 (Enka
Rummel ed , University of Toronto 1 996). Howev
er, some women wrote their own
:
.
guides on the education of women,· th
e ear1.test genera 1 ly known treatise ·1s CHRISTINE DE
p �AN, L IVRE DES TROIS VERTUS (The Treasure of
the City of Ladies or the Book of the Three
trtues) (Sarah Larso n trans ., Penguin rev.
ed. 2003 ).

7�. �

�

·
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Apart from pointing out a successor, primogeniture in normal circumstances also

solves the crown prince problem by appointing the autocrat's son successor. This
assures that the successor is considerably younger than the incumbent autocrat.

Tullock argues that "the son is wise to simply wait for his father to die," as he be
cause of his young age will be able to enjoy the rents of being the autocrat for
many years after the fathers [sic] death. Brothers, generals or other possible suc

cessors arc more likely to be of age with the incumbent autocrat, and thus have
lower incentives to be patient.

A third advantage with primogeni ture is that the crown prince is likely be relatively
young when he comes to power, why members of the regime will not have to wor

ry about the problem of succession for many years. They can rest assured that they

for a long time will be able to collect the rents that the new autocrat promises to

share with them. In the words of Bueno de Mesquita et al: "an autocrat's tenure
depends upon her ability to promise private goods in the future and i l l health and

decrepitude diminishes this capacity." Thus, primogeniture makes it less attractive
for regime members to attempt a risky coup.

In autocracies where the succession is based on e lection, or is uncertain for other

reasons, there are always several potential contenders for the throne. The members

of the ruling regime cannot know for certain who will be the new autocrat the day

the incumbent autocrat passes away and will have difficulties coordinating their ef
forts to uphold the regime when he dies. They are therefore likely to constantly
look out for strong potential contenders to bet on in a grab for power--especially

when the incumbent autocrat is old and does not seem to have much time left to
rule. To remain loyal is to miss an opportunity to increase one's chances of becom

ing a member of the new privileged elite by acting before other potential contend
ers.
Neither can potential contenders for the throne be certain that they will inherit the

[sic] autocrat one day. There is always a risk that another contender will be elected,

or grab power, the day the incumbent autocrat dies. The contenders in autocracies

where the succession is based on election, or is uncertain for other reasons, also

tend to be older than crown princes in autocracies based on primogeniture, as it
takes more time to amass the power resources needed to be a viable contender in
the former systems. Therefore, the contenders cannot be as patient as crown princ

es in systems based on primogeniture. In short, a contender "may miss the rents
from becoming the autocrat, i f he does not do something himself to become so."76

Because of the importance of national defense as well as the necessity
of staving off internal conflicts, many male sovereigns distrusted the notion
that fem ale heirs were as appropriate as male heirs to secure their kingdoms.
Even spectacularly successful queens like Isabel I of Castile failed to con
vince them.

76.

Andrej Kokkonen & Anders Sundell, Delivering Stabilitr-Primogeniture and

Autocratic Survival in European Monarchies 1000-1800, at 5-6 (QOG, Dept. of Political
Sci., Univ. of Gothenburg Working Paper Series 20 1 2:3, 201 2), available at
http ://www.qog.pol.gu.se/digitalAssets/1 367/ 1 3 67572_2012_3 kokkonen_sundell.pdf (cita
tions omitted).
_
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D. Elective Succession (Elective Monarchy)

The crown of Poland was also vested in an elected sovere ign from the

Sixteenth through the Eighteenth centuries.77 In 1 3 84, Jadwiga, the da �gh� er
o f Louis I, was elected and installed as "King" rather than Queen, to sign i fy
that she ruled on her own.18
The Holy Roman Empire, traditionally thought to have been founded
by Charlemagne, also acquired its rulers through election, although by the
early sixteenth century, the title o f Holy Roman Emperor became vested de
facto in the male members of the Hapsburg family, which controlled many
of the lands of the former Carol i ngian empire. That domination ended in

1 740 when most of those lands including Austria came into the hands of the
heiress of the last male Hapsburg to be elected Holy Roman Emperor,
Charles Vl.79 Maria Theresa,80 the daughter of Charles VI, married Francis

On Poland's elective monarchy, see generally JULIA SWIFT ORVIS. A BRIEF
H ISTORY OF POLAND 98- 1 66 ( 1 9 I 6). Sweden itself acquired an elected King in 1 8 1 0 when the
Rikstag chose a French marshal, Jean Bernadotte, to succeed the childless Carl XIII. who
77.

Bernadotte Dynasty, SWEDI S H ROYAL CT.,
ttedynasty
archy/themonarchyinsweden/thebemado
http://www.kungahuset.se/royalcourt/mon

reigned

from

1 809

to

1 8 1 8.

See

The

. 1 06. l a6f6392 1 2652d9b l 5a8000224.html (last vis ited Feb. 25, 20 1 3 ). The new king, who
took the name Charles

XfV John, founded the Bernadotte dynasty which sti ll reigns. See The

Swedish Royal Court: The Royal Family: The Bernadotte Dynasty, SW ED I S H ROYAL COURT,
http://www.kungahuset.se/royalcourt/royalfamily/thebemadottedynasty .4.396 1 605 I I 584257f
2 1 80008 1 4.html (last visited April 8, 201 3). Until 1 905 the Swedish royal house also the
royal house of Norway , since the countries were united. See The Dissolution of the Union of

Norway and Sweden, 1 AM. J. INT'L L. 440 ( 1 907). Carl XVI Gustaf is a direct descendant of
Charles XIV John and his French queen Desiree. See The Bernadette Dynasty, supra. Napo
leon himself managed to install his family and supporters as dynasts on a number of thrones.
His brother Joseph married Queen Desiree' s sister Julie (nee Clary), and they ruled Spain
and Naples during the first Napoleonic period. See CONNELLy , supra note 48, at 95-96;
MICHAEL Ross, THE RELUCTANT KlNG 7 1 , 1 46 ( 1 976). His brother Louis ruled Holland with
Josephine ' s daughter Hortense. See CONNELLY, supra note 48.
78.
GUIDA M. JACKSON, WOMEN WHO R u um 88-89 ( 1 990) .

79.
In 1 740 the long string of elections was interrupted when Austria passed into the
hands of an archduche ss, Maria Theresa. See RICHARD M. WATI,
THE KINGS DEPART (2003);
A.J.P. TAYLOR, THE HAPSBUR G MONARCH Y, 1 8091 9 1 8 : A HISTORY OF THE AUSTRIAN
EMPIRE AND :AUSTRIA-HUNGARY 1 5 ( 1 990). The
office of Holy Roman Empire became de
facto vested m a �ember of the Hapsburg family,
and finally in the son and/or heir of the
Archduke of Austna, who received the title of
King of the Romans. See TAYLOR, supra, at
1 5-2 0. Napoleon's granting to his son of the
title King of Rome was a deliberate slap at the
.
wanmg i:o"".er of the Hapsburg�, although
it was also a reminder that the boy was a grandson
o the reignmg Emperor, Francis II (through
Napoleon 's second wife, Marie Louise of Aus
tna).

�

80.
Mari � There �a, who had sixteen childre
n with Franci s I, is probably better
.
known to U.S. c�ttzens,
tf at all, as the mother of Marie Antoin
.
ette, the i l l-fated wife of
French Kmg Louis XVI . Both were guillo
tined during the French Revolution of 1 789, he in
.
January 1 793 ' she m
October of that year. On Mana
Theresa and her daughter see A ntonia
·

·
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of Lorrainc,81 who duly became Holy Roman Emperor (Francis I) based on
the votes of the H RE Electors, but an Austrian enemy, Frederick the Great
of Prussia, refused to accept Maria Theresa's accession to the Austrian
Archduchy,

and

launched

the

War

of

the

Austrian

Succession

( 1 740- 1 748).82 Again, his argument was that Maria Theresa, as a woman,
was ineligible because of the Salic Law, to inherit the Austrian throne, even
though her father had promulgated the Pragmatic Sanction of 1 7 1 3 , a legal
device also attempted a century later by Ferdinand VII in order to smooth
the path of his older daughter Isabella to the Spanish throne. 83 Like the
Pragmatic Sanction o f 1 830, the Pragmatic Sanction of 1 7 1 3 succeeded in
causing massive upheaval and war.84
Another kingship that passed by election was that of Bohemia. When
King Matthias, who was also the Holy Roman Emperor, died without an
obvious heir in 1 6 1 8, some of the Bohemian nobles rejected the candidate
proposed by Matthias (the Catholic Ferdinand of Styria), preferring the
Protestant Frederick of the Palatinate, the son-in-law of James I of Eng
land.85 However, Ferdinand managed to be elected the next Crown P rince of
Bohemia, an event that eventually launched the Thirty Years' War. 86 During

Fraser, Marie Antoinette: The Journey (Anchor, 2002), 3-25; on Marie Antoinette's execu

tion, see Fraser, supra, at 438-440.
8 1 . Francis I, ENCYCLOPA:lDIA BRITANNICA, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/
topic/2 1 6709/Francis-I (last visited Feb. 25, 201 3).
82. REED S. BROWNING, THE WAR OF THE AU STR IAN SUCCESSION 39 ( 1 993).
83. See infra Subsection I.E. I .
84. The problem was exacerbated because both Hungary and Bohemia, though part
of the Austrian Empire, had elective monarchies, and expected that if the Hapsburg male
lines were extinct, that they were to return to their old rules of electing their sovereigns.
Frederick the Great thus also argued that he was validating the Hungarian and Bohemian
rights to elect their sovereigns. Nevertheless, Charles VJ obtained the agreement of the other
existing European powers to the Pragmatic Sanction of 1 7 1 3 and to the eventual accession of
his daughter to his lands. See Pragmatic Sanction of Emperor Charles VI, ENCYCLOPA:lDIA
BR ITANN ICA http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-906 1 1 69/Pragmatic-Sanction-of-Emperor
-Charles-VI (last visited Feb. 25, 20 1 3). As a result of the War of the Austrian Succession,
Charles Albert of Bavaria obtained some Austrian lands, leaving Maria Theresa and Francis I
in posse ssion of Austria and the rest of the Austrian Empire. See id The Hapsburgs and their
successors remained in control of the title "Holy Roman Emperor" until the coronation of
Napoleon Bonaparte as Emperor of France.
85. Indeed, many medieval Germanic kingdoms passed from ruler to ruler via elec
tion. See supra Section L B .
86. See B RENNAN c . PURSELL, THE WINTER K.JNG: FREDERICK v O F THE PALATINATE
AND THE COMING OF THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR 45 (2003); WEDGWOOD, supra note 8, at 75.
Frederick V and his wife Elizabeth of England (the "Winter Queen") had several children,
including the Electress Sophia ( 1 630- 1 7 1 4). The Act of Settlement 1 70 1 , named Sophia
heiress presumptive to Anne, the eventual Queen of England; Sophia did not, however, sur
vive Anne. Sophia's son George, Elector of Hanover, became the first Hanoverian King of
England, but if Sophia had survived Anne, she would obviously have become Queen Reg,
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the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Transylvania also chose its rulers
by election.87 Generally, those regimes that chose the monarchs by election
chose them from a particular family or close group of fam il ies. and pre
ferred males to females.
Tanistry is succession by election, practiced particularly by the Celtic
tribes.88 The "tanist" was the elected heir to the king, and was a member of
the royal family, selected because he was the "' eldest and worthiest"' of the
family.89 On occasion a king 's son might succeed to the title his father held.
but this outcome was by no means certain. The king was elected for life
because the electors deemed him to be the best qualified for the office, and
his successor (tanist) was elected during his lifetime.90 However, the tanist
was generally a member of the former king's (or chiefs) fam ily, or a male
member of a small group of leading families. One obvious example of an
individual who succeeded to the throne o f Scotland through tanistry is Mac
beth (Mac Bethad mac Findlaich) who succeeded Duncan I and reigned
1 040- 1 05 7 .91

The Irish particularly practiced tanistry;92 Evelyn Cecil poi nts out that
the successful candidate for tanist needed only to add the element of heredi
tary succession in order to create a regi me of primogeniture.93 Tanistry does
not allow for female succession. 94

�nt. Her niece, the unhappy Sophia Dorothea o f Celle, married George I in 1 682. See PAUL
ORA��· THE CAPTIVE PRINCESS: SOPHIA DOROTHEA OF CELLE 27-28 ( 1 972).

See Graeme Murdock, "Freely Elected In Fear:
" Princely Elections and Politi
ower m Early Modern Transylvania, 7 J. EARLY
MODE RN HIST. 2 1 3 ' 2 1 4 (2003 ) .
88.
EVELYN CECIL PRIMOGENITURE. A
S HORT H I STORY OF ITS DEVELOPME
.
NT IN
'
VARIOUS COUNT�S AND ITS
PRACTICAL EFFECTS 1 2- 1 3 ( 1 895).
See id.
89.
1p

·

.

ca

·

90.
Tanistry, ENCYCLOPtEDI A BRITANNICA,
http://www.bntannica.com/eb/article907 1 1 83/tan istry (last visited Feb.
25, 2 0 1 3).
91.
NICK AITC HISON M ACBETH M
f
�N A�D M YTH 1 3 ( 1 999) (discuss ing the fact and
fiction in Macbeth as well as 'the uses
.
_
o tamstry m bnng
mg
Macbeth to the throne)
92
CECIL, supra note 8 8 , at 1 5 .
Id.
93.
·

·
·

·

·

94.

Id.
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E. Other Theories of Succcssion95

l . Succession Through Marriage
Of course, women rulers may come to the throne via some other
method-v ia marri age, for example. One notable queen who achieved pow
er in this way was Catherine I of Russia (born Martha Skavronska), the wife
of Peter the Great, who became the first female ruler of the country. Alt
hough reputed to be ill iterate, and perhaps the daughter of a peasant,96 she
captivated Peter with her beauty, becoming his second wife in 1 707. They
had several children, of whom two lived into adulthood, Elizabeth and An
na.97 Catherine's elevation to the throne and her succession did not allow her
to make a gift of the crown to anyone she chose, nor did either of her daugh
ters succeed her immediately. Instead, Peter II, the son of the Tsarevich
Alexis, and the grandson of Peter the Great, inherited the throne, indicating
that the country had reverted to male primogeniture.98 Similarly, a male con
sort could obtain the crown through gift, as with the Scottish Crown Matri
monial.99 If a consort, male or female, received such a gift, obviously the
nation ran the risk that the throne could then be inherited by a family which
was not the original ruling family, and more probably related to the female
spouse than a male spouse, because the original sovereign was more likely
to be male than female. Thus, it is unlikely that either rulers or their sub
jects, given the choice, would opt to allow a spouse the option of alienating

95.

Other theories include proximity, which combines kinship with a claim of rela

tionship through closeness of generations. G.W S . BARROW, KINGSHIP AND UNITY: SCOTLAND
.

1000- 13 06, at 1 5 8, 1 65 ( 1 9 8 1 ). One example of proximity is the claim made by Robert the
Bruce, grandfather of the eventual King, to the throne of Scotland against other claimants.
Bruce's descent was convoluted and through a younger daughter of David II and William the
Lion. See id.
96.

PHILIP LONGWORTH, THE THREE EMPRESSES: CA THERINE I, ANNE AND ELIZABETH

OF RUSSIA 3-4 ( 1 973).

97.
ROBERT K. MASSIE, PETER THE GREAT: HIS LIFE AND WORLD 375, 3 7 7 ( 1 980).
Peter also had a son, the Tsarevich Alexis, by his first marriage, whom he eventually execut
ed for treason and rebellion. Id. at 709.
98.
See generally l NICHOLAS RlASANOVSKY & MARK STEINBERG, A HISTORY OF
RUSSIA (8th ed. 20 1 1 ).
99.
See infra note 1 4 1 and accompanying text. Today, certain succession laws spe

cifically bar royal spouses from inheriting the throne: "The spouses of the monarch's rela
tives to the second degree are members of the Royal House, but are not in line of succession
to the throne . . . . The spouses of relatives of the monarch may never s�cc��d t� the throne."
Succession to the Throne, HET KONINKLIJK HUIS http://www.konmkhjkh ms.nl/globale
paginas/taalrubrieken/english/monarchy/succession-to-the-throne/ (last visited Feb. 25,
201 3).
,
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the throne and passing i t into the hands of the children o f a second mar
riage.100
Ultimately, in spite of aberrations such as the ones under Peter the
Great who named his second wife as his heir, going so far as to have her
crow ed in 1 724 1 0 1 and Peter III, whose w i fe seized the throne, conspired in
,
his assassination, and reigned as Catherine I I (Catherine the Great) for thir

�

ty-four years,102 male primogeniture became the norm in most Europca�
countries, Salic or semi-Salic law in others, most of them because of their
legal and/or political relationship to France. Whether nations were Roman
Catholic or Protestant, i f they were monarchies, grand duchies, or princi
palities, they adopted the view that the most orderly state of affairs was to
hand the throne from eldest surviving male to eldest surviving male, and
absent an oldest or only surviving male, then to an oldest or only daughter.
Only in some cases, primarily those influenced by the Salic Law were fe
males completely eliminated from the succession. In some cases, the "semi
Salic" rule prevailed. In these cases, while a female could not rule, she
could pass her rights of succession to a male heir.

2. Ultimogeniture
Some commentators on message boards have suggested that the
"youngest" child of the sovereign should i nherit the throne. "Why the first
born child though? This move just rubber-stamps ageism within our society.
It would make more sense for the youngest child to have priority [;] statisti

cally their reign would be longer." 1 03 This theory of succession, called ulti
mogeniture, has some merit, and some cultures have followed the custom of
ultimogeniture. In the early medieval period, both in France and in England,
the youngest son and daughter of noble or peasant might have inherited the
property, primarily to keep the estate together. 104 Other groups have prac
ticed ultimogeniture to some extent, including some in Japan.1 05 Ultimogeni l 00.
There exist rare examples in which the legislative branch agreed to allow the
co?s?rt, who was also the reigning king, to continue to rule after the death of the sovereign;
Wt Iha� Ill of Great Britain was not only the husband of Mary II, but he
was also a son of
he Princess Royal and thus after Mary and her sister, third in line to
the British throne. See
mfra note 1 69 and accompanying text.
101.
See R�BERT K. ASSIE, CATHERIN E THE GREAT: PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN (201 1 )
.
(notmg that Cathenne ruled mdependently as Tsarina from
J 725 to J 727).
1 02.
See generally id.

�

!"f

1 03 .
Diamondrush, Comment t o Girls Equal in British
Throne Succession BBC
NEWS (Oct. 28, 201 1 ), http://www.bbc.eo.uk/news/
uk- 1 549260 7
1 04.
See FREDERICK POLLOCK & FREDER IC WILLIA M AITLAND
' THE HISTORY OF
ENGLISH LAW 27 1 ( 1 895).
� . 05.
See, e.g., Akira Hayami, The Myth o

M

.

�

0

�

�g�t'j

eneszs

'

f Primogeniture and /mpartible Inheritance

8 J. FAM. HIST. 3, 4 ( 1 983); Gary A. Rendsb
urg, David and His Circle in
6 VETUS TESTAMENTUM 438, 440 ( 1 986)
(comparing alternative inher-
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turc, as traditional ly practiced, serves to preserve the estate and/or power of
the family. The youngest of the family often gives up opportunities that
older siblings eagerly seize in order to stay at home and care for aging par
ents. 1 06 In return, the youngest child receives a reward-the entire, or the
bulk, of the estate. 107
Ultimately, of all of these theories, the most popular in European
countries until the last few decades have been agnatic succession and male
primogeniture. Both of these theories have caused dissention as European
society has confronted issues of gender equality. Some commentators have
argued that the Lex Salica was never intended to bar females from a
throne. 108 Certainly, using the Salic Law (or continuing to adhere to male
primogeniture) in this way raises questions about the nature of the throne: Is
it property in the same way that an individual ' s house or furniture is proper
ty, or does it have additional significance? Is the throne merely a symbol or
does it have real exi stence? If the latter, then excluding one sex from the
right to inherit rai ses questions in a time when we accept, more and more,
the idea of gender equal ity as settled. Further, if there is a property interest
in the throne, or to extend our sphere of i nterest, a title of nobility, can a
claimant litigate her interest in it? Or are such matters solely for the political
sphere to decide?
II. TRADITIONAL OB JECT IONS TO FEMALE RULE
A. The Queen Regnant as Wife
Apart from the assumption that females were less able to lead troops
in battle and less intelligent than males, assumptions that were not neces
sarily validated by observation, many nobles and counselors as well as rul
ers themselves disfavored female heirs because a female ruler would have
difficulty controlling her husband. John Knox, who published the tract A

Monstrous Regiment of Women,109 ranted against what he saw as the domi

nation of women in the political and social world, and most particularly
against the rule of both Mary Stuart in Scotland and Elizabeth Tudor in

itance models, including ultimogen iture, in Genesis with the monarchy of David and Solo
mon).
I 06.
See Hayami, supra note I 05, at 4.
1 07. See id.
1 08. See generally Craig Taylor, The Salic law and the Valois Succession to �he
_
French Crown, 1 5 FRENCH HIST. 358 (200 1 ) (discussing the growth of Sahe Law dunng
medieval times) .
1 09. JOHN KNOX, THE FIRST BLAST OF THE TRUMPET AGAINST THE MONSTROUS
REGIMENT OF WOMEN (Edward Arber ed., Southgate 1 878) ( 1 558).
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England. 1 io For Knox, the Bible taught that God had made women to serve
men, and thus women should not rule nations. 1 1 1 Here, he parted ways with
other early Protestant leaders like John Calvin, who suggested that the Bib
lical example of Deborah proved that some women, at least, could lead so
ciety. 1 12
For many men, including those who held views not nearly as extreme
as Knox, a woman on the throne was problematic because in order to secure
the succession she needed to marry, and the practicalities of mid-sixteenth
century European political life limited her choices. Because queens regnant
and powerful queens consort were so thick on the ground during the period,
the question of the education of female rulers was particularly troublesome,
and a number of writers examined it. 1 13

A female sovereign faced dangers in marrying a foreign prince, since
such a choice would bring with it a foreign alliance, possibly with a country
whose interests might be inimical to those of her own country. 1 1 4 Thus, the

1 1 0.

See id. at i-x. On the contemporary resistance to the rule of female sovereigns,

and the role of religion in that controversy, see Judith M. Richards, "To Promote a Woman
to Beare Rule ": Talking of Queens in Mid-Tudor England, 27 SIXTEENTH CENTURY 1. I 0 I ,
I 0 I ( 1997) ("[B]efore the accession of Queen Mary i n 1 5 53, England had never crowned a

queen regnant. This was despite the strong claims to the throne of Maud, the daughter and
only surviving heir of Henry I in the twelfth century, and, more recently, of Elizabeth of
York, eldest daughter of Edward

N.").

Maud, or Matilda, was the mother of Henry II (often

referred to as Henry Fitzempress, because Matilda's first husband was Henry V, Holy Ro
man Emperor). Id. at 1 05. When Matilda's brother William, heir to the throne, died in the
Wreck of the White Ship, she became her father's heir, but some of Henry I ' s barons pre
ferred the claims of her cousin Stephen, even though he was descended from her aunt Adela,
her father's sister. See id. Note the claims here of proximity over primogeniture. Henry tried
to enforce Matilda's claims, and she was recognized as "Lady of the English," rather than
"Queen," by some of the barons, during her lifetime. See id. n. 1 4. She and Stephen battled
over the crown of England throughout their lifetimes, and her son Henry joined her in the
fight when he was 1 4 ( 1 1 47). See id. n . 1 3 . In I 1 5 3, Stephen finally acknowledged Henry as
his successor, after Stephen' s own son Eustace died suddenly.
1 1 1.

See Robert M. Healey, Waiting For Deborah: John Knox and Four Ruling

Queens, 25 SIXTEENTH CENTURY J. 37 1 , 376 ( 1 994).
1 1 2.
See id. at 373.
1 1 3.

See, e.g. , Constance Jordan, Feminism and the Humanists: The Case of Sir

Thomas Elyot 's Defence of Good Women, 36 RENAISSANCE Q. 1 8 1 , 1 82 ( 1 983).
1 1 4.

Mary Tudor married a foreign prince, her cousin Philip of Spain, a union that

was rocky both because of the mismatched natures of the individuals involved and because
of the mismatched natures of the nations involved. See Glyn Redworth, 'Matters Impertinent
to Women ': Male and Female Monarchy Under Philip and Mary, 1 1 2 ENG. HIST. REV. 597,
597 ( 1997). The English did not relish the idea of a King and Philip and his Spanish advisors
insisted that he be granted the title of King. Id. at 598. Mary wanted to please her much
younger husband. Id. at 600. Philip wanted an heir; Mary was unlikely to be able to provide
one. See id. at 604. Meanwhile, her attractive younger half-sister bided her time. See id. at
599. The disastrous outcome could have been predicted by the decision to grant Philip the
title of King Consort and his subsequent role as "[l]ess than a king regent but more than a
king consort." See id. at 597. Redworth argues that Philip successfully moved to negate the
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choice of a fo rcign usband had to be handled carefully. While a king might
_
ch?ose a foreign pnn cess as a wife, and thus also might enter into a foreign
_
alliance, the assumption was that he could resist any entreaties that his wife
might make concerning the necessity to enter into a foreign war, for exam
ple, on behalf of her native land . 1 1 5 A queen regnant would be less able to do

�o, because, the thought ran, she was weak and would be more likely to give
m

to her husband' s desire to send her troops to defend his native country. In

addition, a queen would be likely to make her husband "King Consort."
Such a title in the hands of a foreign prince might be the equivalent of mak
ing him king, as some of Mary Tudor' s advisors feared could happen in the
case of her husband Philip of Spain.1 16 Similarly, a queen consort did not
have legal independence of action; she relied on the king and/or the legisla
tive branch to give her any power that she might wish to exercise . 1 1 7 For
example, when Henry VIII left for war with France in 1 5 1 3 , he specifically
named Catherine of Aragon, his queen at the time, as Regent. Those queens
consort who exceeded acceptable social and political norms risked disap
proval, censure, or worse . 1 18

tenns of the marriage treaty in order to exert power in England and to act as King in order to
pursue Spanish aims in England. See id. at 602.
1 1 5. Note that the fictions of dynastic marriages always entailed the notion that such
marriages meant closer connections between the countries of the parties. Thus, in order to
ensure peace, for example, and end a war, the heads of state often used marriage between
theirs heirs, or between the heir apparent of one country and the daughter in another's family
in order to further ensure the peace drafted by a treaty. An example exists in the Treaty of the
Pyrenees, signed in 1 659 to end the war between France and Spain, itself brought on by the
Thirty Years' War. See JOHN A. LYNN, THE FRENCH WARS 1 667- 1 7 14: THE SUN KING AT
WAR 1 3 (2002 ) . As part of the Treaty, the French obtained the promise of marriage between
Maria Theresa, the daughter of Philip IV of Spain and their king, Louis XIV. The two were
double first cousins (Anne of Austria, the mother of Louis XIV, was in fact the daughter of
Philip III, King of Spain, and sister of Philip IV. Philip III himself married Elisabeth of
France, the sister of Louis XJJI, Anne's husband). Id. In exchange for the promise to re
nounce her claim to the Spanish throne, Maria Theresa also received the promise of a dowry,
which was never paid. Id. at 35. This circumstance led to the War of Devolution in 1 668 and
eventually to the installation of a French prince on the Spanish throne in 1 700, and to the
instal lation of the Salic Law in Spain (thus the exclusion of women from the line of succes
sion to the Spanish throne). Id. at 1 3 . Interestingly, what Jed to war in 1 668 was that Louis
claimed that his wife had the right to the succession of Brabant, now roughly the Spanish
Netherlands, and since her dowry had not been paid, her rights still existed. See generally id.
1 1 6. See Judith M . Richards, Mary Tudor As 'Sole Quene '? Gendering Tudor Mon
archy, 40 HIST. J. 895, 905-06 ( 1 997)
1 1 7. See Richards, supra note l 1 6, at 897.
1 1 8. Prime examples are Isabel of France, the wife of Edward II of England, who w�s
_
nicknamed the "She-Wolf of France " and Marie Antoinette, the Austrian-born wife of Loms
XVI of France, who was eventual l guillotined along with her husband during the French
Revolution. See WEIR, supra note 62, at xviii; ANTONIA FRASER, MARIE ANTOINETTE : THE
JOURNEY 440 (2002) .

;
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Queens consort were trained to know their duties, based o� centuries
.
of tradition."9 When necessary, they might carry out some pol tt1cal fu�c
tions, and perhaps act as Regent, as did Catherine of Aragon, but only with
the support of the King and the government. They ought n� vcr to attempt to
usurp the functions of the sovereign. 1 20 Their primary d� t1cs were to sec to
the royal household, make the king happy, or at least satisfied, and p�odu� c
heirs. 121 Queens or princesses who displeased their husbands or fatlcd m
their duties might be put aside, usually through divorce, sometimes throu�h
an annulment if they failed to produce a male heir, or if Roman Cathohc,
asked to retire to a convent.122 Some problem could always be found with
their marriage contracts, or they could be accused of improprieties, m and
set aside (their marriages annulled), or murdered. 1 24
1 1 9.

The training continues, as the current Duchess of Cambridge went into "train

ing" shortly before her marriage and continues to support her husband in his duties. The
Guardian notes that some compare her supportive work as a consort to William to that of the
Duke of Edinburgh as consort to the Queen. See Philip Barkham, Kate Middleton: William 's

Very Private Princess-to-be, GUARDIAN (Apr. 26, 20 1 1 ), http://www.guard ian.co.uk/uk/

20 1 1 /apr/26/kate-middleton-wi l liam-private-princess.
1 20.

At least, so the theory went. Those queens who were suspected o f trying to do so

earned the enmity of their new subjects. See WEIR, supra note 62, at 202. For example, the
French-born princess Isabella, who married Edward II of England, soon earned the title the
"She-Wolf of France," a title that does not seem quite fair, even though she did eventually
take a lover, the much more interesting Roger Mortimer, probably because of Edward's
interest in male companions. See id. at xvi ii, 202. She was the mother of Edward I I I, and
passed her claim to the French throne to him; Edward I l 1 ' s claim was rejected by the French.

See irifra Section 11.B; CATHERINE FLETCHER, T H E DIVORCE OF HENRY V I I I : THE UNTOLD
STORY FROM INSIDE THE VATICAN 5 (20 1 2) (discussing the examples of Margaret Tudor and
Louis XII of France).
121.

See, e.g. , JOHN CARMI PARSONS, ELEANOR OF CASTILE: Q UEEN AND SOCIETY IN

THIRTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND 3 ( 1 995).
1 22.
Among the women of royal blood who did so, voluntarily or not, was Juana,
known as "La Beltraneja," the putative daughter o f Henry IV, the King of Castile. Her claim
to suc�eed her fat er was heavily disputed for that reason and set off the four year War of the
_
Casttl1an Succession ( 1 474- 1 478). See Elizabeth A . Lehfeldt, Ruling Sexuality: The Political
Legitimacy of Isabel of Castile, 53 RENAISSANCE Q. 3 1 , 3 5 (2000). Her rival was her aunt
Isabe I, wh� married Ferdinand of Aragon, thus uniting the two major kingdoms of the

�

!

Spanish peninsula. However, one obvious exception was Catherine
of Aragon, who, when
confronted by Henry VIII, actively resisted both his demands
for a divorce and his request
that she retire to a nunnery so that he could marry Anne
Boleyn. See FLETCHER , supra note
1 20, at 5-6.
1 23.
. One example of marital infidelity was the partial cause of the eventual end of the
_
Capetia
n lme of sovereigns. I disc ss this exampl e below.
See infra text accompany ing notes
�
1 25-24. On the To r de Nesle affair generally
see Jim Bradbury, The Capetia ns: The History
�
of a Dynasty (Contmuum, 2007) , at 275.
1 24
See CAROL INE P . MURP HY, MURD ER OF A
M EDICI PRINCE SS 328 (2009) (discuss
_.
.
ing the hfe of Isabel la e Medic i and her
death at the hands of her husband Paolo Giordano
.
_
Orsm
i, Duke of Bracc h1ano . In some cases
, royal husbands were in the way. In 1 567 Europe
an courts were shocked to hear of
the murder at Kirk o' Field of H enry Stuart the second
husband of Mary Stuart M ary h d
a 1 ong smce tired of Henry, and probab
ly regretted her

�

·

·

·

'
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Thus, those women who acceded to thrones as queens consort knew

th �y needed to produce an heir to the throne, and given the mortality rate of

ch �ldren, the best course was to produce as many children as possible,

as

qmckly as possible. The "Affair of the Tour de Nesle" provides a spectacu
lar example of marital infidelity as it demonstrated to both the French and
the English how very fragile and how very indelicate the matter of succes
sion could become. In the way that the French royal family decided to han
dle it, it also resulted in the demise of the Capetian monarchy and the trans
fer of the throne to the Valois line and the introduction of the Salic Law
the rule that females could not succeed to the throne, as well as the begin
ning of the Hundred Years ' War.
The three sons o f P hilip IV of France had married princesses of the
house of Burgundy to secure claims to that very rich territory. M argaret of
Burgundy, married to Loui s and her sister-in-law Blanche of Burgundy,
married to Charles, had begun affairs with two knights attached to the
French court. Isabel of France, the daughter of Philip IV married to Edward
II of England, and her husband were visiting the French court and somehow
discovered the affair. She revealed all to her brothers. Her two sisters-in-law
were convicted of adultery and divorced; the two knights were executed.
Blanche 's sister Joan, married to the third son, Philip V, who was deemed to
be a "co-conspirator," was also imprisoned. 125
Margaret's daughter Joan, who inherited the kingdom of Navarre, was
denied the right to succeed Louis on the grounds that her paternity was dis
puted. Eventually, a l l three brothers succeeded to the French throne; none
left a surviving son to succeed him. 126
Those women who became queens regnant like Isabel of Castile mar
shaled their forces as quickly as possible. They not only understood the val
ue of real authority and of apparent authority, but also the importance of
making it clear to the nobi l ity and people who supported them that their

marriage to him, but whether she really conspired in his murder is unclear. On his marriage
to Mary and violent death, see ALISON WEIR, MARY, Q UEEN OF SCOTS, AND THE MURDER OF
LORD DARNLEY (Random House, 2004).
1 25.
On the Tour de Nesle affair and its aftermath see generally Elizabeth Brown,

The King 's Conundrum: Endowing Queens and Loyal Servants, Ensuring Salvation, and
Protecting the Patrimony in Fourteenth-Century France, in M EDIEVAL FUTURES: ATTITUDES

TO THE FUTURE IN THE MIDDLE AGES 1 1 5 (J. A. Burrow and Ian P. Wei, eds.; Boydell Press,
2000) and WEIR, supra note 62. On the dangers that an adulterous queen posed generally and
well as the romance of the "adulterous queen" in l iterature, see PEGGY McCRACKEN, THE
ROM ANCE OF ADULTERY: QUEENSHIP AND SEXUAL TRANSGRESSION IN 0L� FRE�CH
LITERATURE (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1 998) (discussing the literary i mage, im
portanc e, and transfonnation of the queen 's body).
1 26.

Louis left a son, John r, or John the Posthumous, by his second wife but that

child died at the age of five days. See John !, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA,
http : //www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/304656/John-I (last visited April 9, 2 0 1 3).
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consorts did not rule them or their lands . 1 27 I sabella's granddaughter Mary
Tudor and her advisors attempted to limit the power of her husband Philip
i !x The m arriage tr a
of Spain and Burgundy when the pair married in 1 5 5 3 .
�
ty limited his political power, an outcome that cannot have pleased h� m

even though he received the title of King C onsort . 1 2'1 Eventually, Mary lis

tened to Philip on the issue of foreign policy far more than was good for the
country . 1 30
Nor was Mary Stuart politically intelligent when she married her
cousin Henry Stuart, Lord Darnley, and granted him the same titlc . 1 1 1 Her
problems may have stemmed partly from her education and training, first at
the hands of her mother, Mary of Guise, and her mother's family,132 and her
exposure to the court of France while she was Dauphine and then Queen of
France, 133 and partly from her own inclinations. 1 34 Mary Stuart seems often
not to have understood the necessity o f compromise, particularly with re
gard to her own situation as a woman attempting to govern among men with
a strong sense of their own importance. 1 35 Her mother and uncle, the Cardi
nal of Lorraine, had promised her first husband the Crown Matrimonial,
which had the Dauphin obtained it, would have effectively given him and
his heirs by any wife the right to rule Scotland . 1 36 "Scotland would be held
by each successive dauphin as an apanage or duchy of France. A central
tenet of the Guise dynastic plan was that every future dauphin would be
king of Scotland whether Mary 's heirs or not, establishing the country 's

subordination forever."137 While Parliament acquiesced in this agreement, 13 8
the Hamiltons, claimants to the Scottish throne should Mary ' s line fail, ob
viously had other thoughts on the subj ect. They "j oined with the Protestants
1 27. See Lehfeldt, supra note 1 22, at 3 5-36; Richards, supra note 1 1 6, at 895 (argu
.
mg that Mary Tudor and her advisors deliberately chose language that identified her with her
male predecessors and that Elizabeth Tudor used Mary as a model).
Redworth, supra note 1 1 4, at 598.
1 28.
1 29. See SUSAN DORAN MONARCHY AND MATRIMO NY 6-7 ( 1 996).
1 30. Id. at 7.
131.
MARY
UEEN OF SCOTS, http://www.sc otlandsmary.com/ ( last visited Feb. 25,
20 1 3). Mary �tuart actually needed the consent of the Scottish Parliament in order to grant
Darnley the title, but never received it; it does not seem that Parliame ever opposed the
nt
grant. JOHN Guv, UEEN OF SCOTS: THE TRUE LIFE O F M ARY STUART 206-08 ( 2004).
1 32. See STUART CARROLL, MARTYRS AND MURDER ERS: TllE GUISE FAMILy AND llfE
MAKING OF EUROPE (2009).
1 33 . GUY, supra note 1 3 1 , at 5 0 1 .
34·
1ee ane1 E
. Dawson, Mary Queen qfScots , lord Darnley. and A nglo-Scottis
h
.
ReIa1wns m
8 NT ' L HIST. R E . 1 7 ( 1 986) .
.
1 35
See, e.g. , Juhan Goodare, The First Parliam
ent of Mary Queen or
'.! Sco ts' 36
SIXTEENTH CENTURY J 55 55 (2005) (d"tscuss
mg
Mary
s
two
year delay in call ing her first
: . '
.
P ar1.tament and her poht1cal decisio
ns thereafter).
1 36. GUY, supra note 1 3 1 , at 90.
1 37. Id.
1 38. Id.
,
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to oppose" the offer of the Crown Matrimonial, and Francis never received
it. 139 The French marriage i l lustrated the potential, and danger, of an alliance
between two sovereigns. In the event, Francis ruled France for less than two
years, and Mary returned to Scotland.

140

Darnley also demanded the Crown Matrimonial. 141 Both Mary and
Parl iament would have had to agree to the grant, and neither did so; Darnley
never received the Crown Matrimonial. 142 Both Mary Tudor and Mary Stu
art came to grief, Mary Stuart to greater tragedy than Mary Tudor, and both
gave queens regnant a bad name.
Thus, the difficulty with a queen regnant was that while she might rule
the country, her husband could potentially rule her, because of the tradition
al gender norms that required that a wife, no matter her rank, be subservient
to her husband. Thus, he would ultimately rule the country. If he were a
foreign prince, a disti nct possibility because members of royal houses made
dynastic marriages, he would bring with him the i nfluence of the foreign
country. If he were a subject, for example a member of an aristocratic fami
ly, then he was not her social equal. That brought up other problems. He
would then not be able to claim equality of birth, and his marriage to her
would cause prob lems among members of other aristocratic fami lies in the
country, who believed that he would be furthering the cause of his own fam
ily to their detriment. One can see all of these objections raised in the mar
riage of Mary Tudor, the older daughter of Henry VIII, to Philip II of Spain.
He, being the ruler of another country, wanted to be co-ruler of England, a
demand that was resisted by the (primarily male) English nobil i ty. Similar
ly, when Mary Stuart married Henry Darnley, who was a second cousin, but
also an aristocrat, and not a ruler, she made him King Consort, and he pro
ceeded to capitalize on that e levation in dignity. Finally, Elizabeth I of Eng
land raised all of these objections when her Counci l repeatedly asked her to
marry. When presented with suitors of royal rank, she obj ected that they
brought with them entangling alliances. 143 In her extensive study o f E liza
beth's marriage policy, Susan Doran suggests that the queen ' s decisions
were primarily political, but that she also considered the problems raised by
her predecessor's marriage . 1 44 Elizabeth, Mary Tudor, and Mary Stuart all
had great difficulty challenging the traditional gendered views of their roles,
1 39. Id.
1 40. See id. at l 28 .
1 4 1 . Id. at 232. Darnley also descended (through Margaret Tudor's daughter Marga
ret Douglas) from Henry VII and had a claim on the English throne and thr?ugh Ma1!' Stuart,
'
sister of James III had a claim on the Scottish throne. So Mary s mamage to htm made
'
dynastic sense.
1 42. Id. at 232.
1 43. See Susan Doran, Religion and Politics at the Court of Elizabeth I: The Habsburg Marriage Negotiations of 1559-1567, I O ENG. HIST. REV. 908, 9 1 1 ( 1 989).
1 44.

Id. at 9 1 2 .
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which translated into greater or lesser problems with their queenships, even
though none of them would have defined their difficulties in that way. Mary
Tudor was never able to accomplish what she really wanted to do, which
was bring back the Catholic Church to supremacy in England, and Mary
Stuart ended by abandoning her throne and her son, and fleeing to England,
where she spent more than twenty years in exile, and then was executed by
Elizabeth I for plotting against her. Elizabeth, who made the decision never
to marry, was able to fulfill a great many policies by managing the men
around her because she had no man at her side. 145
B. The Female as Heir
Several famous historical examples stand for the notion that the re
fusal to allow women to succeed to a throne will cost money and blood. The
desire to acquire and hold the ultimate prize-a throne-is so overwhelm
ing that it overtakes and consumes all else. Thus, throughout the centuries,
certain men and their supporters have also sought to argue that women have,
if not equal, at least certain rights, in regard to monarchical or aristocratic
inheritance, if only to validate their own rights to a crown or a title. One of
the most famous is the example of England's Edward Ill, who maintained
that he had a colorable right to the French throne, inherited through his
mother, Isabel of Valois, the last surviving child of the French king Philip
IV. 146 Edward plunged his country into a bloody, lengthy, and costly war
with France to validate that right and dragged his ally, Burgundy, into the
conflict as well. Equally, other men and their advisors and supporters
some of them lawyers 147-were willing to maintain that the opposite was
true . Philip' s distant male relatives, ensconced on the French throne, waged
a desperate century-long battle ( 1 337- 1 453) to prevent the English king
from imposing himself and his descendants on the small French nation, then
much less important in terms of geography and commerce than it would be
two or three centuries later. Ironically, Edward' s great-grandson, Henry Y,
who took the claim derived from Isabel of France quite seriously, validated
it on the battlefield, and then followed it up with a marriage contract that
ensured that any child born of his marriage to the daughter of the King of
France would inherit both England and France. This agreement, the Treaty

1 45.

See generally Anne McLaren, Gender, Religion, and Early Modern National

ism: Elizabeth I, Mary Queen of Scots, and the Genesis of English Anti-Catholicism, 1 07

AM. HIST. REv. 739 (2002) (discussing gendered roles and the difficulties of queenships as
applied particularly to a Stuart succession).
See generally WEIR, supra note 62 (discussing the life of Isabel of Valois).
1 46.
1 47 . See generally FRANKLIN J . PEGUES, THE LAWYERS O F THE LAST CAPETIANS
( 1 962).
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of Troycs,'�x disin herited the eldest son o f the King of France, the future
C arles V I I � nd settled the succession on the children of Henry V and his
wife, Catherine of Valois, the daughter of Charles VI. Notice the im

?

portance of the letter of law to seal the deal as it were-the victory on the
battlefield underscored what Henry V was fighting for-to validate the
claim passed down from Edward I l l through his mother, and through any
child of Henry and a daughter of the current French king.
Ultimately, for the Engl ish, the result would be the loss of all their
French possessions on the Continent except the port city of Calais . 149 Final
ly, they lost Calais as wel l . 1 5° For the French, the Hundred Years ' War (La
Guerre de Cent Ans) would begin to create a national identity, as well as
solidify the notion that only a man could b e sovereign of the country, be
cause male rulers led them to victory over the English and their allies, the
Burgundians. 1 5 1 Through war, and through a series of carefully crafted mar
riages (and divorces), the French kings established the supremacy of the
Frenc h sovereign over other peers in the geographical region while staving
off English claims staked primarily on the notion that a female could trans
mit her rights through, if not her daughters, then certainly her sons. But that
notion-that no woman could inherit the French throne--<ii d not take hold
until well into the fourteenth century. Part of the reason was that the French
kings were extraordinarily lucky in producing male heirs to the throne. "The
case for Phil ip V was legally not a strong one. The fact that there had never
been a queen regnant in France did not demonstrate, of itself, that there nev
er could be, unless an accident of genealogy be esteemed automatically to
constitute a custom of the realm."152
When Edward I I I first put forth his claim, it was by no means clear
that simply because that c laim derived from his mother, he was ineligible to
succeed. 153 It was more likely that the French considered him ineligible to be
King of France because he was already King of England, under feudal law a
vassal of the King of France. 1 54 With Edward's claim, however, we see a
merger of dynastic and national policy; thus Philip and his supporters were
forced to respond that his claim was based not just on inheritance (law) but

1 48 .

Ages,
See Theodor Meron, The Authority to Make Treaties in the Late Middle

AM. J. [NT'L L.

89

I , 1 1 - 1 3 ( 1 989).

.
1 49 . See generally David Potter, The Due de Guise and the Fall of Calazs 15571558, 98 ENG. H IST. REV. 4 8 1 ( 1 983).
1 50. Id.
1 5 1 . However, for centuries the kings (and queens) of England maintained the fiction

that they were also de facto kings of France. See John Milton Potter, The Development and
Significance ofthe Salic Law ofthe French, 52 ENG. HIST. REV. 235, 238 n. I ( 1 937).

1 52.
1 53.
1 54.
1 962).

Id. at 236.

Tay lor, supra note 67, at 548 .
See generally MARC BLOCH, FEUDAL SOCIETY

(L.A.

Manyon trans., 2d ed.
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o n the legal principle that the claim to the throne could not descend through
females. 155 Thus, Edward and any heirs of his mother Isabel were barred
from the French succession . 1 56
The English Wars of the Roses provided another example of a fight
over succession, in which one side, in this case the "Red Rose of Lancas
ter," ultimately derived its claim not only via descent through a woman,
Margaret Beaufort, but "on the wrong side of the blanket," because Marga
ret was the great-granddaughter of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, son of
Edward III (he of the Hundred Years' War), by his mistress, and then third
wife Katherine Swynford. 157 The Beaufort clan, which consisted of the three
sons and one daughter of John of Gaunt's third marriage, were eventually
legitimized, with the proviso that they would never have any claim to the
English throne. 158
Margaret thus represented a tenuous link to Edward III, but enough
that Henry VII (Tudor) was willing to lay claim to the English throne on
behalf of it. In order to bolster his claim, however, he also married El izabcth
of York, the oldest surviving daughter of and heiress presumptivc159 of the
last King of England whose claim was relatively untarnished, after Henry

1 55.
1 56.
1 57.

Potter, supra note 1 49, at 237.
See id.

Katherine's sister Philippa de Roet had married Geoffrey Chaucer, the author of
the Canterbury Tales. Their son Thomas became Speaker of the House of Commons; Thom
as's daughter Alice married John de la Pole, first Duke of Suffolk, a powerful man at the
court of Henry VI. Their son John married ( I ) Lady Margaret Beaufort, his cousin, who had
a claim to the English throne (annulled); and (2) Elizabeth of York, sister of the future Ed
ward IV of England. Their son John de la Pole, Earl of Lincoln, was for a time the heir pre
sumptive to the throne of England (during the reign of his uncle Richard Il l). See MICHAEL
K. JONES & MALCOLM G. UNDERWOOD, THE KING'S MOTHER: LADY MARGARET BEA UFORT ,
COUNTESS OF RICHMOND AND DERBY ( 1 992); ALISON WEIR, M ISTR ESS OF THE MONARCHY:
THE LIFE OF KATHERINE SWYNFORD, DUCHESS OF LANCASTER (2007).
1 58. See WEIR, supra note 1 57, at 293. Note that all English kings and queens since

are descended from John of Gaunt and Katherine Swynford. See id. Note also that all of
Henry VIII's wives were related to one another and to him within the forbidden degrees of
consanguinity. See The Plantagenet Descent of Henry and His Queens, TUDOR HIST.,
http://www.tudorhistory.org/trees/wivestree.jpg (last visited Feb. 25, 20 1 3) (hereinafter
Plantagenet Descent) ; ANTONIA F R ASER , THE WIVES OF H EN R Y VIII ( 1 992).
1 59.
On Elizabeth of York's descent and her marriage to Henry, see THOMAS PENN,
THE WINTER KING: H ENRY VII AND THE DAWN OF TUDOR ENGLAND (Simon & Schuster,
20 13) at 5-6. Both Edward IV's younger brother Richard III and Richard's supporters at
tempted to put forward the idea that Elizabeth and her sisters were illegitimate, in order to
bolster the claim of Richard Jll to the throne. To do so, they argued that Edward's marriage
to his wife Elizabeth Woodville was bigamous, and that Edward had actually been married to
Eleanor Talbot, a daughter of the first Earl of Shrewsbury. Parliament bastardized the chil
dren of Edward and Elizabeth in 1483. See ARLENE NAYLOR OKERLUND, ELIZABETH OF
YORK: Q UEENS HIP AND POWER 1 4 1 (20 1 1 ).
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won the throne o n the battlefield from her uncle Richard 111.160 As she was
still living, she renounced any claims she had to the title of queen in favor
of her son, as did his new bride; both arguably had better claims than he did.
But he was one thing that they were not-he was male.161
Henry VII spent most of his reign attempting to secure his throne
against threats to it, both from abroad and from other claimants, including
"prctcndcrs"-thosc who claimed to be members of previous English royal
houses.162 His anxiety over such real threats, and the death of his oldest son,
Arthur, Prince of Wales, explains much of his successor's behavior. When
Henry VIII came to the throne at the early age of eighteen, he understood
that one of his fi rst tasks was to continue his dynasty and make certain of
the claims of the Tudor family to the throne by fathering an heir. When his
wife Catherine o f Aragon, 1 63 the widow of his o lder brother Arthur, pro
duced of her many pregnancies only one surviving daughter, Mary Tudor,
Henry worried that the Tudor line would end with him, because he had no
living legitimate brothers or sons, and no acceptable alternative heirs, his
father and he havi ng sent any l ikely possible other claimants to early graves
courtesy of the executioner. ' 64

1 60.

Shakespeare has enshrined Richard, t h e last P lantagenet King, in popular culture

with these words: "A horse, a horse, my kingdom for a horse!" WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE,
RICHARD III act 5, SC. 4 .

161.
JONES & UNDERWOOD, supra note 1 57, a t 1 1 . Note also that Henry V I I was
descended from Charles VI of France through h i s father Edmund Tudor, Earl of Richmond,
the son of Owen Tudor and Catherine of Valois ( 1 40 1 - 1 437) (daughter of Charles VI).
THOMAS PENN, WINTER KING: HENRY VII AND THE DAWN OF TUDOR ENGLAND xx-xxi (20 1 1 ) .
B y her first marriage, Catherine had been Queen of England to Henry V and the mother of

Henry VI. Id. Note also that her sister Isabelle ( 1 389-1 409) had been Queen of England
through her first marriage to Richard I I . Isabelle of France, RICHARD I I ' s TREASURE,
http://www.history.ac.uk/richardll/ isabelle.htm l (last visited Feb. 25, 20 1 3) . She married as
her second husband the poet Charles, Duke of Orleans ( 1 394- 1 465). Charles. due d'Orleans,

ENCYCLOPIEDIA BRITANNICA , http://www . britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/43 2785/Charles
duc-dOrleans (last visited Feb. 2 5 , 20 1 3). By his second wife, Mary of Cleves, Charles was
the father of Louis XII of France, who married as h i s third wife Mary Tudor, the younger
ENCYCLOP.iEDIA BRITANNI CA,
sister of Henry V I I I
Tudor,
Mary
of England.
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/367582/Mary-Tudor (last visited Feb. 25,

20 1 3).

of the pretender
See PENN , supra note 1 6 1 , at 24-3 1 (discus sing Henry's pursuit
Perkin Warbeck and its effect on Henry 's reign).
.
.uk/h1story/
1 63.
Catherine of Aragon (1485- 1536), BBC HIST., http://www . bbc.co
r
historic_figures/catherine of aragon.shtml ( last visited Feb. 2 5 , 20 1 3). She was the daughte
1 62.

of Isabella I of Castile and F;.dinand II of Aragon. Id.
SALISB URY, 1 473164.
See generally HAZEL PIERCE , M ARGAR ET POLE, C?UNTESS ?F
of the
1 54 1 : LOYALTY LINEAGE AND LEADERSHIP (2003) (discuss mg the hfe and death
Henry
to
t
claiman
ossi?Ie
daughter of Geo ge, Duke of Clarence, a son of Edward IV and a p
not
does
legally
nvals
le
VII' s throne). That the Tudor monarchs always disposed of possib

�

make their actions any less brutal.
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This situation explains in part Henry 's first frantic and then demand
ing requests to the Pope for an annulment of his marria� e from Catherine. 16�
Ultimately, it led to the political and religious break with Rome, and Hen
ry' s serial marriages with Anne Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anne of Cleves,
Katherine Howard, and Katherine Parr, 1t '" which produced only two more
children, one the longed-for son, the future Edward V I , 1 1'7 and one a des
pised daughter, the iconic Elizabeth l . 1 68 While Henry discarded wife after
wife, he did so (arguably) legally, divorcing or annul ling his wives, even
though he executed two of them for treason.
Even when an English queen took power .. as of right" as well as at the
invitation of Parliament, as when Princess M ary and her husband William,
the son of the Princess Royal, became co-rulers in 1 689 as Mary 11 and Wil
liam III, W illiam did not cease to rule over the kingdom when Mary died in
1 694. 1 69 The Bill of Rights adopted in 1 689 settled the succession on the

co

rulers Mary and William, and then in the event that either should pre
decease the other, the survivor would continue to rulc. 1 70 After his or her
death, any child of theirs would inherit the throne. Absent any heirs of Wil
liam and Mary, Mary's sister Anne inherited the throne, and then the crown
would pass to her children, and failing them, to any children that William
might have by any other wives. 171 The preference was for a male/female
pair, rather than for a succession of two female rulers, partly because of the
fear that the kingdom might be weakened to the extent that the exiled king
165.
This annulment, referred to as "the King's Great Ma tter," has been the subject of
many plays, films, and television miniseries, including in part the recent television series
bodice ripper The Tudors, which if not historically accurate, at least has the merit of provid
ing us with an enormous number of pretty people to watch.
1 66.
Interestingly, all six of Henry's wives, as well as Henry himself, were descended
'.rom the Plantagenet King Edward I, so they were arguably all related to him within prohib
ited degrees of consanguinity. See generally DA Y I D LOADES, Tl IE S I X W IVES OF HENRY VIII
(2009). Obvio�sly he could not make a habit of asking the Pope for an annulment on those
ounds, even if he had remained a loyal son of the Church. In addition. three of his wives,
nn� Bol �yn, Katherine Howard, and Jane Seymour, were cousins. See id. For the degrees of
relat1onsh1p of Henry's wives, see Plantagenet Descent, supra note 1 58.
1 67.
See generally DIARMAID MACCULLO CH, THE BOY KING EDWARD V I AN D THE
ESTANT REFORMATION ( 1 999). Edward YI was born in 1 5 37 and
died in 1 5 53. /d. at I .

'.r

;���

1 68.
Many good biographies o f Eli7..abeth I , born i n 1 553 and died i n 1 603, exist. but
see general ly ALISON WEIR, THE LIFE OF ELIZABETH I ( 1 998).
1 69.
On the reigns of Mary and Anne, sec generall
y M AU RFEN
,, WALLER,
UNGRATEFUL DAUG HTERS .' THE STUART p
RINCESSE S WHO STOLE THEIR F ATllER 's CROWN
(2002).
•

1 70.
Bill of Rights 1 689, www . PARLIAMEN
boutl
T.UK http://
�w.parliarnent.uk/a
'.
living-heritage/evolutionofi arlia
ham ent ryauthon ty/revolut1o n/coll cct10ns
a
/billofrights/ (last visited F b . 2 5
171.
As the son and heir of the p n�cess Royal,
thus cousin of both Mary and Anne,
.
William had h's
1 own c 1 aim to the Enghsh and Scott
· h thrones. J OllN v AN DER KJSTE,
IS
WILLI AM AND MARY 1 1 4- 1 5 (2003 )

�

�;�:r

.

·
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might attempt to invade from abroad (which in fact
his grandson did some
years later):
H �ving therefore a� entire confidence that his said Highnes
s the prince of Orange
will perfect the deli verance so far advanced by him, and wil
l still preserve them
from the violation of their rights which they have here asserted,
and from a l l other
attempts upon their religion, rights and liberties, the said Lords Spiritual
and Tem
�ral and Co n_imons assembled at Westminst er do resolve that William and Mary,

pnncc and prmccss of Orange, be and be declared king and queen of England,
France and I reland and the dominions thereunto belonging, to hold the crown
and
royal dignity of the said k ingdoms and dominions to them, the said prince and

princess, during their lives and the l i fe of the survivor to them, and that the sole
and full exercise of the regal power be only in and executed by the said prince of
Orange in the names of the said prince and princess during their joint lives, and af

ter their deceases the said crown and royal dignity of the same kingdoms and do
minions to be to the heirs of the body of the said princess, and for default of such
issue to the Princess Anne of Denmark and the heirs of her body, and for default of

such issue to the heirs of the body of the said prince of Orange. And the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal and Commons do pray the said prince and princess to ac
cept the same according ly. 1 72

Parliament's concern was with the possible return of James II and a
Catholic family that might re-capture the English throne, especially since
opposition to Jamc s ' s policies had helped to bring about the Glorious Revo

lution in the first place. 1 73 James II and his second family never returned to
England. Eventual ly, new laws set in place the current regime, which for
bade anyone in the line of succession to marry a Catholic. 1 74 Until October
20 l l , persons in l ine of succession, even those far down in the line, legally

were required to request permission of the sovereign to marry or they would
lose their place in the line of succession. 1 75 Thus, Prince Ernst of Hanover

asked the Queen' s permission to marry Princess Caroline of Monaco, a
Cath olic, even though Ernst is far down the l i st of possible successors to the

throne . 1 76

1 72.

Bill of Rights 1 689, supra note 1 70.

1 73.

See generally JOHN MILLER, JAMES II (2000).
I.
1 74.
Act of Settlement, 1 2 & 1 3 Will. 3, c. 2 ( 1 70 I ) (Eng. & Wales); see also
D
English
of
tion
Naamani Tarkow, The Significance of the Act of Settlement in the Evol�
�
_
deci
the
behmd
nngs
maneuve
mocracy, 58 POL. Sci. Q. 5 3 7 ( 1 943) (discussi ng the political
sion to limit succession to the crown to Sophia of Hanover and her descendant� and t e r�
_
sulting increase in Parliame ntary democracy). Prince Michael of Kent gav� u� h i s p �sttion m
and
Prmce
.
the royal succession when he married his wife Marie-Christine von Re1bmtz
HY,
MONAR�
BRIT.
y,
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F�
and
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Marriage
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Michael
of
.
mage
ent/Ma
aelotK
ssM1ch
dPnnce
http ://www.royal.gov. uk!fhecurrentRoyalFamily/Princean

�

andfami ly.aspx ( last visited Feb. 2 5 , 20 1 3 ).
1 75.
Royal Marriages Act, 1 2 Geo. 3 , c.
http://www. legislation.gov.uk/apgb/Geo3/ l 2/l I .

Again,
1 76.
Weds
Princess
Caroline
http://www.cbsnews.com/2 1 00-202_ 1 62-2978 9.htm l .

1 1

( 1 772) (Gr. Brit.), available at

CBS

NEWS

(Feb.

1 1,

2009),
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Examples of queens regnant in other countries exist, but oppo ition �o
�
their accession existed also, and as one m i ght expect, queens who rctgnc tn

�

their own right arc many fewer than kings. The Scandinavian and lbcna n
_
countries in particular allowed for female succession , 1 77 subject to male pn
mogeniture, prior to the spread of the Salic Law into that area through the
accession of various Germanic houses. 1 7R

None of the women who reigned as queens in their own right saw

themselves as "feminist" i n any of the senses that we understand the word
today, but all of them thought they had the right to be queen.
III.

CHANGES IN SUCCESSION RULES AND THE S H I FT TO COGNATIC
SUCCESSION

A . Sweden
In 1 980, the Swedish Act of Succession 1 79 abandoned agnate succes

sion and substituted the principle of equal rights so that the first-born child
of the monarch, whether male or female, would become heir or heiress ap

parent to the throne. "Heir apparent" o r "heiress apparent" means literally
the person who seems in line to inherit the throne (or sovereign title) from
the monarch, or title-holder. These phrases contrast with "heir presumptive"
or "heiress presumptive," an individual who might be displaced by an heir
(or heiress) born to the monarch or title-holder. The Swedish Act of Succes

sion limits succession to the throne to the present King, his descendants, and
the King ' s uncle, so the new rules do not affect previous generati ons. 1 80
Thus, while cognatic succession is the rule, it i s prospective; the king's sis
ters do not benefit. The Swedish Act of Succession was submitted to par

liament rather than the result of an act o f the King; thus it bears the impri

matur of the will o f the people. It is now part of the Swedish constitution.

1 77.
See, e.g. , discussion infra Section l l l . E.
1 78.
See,
e.g. ,
Act
of
at
Succession
( 1 953)
available
{Den.),
http://www.stm.dk/_p_ l 2 � 1 1 .html. On February 24,
2009, the Swedish court announced the
engagement of Cr wn Pnncess V iktotia,
Duchess of VastergOtland, and her boyfriend of
?
sev�:al years, D mel Westling, who was later
created Prince of Sweden and Duke of Viis
�
tergotland on their marriage · See Engagemen
1 Between crown Princess Victona and Dante
· I
.
West/mg, SWEDISH RoyAL CT., http://w
ww.ku ngahu set.se/royalcourt/royal family/ latestnews/2009/2009/engagementbetweencrownprinc
es svictori aanddan ielwestl ing.5 .6b0698e9 I I f
a8f90 05880 0052. html (last visite d Feb. 25,
20 1 3 ) .
1 7? ·
Proposition [Prop.] 1 97 7/ 1 978:7 1
Lag o m andring i successionsordnin gen [Act
.
Amending Succession] [government bill]
(Swe d.).
1 80.
Id.
·

·

·
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B . Norway

Until 1 990, Norway followed a rule o f primogeniture in which the
throne passed to males fi rst and then to females, but females could succeed
to the throne. A rticle 6 o f the Norwegian Constitution describes the rule of
succession:
The order of succession is l i neal, so that only a child born in lawful wedlock of the
Queen or King, or of one who is herself or hi mself entitled to the succession, may
succeed, and so that the nearest line shall take precedence over the more remote
and the cider in the line over the younger.
An unborn child shal l also be included among those entitled to the succession and
shall immediately take her or his proper place in the line of succession as soon as
she or he is born into the world.
The right of succession shall not, however, belong to any person who is not born in
the direct line of descent from the last reigning Queen or King or a sister or brother
thereof, or is not herself or himself a sister or brother thereof

For those born before the year 1 97 1 , Article 6 o f the Constitution as it was passed
on 18 November 1 90 5 shall, however, apply. For those born before the year 1 990 it
181
shall nevertheless be the case that a male shall take precedence over a female.

Notice that those females who might have been born into the line of

succession prior to l 97 1 were completely excluded from the throne since

Norway also adopted the Salic Law . For example, the present King, Harald
V, has two sisters who are excluded. 1 82 However his daughter Martha
Louise, born in 1 97 1 , is within the line o f succession, although she fo llows

her brother Haakon, born two years after her. 1 83 Haakon himself currently

has two children, a daughter and a son; the daughter now takes precedence

over the son, because she was born before him (in 2004) 1 84 The reasons for
.

excluding Harald V ' s sisters seem to have to do w i th predictabi lity. Appar

ently the thought is that it would be a harsh result now to dispossess Harald
V of the throne that he has occupied since 1 99 1 and expected to pass on to

his son, and to dispossess Haakon, who has lived with the expectation that
he would inherit the throne. However, i nstal ling absolute primogeniture
only with regard to Haakon 's chi ldren, and preserving male primogeniture

with regard to his sister, and excluding the present sovereign ' s sisters see�s
somewhat convoluted. Al lowing Harald ' s sisters to take after Martha Lomse
(that is, adopting male primogeniture for the relatives of the current sover181.
1 82.

GRUNNLOV [CONSTITUTION], May 1 7, 1 8 1 4, art. 6 (Nor.).
uset.
See Order of Succession, KONGEHUSET (Mar. 5 , 2009), http ://www . kongeh

no/c2730 2/artikkel/vi s.html?tid=28654.

Id.
1 83.
A lexandra
1 84.
See id. Haakon 's children are Her Royal Highne ss Princess Ingrid
and H is Highness Prince Sverre Magnus, second and third in line, respectively. Id
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eign and absolute primogeniture for the future sovereign and his descend
ants) would simplify the rules. Harald ' s sisters would still take, if ever, alter
Haakon's sister and her descendants, so to deny them any rights at all lo the
succession seems unfair. 1 85
C. The Netherlands
As early as 1 8 84, the Netherlands took a pragmatic approach to a dy
nastic problem, and abandoned the Salic Law extremely early, when it
found itself facing a situation in which the only heir to the throne was fe
male.186 William Ill ' s three sons had all died before him, and he and his
second wife had a small daughter, Wilhelmina. 1 87 The Staats-General (the
national legislative body) voted to make Wilhelmina heiress presumptive.
When William III died in 1 890, she became queen and her mother Emma
was named Regent. 188 The Netherlands now has seen unbroken rule by
queens regnant since that time. 1 89 Queen Wilhelmina abdicated in 1 948 by
her only daughter Queen Juliana, who herself abdicated in 1 980 to be suc
ceeded by the current Queen, Beatrix. 1 90 In 1 983, the country adopted the
principle of cognatic successions; the eldest child, male or female, is heir
apparent. 1 9 1 Beatrix is the first Dutch queen in over a century to give birth to
sons (she has three); her eldest son and his wife have three daughters. 1 92 On
January 28, 20 1 3 , Queen Beatrix announced she would abdicate in favor of

1 85 .

Interestingly, currently after the Notwegian crown prince, the succession was as

follows: his daughter Ingrid, his son, and then three females: his sister Martha (Mrs. Behn)
and her two daughters. Id. A recent Noiwegian statute legislating gender equality has caused
some unhappiness in the business world. See Yvonne Roberts, You "re Fired!,

GUA RDIAN

(Mar. 5, 2008), http://www .guardian.co.uk/lifeandsty le/2008/mar/06/women .discrimi nationat
work?INTCMP=ILCNETIXT3487 (discussing the impact of a 2003 law); see also Maria
Reinertsen, Only Gender Quotas Can Guarantee Women in the Boardroom,
(Mar.

2,

20 1 1 },

GUARDIAN

http : //www .guardian. eo.uk/commentisfree/20 I l /mar/02/gcnder-quotas

noiway-women-boardroom?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487.
1 86.

Queens (20th and 2/st Centuries),

HET KONINKLIJK Hu1s,

http://www.konink

lijkhuis. nl/globale-paginas/taalrubrieken/engl ish/h istory/queens-(20th-and-2 I st-centuries)/
(last visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3).
1 87.

Kings (19th Century),

HET KONINKLIJK HUIS,

http://www.koninklijkhuis.nl/

globale-paginas/taalrubrieken/english/history/kings-( I 9th-century)/
20 1 3).
1 88 .
1 89.

(last

visited

Feb.

26,

Queens (20th and 21st Centuries), supra note 1 86.
Id.

1 90.

Id.

191.

Succession to the Throne,

HET KONINKLIJK Hu1s,

http://www.koninklijkhuis

.nl/globale-paginas/taalrubrieken/english/monarchy/succession-to-the-throne/

(last

visited

Feb. 26, 20 1 3 ).
1 92 .
KONINKLJJK

Queens (20th and 21st Centuries), supra note 1 86; The Prince of Orange,
Hu1s,

HET

http://www .koninklijkhuis.nl/globale-paginas/taalrubrieken/english/mem

bers-of-the-royal-house/the-prince-of-orange/ (last visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3 ).
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her son, Crown Prince W i l l em-Alexander , bringing one more young woman
that much closer to d i rect s uccession to a throne under the new regime of
full primogeniture. 1 91

Why had the Salic Law ever been exported to the Netherlands? The
area was origi nally part o f the Frankish l ands; as early as Charlemagne 's
era, the Salic Law held sway . 1 94 In the late nineteenth century, the country
finally abandoned the Sal i c Law, for pragmatic reasons. By the time Wil
liam I I I died in 1 890, all three of his sons had pre-deceased him, leaving
only a daughter, W i l helm i na, to inherit the throne . 1 95 At that time, the asso
ciated crown of Luxembourg passed to a relative, Wilhelmina' s great-uncle
Adolphe. 196 The current House of Luxembourg descends from h i m, 197 inter
estingly through the female line (Charlotte, Grand Duchess of Luxem
bourg). 19x When W i l l ia m I I I died in 1 890, his daughter Wilhelmina ( 1 8801 962) inherited the throne, although she was not crowned until 1 898.199
Full primogeniture and succession to the throne applies to relations to
the third degree from the sovereign. Rel atives further removed from the
so vereign cannot accede to the throne:200
Under the Membership of the Royal House Act, membership of the Royal House i s
reserved t o relatives of t h e monarch i n t h e first and second degree of consanguinity

Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands Abdicates in Favour of Son,

1 93.

Ian Traynor,

1 95.

Kings (19th Century), supra note 1 87; Queens (20th and 21st Centuries), supra

GUARDIAN (Jan. 28, 20 1 3 }, at http://www .guardian.co .uk/world/2 0 1 3/jan/28/q ueen-beatrix
netherlands-abd icates.
1 94.
SAi.iC LA w, http://www . princeton.edu/�achaney/tmve/wiki I OOk/docs/Salic_law
.html (last visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3).
note 1 86.
1 96.

OIS,
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1 97.

See id
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-pnnce2 0 1 2), http://www.cbsn ews.com/8 30 1 -3 1 749_ 1 62-57 380844- 1 03 9 1 698/hfe-of-dutch
·

1 98.

�

johan-friso-remains-i n-peri I/.
200.

Succession to the Throne; supra note 1 9 1 .
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and their spouses. Under the Constitution, succession to the throne is reserved to
relatives of the monarch in the first, second and third degree of consangu inity. 201
This kind of l imitation, also in place in other constitutional monarchies such
as Monaco,202 seems to be an attempt to curtail not just an excess of honors
and titles handed out to members of the royal family, which was a curse in
centuries past, but also the cost of maintaining the royals, which citizens of
a monarchy see as a burden in cost-conscious times,203 particularly when
they consider the great wealth of royal families and individual royals. 2()4
D. Belgium
Like the Netherlands, Belgium also subscribes to the principle of full
primogeniture; the country only adopted this principle in 1 99 l . 205 Prior to
that year, the Salic Law barred women from succession to the throne.206 Full
primogeniture applies only with respect to the children of the present mon
arch, Albert II.207 Again, the rejection of retroactivity seems intended to
ensure some kind of uniformity and expectations on the part of males that
they would not be dispossessed of the expectation they have had in the past
that their inheritance rights, however unfair, would remain in place. Note,
however, that once absolute primogeniture takes hold, as it has particularly
in Belgium, the likelihood that remote relations will come to the throne is
well-remote, particularly when it combines with a limitation on the defini
tion on membership in the royal house (as in the Netherlands).

20 1 . Id.
202. See 1 962 CONST. art. 10 (Monaco).
203. Queen Elizabeth is reportedly facing a "pay freeze" until 20 1 5. Her household
received more than $77 million in taxpayer funds in 1 99 1 - 1992, but only $32 million in
20 1 0-20 1 1 . See Lauren Moraski, Queen Elizabeth II Faces Pay Freeze: Report, CBS NEWS
(Dec. 6, 20 1 1 ), http://www.cbsnews.com/830 1-3 1 749- 1 62-57337427- 1 039 1 698/queenelizabeth-ii-faces-a-pay-freeze-report/.
204. Forbes estimated Queen Elizabeth II's personal fortune at $450 million in 20 1 0,
and Prince Albert II of Monaco's at $ I billion. Tatiana Serafin, The World 's Richest Royals,
FORBES (July 7, 20 I 0), http://www. forbes.corn/20 I 0/07/07/richest-royals-wealth-monarch
wedding-divorce-billionaire.html.
205. THE BELGIAN MONARCHY 1 0 (Brigitte Balfoort & Eddy Van Paemel eds., 20 1 0),
available at http://www.belgium.be/en/binaries/2804 IO -monarchic EN tern 1 1 5- 1 03847 .pdf.
206. Id.
The Belgian Succession, HERALDICA.ORG, http://www.heraldica.org/topics/
207.
royalty/belgian_succ.htm#primo (last updated Apr. 28, 2005). It excludes the daughter of
Leopold III; there may be another justification for this as she married the heir to the grand
duchy of Luxembourg, and might have given up her rights to the Belgian throne in any case.
But of course it also excludes any descendants of daughters and daughters of non-reigning
sons of Leopold I, Leopold II, and Albert I. See id.
-

-
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E. Denmark

In 1 953, the Danes voted into existence a change i n the succession
laws that allowed the oldest daughter of Frederik IX, Princess Margrethe, to
accede to the throne in pre ference to her unclc.208 At the same time, the vot
ers approved a new Constitution.209 Prior to that date, Denmark followed the
rule of agnatic primogeniture, which would have barred her from becoming
queen. The vote fo l l owed on the proposal ' s passage by two successive Par
0
liaments, as was constitutionally required by the Constitution of 1 9 1 5 . 2 1
Margrethe became the first queen regnant of Denmark since medieval times,

succeeding her father in 1 9 7 2 . 2 1 1

Until 2009, Den mark fol lowed the same type of succession as did the
United Kingdom at that ti me-male primogeniture. However, through a
lengthy process i nvolving votes i n two Parliaments2 1 2 as well as a vote in a
referendum,2 1 3 the process changed to allow absolute primogen iture. 21 4 The
current Constitution ( 1 95 3 ) continues to refer to the Act of Succession of
1 953, even though that Act no longer applies: "Section 2 : The form of gov
ernment shall be that of a constitutional monarchy . Royal authority shall be
inherited by men and women in accordance with the provisions of the Act
15
of Succession to the Throne of March 2 7 , 1 95 3 . "2
In 2009, Danish voters elected by referendum to change the rules of
succession to allow the first born of the sovereign to succeed to the
throne.21 6 The change becomes effective with the children of the current

208. Denmark: Succession to the Throne Act, ICL (May 29, 20 1 0),
http ://www.servat.uni bc.ch/icl/daO I 000 .html; see also Peter Kurrild-K litgaard, Conditional
Consent. Dynastic Rights and th; Danish Law of Succession, HOELSETH.COM,
http://www .hoelseth . com/royalty/denmark/dk-suc -law.htm l (last updated Jan. 3, O J ) (ana
lyzing in particular the applicatio n of 1 95 3 ' s Act of Successio n to the dynastic rights of

� �

Princess Bencdikte, sister of Queen Margrethe II).
209.
See GRUNDLOVEN [CONSTITUTION] June 5, 1 953 (Den.).

2 1 0.

See id. ch. I , § 2 .
HIP AND THE
GRETl lE JACOBS EN, LESS FAVORE D-MO RE FAVORED: QUEENS
available at
,
)
(2004
1
1
at
SPECIAL CASE OF MARGR ETE OF DENMAR K, 1 3 5 3- 1 4 1 2,
down I oad/
ng/
i
forskn
og_
_
fund
online/
r/
http ://www. k b.dk/ex port/sites/kb dk/da/publ i katione
th r?�g
A l 6A_Jaeobscn-ENG.pdf. Jacobson argues that Margrete obtained the �hrone not .
s,
ab1lttte
her
of
inheritance, since she was the wife of the king, but through a demonstrat10n
she was chosen to lead the nation. Id. at 7, 1 3 - 1 4.
2006),
3,
(June
TVNZ
Denmark,
in
Nod
2 1 2. Females
the
Get
21 1.

�

http:l/tvnz. co.nz/view/pagc/4 1 1 3 661738664.
DEUTSCHE WELLE (June 8,
2 1 3.
Denmark Votes to Change Royal Succession Rules,
2009), http ://www .dw.de/dw/article/0,,43 l 0654,00.h tm l .
2 1 4.

2 1 5.
2 1 6.

Id.
GRUNDLOVEN [CONSTITUTION] June 5, 1 953 (Den.).
Rules, supra note 2 1 3 .
Denmark Votes to Change Royal Succession
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ruler, Queen Margrethe 11,2 1 7 whose eldest child, Frederick, has four chil
dren: Christian, Isabella, and twins born in January of 20 I I . 2 1 x Said Prime
Minister Lars Lokke Rasmussen, the change in the gender rules "was im
portant for gender equality."2 1 9
The referendum was the last in a rather cumbersome procedure that
began in 2008 with the passage in the Danish Parliament of a bill to provide
for complete cognatic succession. The bill passed again in 2009, and the
voters then approved the decision.220
F. Luxembourg
The Family Pact of June 30, 1 783, applying to the House of Orange
Nassau, which controlled both the Netherlands and Luxembourg, assured
that males would succeed to the thrones of the two countries to the exclu
sion of females, unless no male heir was available in any branch of the
family.221 At that point, a female heir might be considered.222 Throughout the
nineteenth century, no woman ruled the Grand Duchy, because it was gov
erned by the King of the Netherlands in a personal union. In 1 890, when
Wilhelmina became queen of the Netherlands, the Luxemburgeois throne
passed to her uncle Adolphe, and in 1 905 to his son William IV.223 William
had six daughters, but no sons, which caused a dynastic crisis.224 He decided
to change the succession rules to include his daughters and their progeny;
all successive rulers of Luxembourg have descended from his second
daughter Josephine Charlotte.225
William IV' s oldest daughter Marie Adelaide succeeded her father but
abdicated under pressure in 1 9 1 9 because of her perceived friendliness to
ward the Germans. 226
2 1 7. Margarethe established the rights of succession in a document when she acceded
to the throne. See Kurrild-Klitgaard, supra note 208.
2 1 8. His Royal Highness Crown Prince Frederik, D A N I SH MONARCHY,
http://kongehuset.dk/english/the-royal-house/Crown-Prince-Couple/hrh-the-crown-prince
(last visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3).
2 1 9. Denmark Votes to Change Royal Succession Rules, supra note 2 1 3 .
220. Danish Referendum on Royal Succession, POLITIKEN.DK (Feb. 24, 2009),
http://politiken.dk/newsinenglish/article65637 l .ece. Note that a male sovereign's wife is
called the queen, whereas a female sovereign's husband is not the king. Id.
22 1 . The agreement making up the 1 783 pact under which the House of Nassau
Orange controls the Duchy is article 3 of the Luxembourg Constitution. CONSTITUTION DU
GRAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG [CONSTITUTION] Oct. 1 7, 1 868, art. 3 .
222. Id. This exclusion of females except i f n o males existed in any branch of the
family is described as Semi-Salic law but as applied in Luxembourg.
223. Ruth Putnam, The Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies, 1 4 AM. POL. SCI. REV.
607, 6 1 0 ( 1 920).
224. See id.
225. Id. at 609.
226. Id. at 6 1 0, 6 1 6- 1 7.
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On sign ing C E DA W , the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Discrimi nation Against Women, in

1 979,

the government of Luxembourg

had made a reservation with respect to A rticle

3

of its constitution because

of the rules of succcssion .227 It removed the reservation in 2008.228 Indicating
that it wished to con form to C E DA W, in

20 I 0

it took the further step of

changing the rules o f succession.
On September

1 6, 20 I 0,

the present Grand Duke, Henri 11, introduced

by decree a change in the house laws that would allow females equal suc
cession to the throne.�24 This process had actually begun with h i s address to
the Luxembourg Chamber o f Deputies on October

1 2, 2004,

indicating that

he wished to reform the House Laws.230
When the decree was first published in

20 1 0,

some commentators and

journalists had d i ffi culty deciphering to whom the rules applied. In particu
lar, they wondered whether the rules were prospective (that is, whether the
rules applied to the c h i ldren of the present ruler, for example, or to future
generations) or whether they also applied to members o f the ducal house
now living. This question i s important, because once again it bears on the
expectations of persons who have believed for some time-perhaps most of
their lives-to succeed to the throne, or have assumed that they are within
two or three degrees of succession to the throne.
Since the Luxembourg Constitution also provides that c itizens of the
Duchy arc equal before the law,231 the changes in the succession rules seem
to be somewhat overdue. Luxembourg is also a founding member of the
European Union,232 a member of the Council of Europe,233 and a member of
the United Nations.234

on
227.
Loi du I 5 decembre J 988 portant approbation de l a Convention sur ! 'eliminati
de toutes les formcs de discrimination a I 'egard des femmes, faite a New York, le 1 8 decem
bre 1 979 [Law of December J 5, J 988, approving the Convention on the Elimination o A l l
Forms o f Discrimination Against Women], JOURNAL OFFICJEL D U GRAND-D UCHE DE

!

LUX EMBOURG, Dec. 22, J 988, p. 1 276, available at http://www . legilux.pub lic.lu/leg/a/arch
ives/ l 988/0068/a0 68.pd f#page=.
entre homme� et
228.
Decret grand-ducal du 1 6 septcmbre 20 1 0 introduisant l ' egalite
femmes en matiere de succession au trone [Decree of September 1 6, 20 I 0, Introduci ng
Equality Between Men and Women in Matters o f Succession to the Throne], JOURNA L
0FFI CIEL DU GRAND-DUCH!� DE LU XEMBOURG, June 2 3 , 2 0 1 I , p. 720, available at
http : //www . legi lux.public. lu/adm/b/archives/20 1 1 /0055/b05 5 .pdf#page=2 .
229.

Id.

Marechalat,
du
Communique
au
Annexe
Explicative,
Note
.
mmun1 que-due-au-co
annex
http //
ession/
de-succ
/droits: www.monarchie . lu/fr/mo narchie
2006201 1 .pdf (last visited Feb. 2 8 , 20 1 3).
ITUTIO N), Oct . 1 7,
23 I .
CONSTITUTION DU GRAND -DUCH E DE LUXEM BOURG [CONST
230.

See

1 868 , art. I O.

s/member-co
232.
Luxembourg, EUR . UNION, http://europa. eu/about-eu/countrie
/luxembourg/inde x en.htm (last visited Feb. 26, 2 0 1 3 ).

untries
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G. The Disenchantment with Male Primogeniture
The change from male primogeniture and agnalic successim 1 over the
.

period from the seventeenth century to 1 980, when Swe en 1� ade its revolu

�

tionary decision, has a number of roots. Practices vaned l ro m country to
,
country, but the general rule, except in the German lands.- 1' seems to have
been that the title and the bulk of the property should pass to the eldest male

heir. First, the general rule in England for example. tha t t h e � ro�n, or the
_
aristocratic title and with it the bulk of the property o f the f amily should
,

pass to the elde t male heir necessarily accu � ulate d the w: al � h of the
.
_
in one individual and his he1r, to the exclus ion of other fam i ly members.

f��i��

;

233.

Luxembourg,

COUNCIL

OF

EUR .,

http://www.coc.int/wcb/coe-portal/country

/luxembourg? dynLink=true&layoutld= l 53&dlgroup ld= I 02 26&fron11\ rt i c k l d

0

( last v1s1tcd

Feb. 26, 201 3).
234.

Luxembourg became a member on October 24. 1 945. Memhcr States

.

the
.
United Nations, UNITED NATIONS, http://www .un.org/cn/membcrs/indcx.shtml#I ( last v1s11cd

''.I

Feb. 26, 20 1 3).
235.

In the German lands, the custom developed o f dividing lands among the sons.

rather than following male primogeniture. See Judith J. Hurwich, Inheritance Practices in
Early Modern Germany, 23 J . INTERDI SC. HIST. 699 (Spring 1 993).

236.

Douglas W. Al len discusses the del iberate accumulation of power in the hands

of a "pre-modern aristocracy," for example, as a economic phenomenon. but he points out
that it tended to mimic the same sorts of results as did feudal inheritance. i n that it allowed
fathers to pass on both estates and titles intact to the first-born (usually) ma l e heir.
Unlike the feudal system of entails, the family settlement was a l'O/untary act on
the part of aristocrats to "bind their hands." It not only restricted the uses of the
lands, but it provided for other members of the fami l y beyond the eldest son. Many
large landowners who were not peers, did not constrain their land. J\t the same
time, on many occasions when the opportunity presented itself for an aristocrat to
leave the settlement, the option was rarely exercised. Indeed, in their sample Stone
and Stone find less than 5 examples over 3 5 0 years. The strict fam i l y settlement
dealt with more than just the land. An estate consisted of five clements: the " seat"
or home, the landed estates, the furniture and other mobile capi tal . the family
name, and any titles. The major goal of the settlement was to make sure that these
elements all remained intact and bundled together. Thus. when there were multiple
chi ldren the younger sons and daughters were give cash settlements in the form of

�

�nnuities and d ?wries. hey were not given part of the estate, which was passed on
mtact to the heir. More mteresting was the desire to maintain the estate even when
there was a fail ure in the male line. The famil y settlement would contain provisions
allowmg for a male cousin or other distant kin to inherit. If none were available.
then the estate could pass to a daughter, and if she married the husband would of
ten be re 9uired to adopt foe fa�ily name. In this way, the estate was passed on to
.
pseudo-km. When an anstocrattc !me went extinct, the estate reverted back to the
Crown, and the entire bundle could be reinstated at a later time. At a l l times. the
goal was to preserve the estate in its entirety.
Douglas W. Allen, A Theory of the Pre-Modern British Aristocracv. 46 EX PLORATIO N S IN
ECON.

�l �T. 299, 307

�

(2009) citations omitted). However, in Portug�I . the h older of the title

could d1v1d� lands or possess1o � s th �t he or she acquired during his or her l i fetime ( though

not possessions that he or she mhented) among his or her heirs as he w ished, a rule that
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Such a pattern of inheritance tended to cause resentment. It also tended to
cause certain types of marriage patterns among the daughters of the family,
and career choices among the sons, until women began to achieve the same
sorts of freedoms as men had always enjoyed to make social and economic
choices for themselves. 237
At the same time, over the period 1 75� 1 900, in the UK and in Eu
rope, much of society was moving from an agrarian to an urban and indus
trialized society.238 The aristocratic classes received much less wealth, and
consequently much less political power, from their titles and holdings. Class
warfare239 and political revo lution240 shi fted the balance of power from the
sovereign, the titled, and the landed classes to the industrial classes, those
who acquired wealth through the creation of technology and of industry.
M embers of the newly formed and upwardly mobile business classes, for
example in London, were much less interested in handing on their entire
estates to a single heir and more likely to be interested in promoting the
interests of their entire famil ies.241 Similarly, in France, a steadily declining
encouraged parents to treat their children somewhat equally with respect to those goods. See
Nuno Gon�alo Monteiro, Aristocratic Succession in Portugal (From the Sixteenth to th1•
Nineteenth Centuries) 1 33 , 1 37 in ELITES: CHOICE, LEAOERSlllP, ANO SUC(.'ESSION (J0ao de

Pina-Cabral and Antonia Pedrosa de Lima eds.; Berg, 2000).
237.
The adoption of the Civil Code in a number of continental countries had a great
deal to do with gender equality in the area of inheritance. See, e.g. , Andreina di Clementi.
Gender Relations and Migration Strategies in the Rural Italian South: Land. lnheritancl'.
and the Marriage Markel, in WOMEN, GENDER, AND TRANSNATIONAL LIVES: ITAl.IAN WOMl'N
AROUND Tl IE WORLD 76, 85.
238.

Many writers documented these changes in their work. Some of the most obvi-

ous examples arc Charles Dickens, who wrote movingly in novels such as Oliver Twist about
the treatment of orphans and Bleak House about the arcane byways of the law, and John
Ga lsworthy, trained as a solicitor, who was particularly concerned about the impact of the
law on women and the laboring classes. See Christine A. Corcos, Legal Forsytc: Law in the
Fiction of John Galsworthy (unpublished manuscript) (on fi le with author). For the period
from 1 750 to 1 830, sec R UTH PERRY, NOVEL RELATIONS: TllE TRANSFORMATION 01' KtNSlllP
IN ENGLISI I LITERATURE AND C U LTURE, 1 748- 1 8 1 8, at 29, 205, 380 (2004 ).
239 .

See PERRY, supra note 238, at 1 96.

Between 1 789 and 1 9 1 8 Europe saw a number of civil wars, general wars, and
revo lutio ns, including the French Revolution ( 1 789-- 1 793), the July Revolution ( France.
1 830 ) , the Revolution of 1 848 (France), the general wars between Napoleon I and the Allies
( 1 793- 1 8 1 5 ). the Franco-Prussian War ( 1 87(}- 1 87 1 ), the First World War ( 1 9 1 4 1 9 1 8 ) and
the Russian Revolutions of 1 905, February 1 9 1 7, and October 1 9 1 7. See general�r T1t1=
240.

N INET EENTH CENTURY: EUROPE 1 789- 1 9 1 4 (T.C.W. B lanning ed.,
NINET EENTH CENT URY).

2000 ) (hereinafter Tm:

24 1 .
See generally Nicholas Rogers, Money. Marriage. Mohility: Tht• Big 8011�t·oi
sie ol Hanoverian London, 24 J. FAM. HIST. 1 9 ( 1 999). One economic historian noll."S that
while some nineteenth century businessmen left their land to one particular member of the
fa mily, often an eldest son, they made equal and lavish provision for other children, s� ggest.
ing that these men tried to create equivalcncics for their children in terms of the partitions ol
their fortunes. Set' F . M . L. Thompson, Life After Death: flow S11cn•J.�/i1I Ni111'/t'1•n1h-Cmtury

Ru.\' inesJmen Di.l"posed of Their Fortune.\·, 43 ErnN. HIST. REV. 40, 4 1 . 47 ( 1 990).
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birth rate pushed middle class fami l ies to examine strategics that would
consolidate wealth even as the eventual adoption of the Civil Code forced
them to partition family holdings.242

.
More and more European nation s moved toward the model of consti

tutional monarchy, either more or less voluntarily24·1 or through rcvolution . 244
As they did so, their c itizens began to demand more rights245 and began to
question whether the old model-that of "everything to the o ldest son"
was the model that should be adopted, or whether a better model might be
an equal partition among all the children . 246
Further, female heirs began receiving the same kind of training as did
males. As heir, Princess Elizabeth trained as a mechanic when she joined
the Women's Auxiliary Territorial Service during the Second World War.2�7
By doing so, she demonstrated not simply leadership but so lidarity with her
people, and also ability to learn the same sorts o f skills that m e n learn. She
was also appointed Colonel-in-Chief o f the Grenadier Guards at fi fteen and
a Counsellor of State at eighteen.248 S imilarly, as heir to the throne, Beatrix
of the Netherlands attended the University o f Leiden, passed her compre
hensive exam i n l aw, and earned a degree in 1 96 1 ,249 during a period when
royal women were just beginning to attend universities . Like Beatrix, Marg
rethe II of Denmark attended college. She earned degrees in philosophy

242.

See J.G.C. Blacker, Social Ambitions of the Bourgeoisie in 18th Centun1 France.

and Their Relation to Family Limitation,

243.

11

POPULATION STUD.

46, 47, 49 ( 1 957).

,

On the development of constitutional monarchy in the UK, see ANN LYONS,

CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE UK (Routledge,

244.

2003).

On the development of constitutional monarchy in France as a response to revo
.
lution,
se� Markus Joseph Prutsch, Making Sense of Constitutional Monarchism in Post
Napoleomc France and Germany (Palgrave Macmillan, 2 0 1 2).
245. For reasons of s�ace I am oversimplifying the great social, political and legal
.
changes that took place dunng this
period. For extended discussion, sec generally THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY, supra note 240.

246.

Carole Shammas, English Inheritance law and Its Transfer to the Colonies, 3 1
1 45, 1 56 ( 1 987); David R. Weir, Tontines. Public Finance. and Revolu
France and England, I 688-I 789, 49 J. ECON. H IST. 95, 1 07 ( 1 989); see also Joan

�M. � · LEGAL HIST.

tzo� m
Thirsk, The European Debate on Customs of Inheritance. 1500
1 700, in F AMIL y AND
IN � ERITANCE: RURAL SOCIETY IN WESTERN E U R OPE 1 200- 1 800, at 1 77 (Jack Goody ' Joan
Th1rsk & E.P. Thompson eds., 1 976).

,

247 . SALLY BEDELL SMITH, ELIZABETH THE QUEEN: T H E LIFE F /\ MODERN ONARCH
O
M
(2O l 2) . The film The Qu en makes referenc e to that
part of her life in one scene when
�
er Land Rover becomes stuck m a stream. Id. at 2 1 .
. Early P_ubl!c Life, BRIT. MONAR CHY, http://w
ww.royal.gov uk/HMTh eQueen/
.24.8
Pubhcltfe/EarlyPub� 1cL1fe/Earlypub liclife.a spx (last
visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3
249. Education, HET KONINK LIJK Hu1s, http.·//
www .konmkhjkhms. nl/globalepaginas/taalrubrie k nJ
r1 shimembers-of-the-royal-hou se/her-majesty-the-qucen/education
/
(last visited Feb. 2
2
).
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(Copenhagen Uni � e rsity, 1 960) and archaeology (Cambridge, 1 9 6 1 ).250 She
.
for m i l i tary scrvi �c with the Danish women's military,251 and
.
hol s the titles Colonel-m-Ch1ef
of the Queen' s Regiment and Colonel-in
.
Ch1cf of the Princess of Wales' Regiment in the UK military.252

voluntecre�

�

IV.

A

C LOS E R LOOK AT T H E TRANS ITION FROM MALE PRIMOGENITURE TO

ABSOLUTE SUCCESSION: T H E
A.

S I T U A T I ON IN SPAIN AND THE UK

Spain

I . The Current Situation in Spain: Male Primogeniture Under the
Spanish Constitution
Historically, the k ingdoms that make up what i s now the much of the
geographic territory o f the nation of Spain-Castile, Aragon, Le6n,253 and
part

of

Navarre-had traditionally accepted male primogeniture, although

they allowed for female i nheritance. 254 The succession of Isabel I to the Cas
tillian throne and her marriage to Ferdinand I I o f Aragon created the begin
nings of what is now the modem Spanish state.255 Their daughter Juana in
herited both kingdoms and passed them to her son Charles.256
Under the current Spanish Constitution, Article 57, the crown passes
first to the male he irs and then to any female heirs of the sovereign (Juan
Carlos), from older to younger, in the direct line:
The Crown of Spain is hereditary for the successors of H.M

Borbon,

Don Juan Carlos

I of

legitimate heir of the historic dynasty. Succession to the throne w i l l follow

the regu lar order of primogeniture and representation, the first line always having

preference over subsequent lines; within the same line, the closer grade over the

250.

Her

Majesty

Queen

Margrethe

2,

DANISH

�ONARCHY,

.
http ://kongehuset.dk/englishffhe-Roya l-House/Regentparret/hm-the-queen (last v1s1ted Feb.

26, 201 3).
25 1 . Id
252 . Id.
253. On

REAL,
LEON
see
Leon,
of
Kingdom
the
of
the
history
http://leonreal. es/index.php?Iang=en (last visited Feb. 26, 2 0 1 3).
254. In the m id-twelfth century, women ruled three countries as queens regnant
England, Jerusalem, and Leon-Castile. See Therese Marti n, The Art of a Reign_ ing Q_ueen as
(discussing both
Dynastic Propaganda in Twelfth-Century Spain, 80 S PECULUM 1 1 34 (2005)
the rule and the oppositi on to the rule of Matilda of England , Melisende of Jerusalem a�d
Urraca of Leon-Castile)· see also MARiA DAMiAN YANEZ NEIRA, LA PRrNCESA DONA

ble

at

availa_
( 1 982),
54
IX
.
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pdf ( d1scussmg
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html/
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I
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more remote; i n the same grade, the male over the female; and i n the same sex. the
elder over the younger.
The hereditary Prince, from his birth or from the time he acquires the claim, will
have the title of Prince of Asturias and the other titles traditionally linked to the
successor to the Crown of Spain.
If all the lines entitled by law become extinct, the Parliament shall provide for the
m
succession to the crown in the manner which is best for the interests of Spain.

Critics have noted that the preference for male heirs expressed in Arti
cle 57 seems contrary to the expressions of human rights and human dignity
in Article 10 and expressions of principles of equality in Article 1 4. Article
10 reads:
The dignity of the person, the inviolable rights which are inherent, the free devel
opment of the personality, respect for the law and the rights of others, arc the foun
dation of political order and social peace.
The norms relative to basic rights and liberties which are recogn ized by the Consti
tution shall be interpreted in conformity with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the international treaties and agreements on those matters ratified by
258
Spain.

Article 14 reads: "Spaniards are equal before the law, without any dis
crimination for reasons of birth, race, sex, religion, opinion, or any other
personal or social condition or circumstance."259
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which lists the rights
guaranteed by member states of the United Nations, guarantees equality of
dignity and rights,260 equality of "race, colour, sex, language, religion, polit
ical or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other sta
tus, m6 1 and equality before the law and equal protection of the law.262 Spain
is a member of the United Nations.263 Spain is also a party to a number of
international human rights agreements, including some United Nations trea
ties such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina
tion Against Women (CEDAW).264 It is a member of the Council of Eu
rope,265 and thus subject to the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human

257.
258.

CONSTITUCION ESPANOLA, art. 57, B.O.E. n. 3 1 1 , Dec. 27, 1 978.

Id. art. I 0.

259.
Id. art. 1 4.
260.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 2 1 7 (III) A, U.N. Doc
A/RES/2 I 7(III), art. 1 (Dec. I 0, 1 948).
261 .

Id. art. 2.

262.

Id. art. 7.

263.

Member States, supra note 234.
Chapter IV: Human Rights, UNITED NATIONS, http://treaties.un.org/PagesNiew

264.

Details.aspx?src=TREA TY&mtdsg_no=IV-8&chapter=4&lang=en

(last

visited

Feb.

3,

201 3).
265.

COUNCIL OF EUR . , THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE: 800 MILLION EUROPEANS 24 (20 1 2),

available at http://www.coe.int/AboutCoe/media/interface/publications/800_millions_en.pdf.
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Rights.�"' Finally. Spain i s a member state of the European Union.267 The
EU's constituent Treaties, the Treaty on European Union (TEU),268 and the
Treaty on the Functi oning of the European U n i on (TFEU),269 as well as the
C harter of Fundamental Ri ghts of the European Union (Charter),270 create
the structure of the E U and guarantee fundamental rights and protections for
citizens of member states of the European Union.
The TEU's Prea m b l e affirms the E U ' s and member states' "attach
ment to the principles o f l i berty, democracy and respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms and of the ru l e o f law."271 Article 2 affirms that
[t]hc Union is ti.iunde<l on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom, de

mocrncy. equality. the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the rights

of persons belonging to mi norities . These values are common to the Member States
in a society in which pluralism. non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity
and equality between women and men prcvail.272

Based on A rt i c l e 1 9 , the Council of the EU, working with the Parlia
ment "may take appropriate action to combat d iscrimination based on sex,
racial or ethnic ori gin, rel igion or belief, disabi l i ty, age or sexual orienta
tion."273 Based on this article, the Counci l has passed a number of Direc
tives, including many that predate the TFEU, to address issues of gender
discrimination.
Given that these directives, pol icy documents, and cases reiterate the
principle of non-discrimination in the area of gender, albeit they do not
mention the issue of the inheritance of titles, the matter woul d seem to be
clear. Member state discrimination against women simply because they are
women is imperm issible. Member states need to present some other reason
for the discrimination in order to j ustify i t . In Defrenne v. Societe Anonyme
Beige de Navigation A erienne Sabena,274 the European Court of Justice

ruled that an emp loyer may not discriminate on the basis of gender when

arts.
266. Convent ion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
3 2- 34, Nov. 4, 1 95 0, 2 1 3 U.N.T.S. 22 1 , E.T.S. 005 .

the Treaty EstabTreaty of Lisbon Amend ing the Treaty on European Union and _
fter Treaty of
[hereina
I
306)
(C
O.J.
lish ing the European Comm unity, Dec. 1 3 2007, 2007
Lisbon] .
2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 0
268. Consolidated Versio n of the Treaty on E uropean Union, Mar. 30,
0.J. (C 8 3 ) 1 3 [hereinafter T E U ] .
ean Umon,
269. Consolidated Versio n of the Treaty on the Functi oning of the Europ
May 9, 2008, 2008 O.J. (C 1 1 5 ) 47 [hereinafter TFEU ] .
Dec. 7, 2000 , 2000 O.J.
270.
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Unio n,
(C 364) 1 .
27 1 . TEU pmbl . (as in effect 1 992).
272. Id. art. 2 (as in effect 1 992) (now TFEU art. I ).
267.

·

27 3.
TFElJ art. 1 9.
n Aen enne Sa274. Case 43 175 Defrcnne v. Socie te Anon yme Beige de Navigat10
ben a, [ 1 976] E.C .R . 455'_
.
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male and female employees arc providing equal work for equal pay (now
generally understood to be equivalent work for equal pay).27�
However, the "j ob" of sovereign is not simply a "j ob." It is not compa
rable to other positions in the country. If a constitutional monarchy altered
the rules of succession prospectively, for example, so that cognatic primo
geniture applied only to the children of the reigning sovereign, it might be
difficult for a female royal who was not included (for example, if she were
the sister of the sovereign) to argue that she was discriminated against with
regard to the position of sovereign. 276
The Spanish government is currently attempting to raise social aware
ness on the subject of equality of the sexes. Former Prime Minister of Spain
Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero made it his policy to seek complete equality
among his ministers; in his Cabinet, in fact, women made up 70% of his
ministers, and the Defense M inister, when appointed, was seven months
pregnant.211
The question of male primogeniture in Spain has become immeasura
bly more complicated over the past several years, not simply because the
Prince of Asturias has no son (yet) to succeed to the throne, a circumstance
that seems to trouble very few people in Spain. Attempts to change the suc
cession rules have met with failure so far. 278 Yet, the Spanish Parliament
changed the rules that apply to the succession to aristocratic titles in 2006, a
change that upset many in the Spanish aristocracy.
In 2 0 1 1 , many Spanish nobles, upset at the news that the rules of in
heritance had changed, and that unlike in the United Kingdom,279 the oldest
child in the family now inherits the title, mounted concerted obj ections to

the change.280 Such objections result from reactions to a 2006 statute, passed

275.
Id. at 473, 48 1 -82; see also Case 1 5 2/84, Marshall v. Southampton and South 
West Hampshire Area Health Auth., 1 986 E.C.R. 723, 75 1 .
276.

Similarly, it might be difficult to argue that limitations on the religion of the

sovereign or the royal family are an impermissible restriction on the liberty of religion of
members of the Royal Family. While other citizens of the country may have liberty of reli
gion, if the country has an established religion, as does Sweden, for example, it may serve
the purposes of the country for its Head of State and his or her fami ly to be members of that
religion.

277.
Jerome Socolovsky, Spain 's Pregnant Defense Minister Stirs Controversy (Apr.
1 6, 2008), http://www .npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld=89676023; see also Lisa
2008),
1 5,
Abend,
(Apr.
TIME
Minister,
Defense
Pregnant
Spain 's
http://www .time.com/time/world/article/0,8599, 1 730927 ,00.html.
278.

See DAMiAN YANEZ NEIRA , supra note 254, at 54.

279.

See infra notes 3 7 1 -69 and accompanying text.

280.

Giles Tremlett, Inheritance Row Splits Spanish Grandees, GUARDIAN, Jan. 4,

20 1 1 , at 2 1 , available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/20 1 l /jan/03/spanish-nobility
feud-heritage. These Spanish aristocrats were not the only group to object to measures that
attempted to legislate gender equality. See Dale Fuchs, Spain: Firms Protest at Female Quo
ta

for

Boardrooms,

GUARDIAN,

June

26,

2006,

at

1 4,

available

at
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both in conformity with CEDAW, the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women,28 1 and in response to an adverse
ruling from the Spanish Constitutional Court dating from 1 997:
Nevertheless, the rules which regulate the inheritance of aristocratic titles come
from the historical period in which the titled nobility was consolidated as a privi
leged social class, and contained rules such as the principle of masculinity or pri
mogeniture without doubt adapted to the values of the Old Regime, but incompati
ble with contemporary society in which women participate fully in political, eco
nomic, cultural, and social life. This full equality of men and women in all legal
and social spheres is recognized in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women, adopted in New York on the 1 8 of December,
1 979, and ratified by Spain in 1 984.282

The aristocrats who disapprove base their objections not just in law,
but in equity, noting that sons who have grown up expecting to succeed
their fathers in a title will be supplanted in the succession by their sisters.283
"'The law should not be retroactive. There will be fights in all the noble
families because of this,' said Miguel Temboury of the Spanish Nobles As
sociation, a recently created conservative faction within Spain's 2,500strong nobility."284 However, the women and their supporters respond that
they have waited much too long for the change, and that the aristocrats who
oppose the change are simply petty.285
The fight over female inheritance of aristocratic titles began in the
1 990s when twenty noblewomen challenged the existing rules of male pri-

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2006/jun/26/spain.gender?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487. A
2006 statute that requires "equality in the boardroom" also met with opposition. Id.
28 1 .
The Convention opened for signature on March 1 , 1 980 and became effective on
September 8, 1 98 1 . Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women, Dec. 1 8, 1 979, 1 249 U.N.T.S. 1 3 . Spain became a signatory on July 1 7, 1 980 and
ratified the treaty on January 5, 1 984.
282. Translation by C. Corcos. In original:
Sin embargo, las normas que regulan la sucesi6n en los titulos nobiliarios proceden
de la epoca hist6rica en que la nobleza titulada se consolid6 como un estamento
social privilegiado, y contienen reglas como el principio de masculinidad o prefe
rencia del var6n sin duda ajustadas a los valores del antiguo regimen, pero incom
patibles con la sociedad actual en la cual las mujeres participant plenamente en la
vida politica, econ6mica, cultural y social.
Esta plena igualdad del hombre y la mujer en todas las esferas juridicas y sociales
sc reconoce en la Convenci6n para la Eliminaci6n de Todas las Formas de Discri
minaci6n contra la Mujer, adoptada en Nueva York el 1 8 de diciembre de 1 979, y
ratificada por Espana en 1 984.
B.0 .E. 2006, 1 886 9.
28 3.
Giles Tremlett, International: Spanish Nobles Rebel over Inheritance Law,
GUAR DIAN, July 1 3 , 2009, at 15, available at http://www .guardian.co.uk/world/2009/ju l/ 1 2/
Spanish -inheritance-law-equality-women.
284. Id.
285. See id.
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mogeniture. The Spani sh judiciary, and �lti m ately !�s highest c ourt capab le
of deciding the issue presented, ruled agamst them. �
The high court cited in its ruling prior J aw, statutes th at pre-dated the
_
Constitution of 1 978.287 The plaintiffs ' Joss before the national court pro
pelled them to seek a more favorable outcome be fore an internat ional tribu
nal. Their first choice was the European Court of Human R ights.2xx Unl ik.c
most international courts, the ECHR a l lows private citizens to sue their
govemments.289

In 1 998

the European Court of Human R ights. heard the

case and ruled against the appl icants. First, it found that the subject matter
did not come within the scope of the European Convent ion on Human
Rights:

286.

Succession to Spanish Titles: The Rights of Males over Females Determ in ed hy

Constitutional

the

Tribunal,

9

July

1997,

EUR.

NoBll.ITY.

http://www.chivalricorders.org/nobility/spcntrib. htm (last visited Feb. 26, 2 0 1 3 ):
"Los titulos de nobleza nos siruan ante un ambito de relacioncs quc sc ci rcumscribe

a aquellas personas que forrnan parte de! l inaje del bencficario de la mcrccd y. por
tanto, no poseen una proyecci6n general y definitoria de un cstatus . . . la rcgla de
preferencia de! var6n hoy es un elemento d i fercncial que no tienc cabida en nucstro
ordenamniento respecto a aquellas situaciones que poscen un proyccion general.
De manera que solo puede entraiiar, al igual que los propios titulos nobiliarios. una
refcrcncia o una l l amada a la historia, desprovista d e todo contcnido material. . . .
Dicho de otro modo--abundo la sentencia- la diferencia por raz6n de scxo solo
posee hoy un valor meramente simbolico, dado que el fundamcnto de la difcren
ciaci6n ya no se halla v igente en nuestro ordenamiento. Mientras quc. por cl con
trario, los valores sociales y juridicos contenidos en la Constitucion ncccssariamcn
te han de pryectar sus efectos si estuviesemos ante una diferencia legal quc tuv icra
un contenido material . . . no siendo discriminatario y, por tanto, inconstitucional cl
titulo de nobleza, tampoco puede serlo dicha prcferencia [del hombre sobrc la mu
jer], salvo incurrir en una contradicci6n . . . . Admitida la constitucionalidad de los

titulos nobiliarios por su naturaleza meramente honorifica y la finalidad de mantc
ner vivo el recuerdo historico y la finalidad de mantcncr vivo cl rccuerdo hi st6rico

al que se debe su otorgamiento, no cabe entender quc un dctcrminado clcmcnto de
dicha instituci6n-el regimen de su transmission ' m ortis causa'
haya de apartarse

Id.

de las deterrninaciones establecidas en la Real carta de conccsion. La voluntad rc
gia que esta expresa no puede alterarse sin desvirtuar cl origcn y la naturalcza his
, .
toncanaturalezahist6rica de la i nstituci6n."

(citations omitted) .
287.
nton o Aznar Domingo, a law professor at the University
of La Laguna. ex
.
plains the pnor JUnsprudence at his webpage, Derecho
Civil v. leccion J O. Sucesidn De Los
Titulos Nobiliarfos. D�RECHO CIVIL, http://do cencia.a
znar-abogados.com/modulcs.ph p'?name
=N �ws fil�=art1c le&s1d 3 75 (last visited April
2
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1 3 ) (discussing inheritance of aristo
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cratic titles m Spam and c1tmg
statutes dating back to those of Alfonso cl Sabio) .
288.
For an excelle nt extensi ve analysi s o f several
of these cases, sec Yofi Tirosh, A
Noble Cause: A Case Study of Symbols, Discrim
ination, and Reciprocity, in DIVERSITY AND
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The Court observes . ti stly. that it has on a number o f occasions held
that disputes
�
re lating to 111<l 1 v 1Juals surnames and first names come within Artic
l e 8 of the
Convention . A l though that provision docs not contain any explicit provisions
on

names. as a means of personal ident i fication and of linking to a family, a person's
name nonetheless com:ems his or her private and family l i fe. In the instant case,
however. the ( 'ourt notes that the decision in issue did not concern a d ispute over

the surnames or first names of the applicants; the case-law cited above is thus in
applicable. The fact that a nohiliary title may be entered on the civil register as an
item o f add1t1onal i n formation fac i l i tating the identification of the person con

cerned cannot suffi ce to bri ng the debate within the scope of Article 8.

The Court conc ludes that the applicant's complaint cannot be regarded as coming
within the scope of application of Article 8 of the Convention. It follows that, in

accordance with A rt icle 35

��

3 and 4 of the Convention, this part of the applica

tion must be dismi ssed as being incompatible ratione materiae with the Conven

tion provision relic<l on.290

The Court also ruled that '"that a nobiliary title cannot, as such, be re
garded as amounting to a "possessi on" ' " 291 within the meaning of Article 1
of the First Protocol o f the Convention.
In general. the same app l i es to a mere hope of being able to exploit such a title
commercially. for example. as a trademark. S ince in the i nstant case the applicants

arc unable to assert the right to use the nobil i ary titles concerned, a fortiori, they

cannot claim any legitimate expectation concerning the commercial exploitation of

tho se titles. In these c i rcumstances and in accordance with Article 35 § 3 of the
Convention, the Court consi ders that the appl icants' complaints under Article I of
Protocol No. I taken alone and under Article 1 4 of the Convention taken together

with Article I of Protocol No. I must be d ismissed as being incompatible ratione
. .
.
29'
.
wit h t h osc prov 1 s1ons. rnatenae

4 1 1 27/98 4 1 5 03/98
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29 1 .
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0
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the
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way
any
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_ buttons or
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These plaintiffs submitted their claims to yet another international tri
bunal, the United Nations Human Rights Committee.291 In these cases, the
same lawyers brought the cases: Carlos Texidor and his collcagucs.291
The attorneys argued that Article 1 4 of the Spanish Constitution
should have overturned existing legislation that established male primogeni
ture. When, according to the Spanish courts, it did not, they argued that the
Spanish courts should have applied international law to give effect to their
clients' human rights, guaranteed under both the European Convention and
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. However, neither
the European Court of Human Rights nor the United National Human
Rights Committee has as yet agreed with them.
Other Spanish women have since brought separate actions in the Span
ish courts, and having lost them, have appealed to international tribunals. In
a 2004 decision, the Human Rights Committee ruled inadmissible Isabel
Hoyos Martinez de Irujo's petition requesting that it decide that she be enti
tled to inherit her late father's title of Duke of Almodovar de! Rio.295 How
ever, the Committee discussed at length the basis for Hoyos Martinez's re
quest that it hear her case.2%
Hoyos Martinez had asked the Spanish King to confirm her right to
inherit her father's ducal title, but the King confirmed her younger brother's
right to the title in 1996, apparently relying on her prior renunciation in her
brother's favor.297 In 1999, she brought suit in a local Spanish court.29x The
court dismissed the claim, basing its decision on the Constitutional Court
ruling of 1 997.299
While Hoyos Martinez agreed that titles of nobility were not material
possessions,300 she insisted that to allow male primogeniture in the light of
293.
The U. N. Human Rights Committee monitors the implementation of the Inter
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights by its signatories. Human Rights Committee:
Monitoring Civil and Political Rights, OFF. UN HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HUM . RTS .,
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/ (last visited Feb. 26, 20 1 3 ) . Individuals may
present complaints to the Committee against their member states under the procedu res out
lines in the Optional Protocols. Id. Note that the Committee hears only those compl aints
based in rights guaranteed in the Covenant. Id.
294.
See Interview with Carlos Texidor, Spanish Lawyer, in BRIDGING THE DIVIDE:
WOMEN'S ACCESS TO JUSTICE 47 (2002).
295.
Human Rights Committee Comm'n 1 008/200 1 , Decision of the Human Rights
Committee under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, 80th Session, Mar. 1 5-Apr. 2, 2004, CCPR/C/80/D/1 008/200 1 (Mar. 30, 2004) .
Martinez d e Irujo's lawyer was Jose Luis Mazon Costa. H e and Carlos Texidor represented
Cristina Munoz-Vargas.
296. Id. ,, 4. 1 -4. 1 1
297. See id. if 2.3.
298. Id. if 2.4.
299. Id. if 2.5.
300.
See id. if 3 .4.
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the principles of non-discrimination articulated in the Covenant was clear
discrimination agai nst women and a violation of the promise of equality
guaranteed by the in ternat ional agrcement: 101
The author asserts t h a t art i � l c J of t h e C ove nant has also been
violated, in conj unc
S l lll:C States part ies h av e the obligation to grant
equality to men
and women 111 t h e e n 1 oyment of c i v i l and political rights. She further claims
that
the ti. regoi ng may he l i n ked to article 1 7 of the Covenant since, in her opinion,
a ti
tle of nob1hty 1 s an c l e m e n t of the pri vate l i fe of the fami l y group of which it forms
tmn with art i c l e 26.

�

part . l n th1s regard. she rec a l l s that, in its general comment No. 28 concerning arti
_
cle 3 of the ( "ovcnant. t h e ( \immittee stated: "Inequality in the enjoyment of rights
hy women throughout the world is deeplv em bedded in tradition, history and cul

ture . . . . ._ She a l s o notes that, in paragraph 4 of the same comment, the Committee
established that "'A rticles 2 and 3 mandate States parties to take all steps neces
surr. inc/11cli11g the prohihition of' discrimination on the ground of sex, to put an
end to discriminator1· actions. both in the public and the private sector. which im
pair the eq ual cnjonnent of' rights.

'"10�

The question o f pri vacy and fami l y l i fe i s a crucial one. Further, the
case raises important issues for the Span i s h government. The Spanish na
tional courts have ruled that titles of nob i lity are intangible, thus not real
property heritab l e by the first born under rules of absolute primogeniture.
Even if the Span ish government is satisfied with this outcome, it stil l may
need to consider Hoyos Martinez ' s other c laim-that the question is one of
private life. If that is so, then the Spanish government has the responsibility
to intervene under

(I)

n ational law;

(2)

i n ternational law; or

(3)

European

Union law to eliminate gender discrimination.
While titles o f n ob i l ity may be intangible, and may not be recognized
as real property heritable by the first born under rules of absolute primogen
iture, as the Span ish courts ruled (a question that frankly seem questiona
ble), if Hoyos M artinez is correct that the question is one of private life,

�

then the Spanish governm ent has the respon s i b i lity to ntervene, u�de�
national law;

(2)

i nternational law; or

(3)

(1)

European Umon law t o ehmmate

dis crimin ation between the genders.
that if
Simi larly, i f the S p a n i sh govern ment is corre ct in its a�ser tion
"th e use of a title of nob i l ity is mere ly nomen honoris, dev01 d of any legal
or material conte nt " and that it is not a huma n right, 303 then what are we to
such
make of the law o f '2006 , whic h legis lates the equa lity of inher itanc e of
tit le s? Further, the Span i s h govern ment argues that titles, if they h ad
ren, without discr imina 
material s ubstance . . . woul d be inherited by a l l the child
the prope1:1J'. of the de
of
tion on the groun d of primo gen iture or sex, as in the case
ode. It
by the Civil
lated
regu
ceased in the instit ution of inheritance, whic h is
rial content, smce that
. adds that it would be unco nstitu tiona l for titles to have mate

�

30 1 .
302.
303.

Id. 1111 3 . 1 -3 . 3 .
ld. 11 3 . 3 (emphasis
Id. 11 4.4.

added ) .
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would be the expression of "the most odious discrimination, that of birth, which for

of

many centuries revented human beings from being born free and equal in dignity
and in rights. "3

The Spanish government also argued that the case was inadmissible, since
Hoyos Martinez did not "claim a possible inequality before the law or that
there is a violation of articles 3 and 1 7 of the Covenant,"'0� further pointing
out that she voluntarily renounced the title which she was now contcsting.10"
For the government, the original grant of title came at a time when "men
and women were not yet considered to be born equal in dignity," and that
nobility itself represents the concept of inequality.307 Oddly enough, the
government made the argument that the Spanish Civil Code docs not deter
mine the laws of succession to a title,308 a contradiction of the Spanish Su
preme Court's decision in the Munoz case.309
It also appears that Hoyos Martinez and her brother originally treated
the family titles as property belonging to the estate. "[S]he had agreed to
renounce the title under an agreement she had made with her brothers on the
distribution of their father's titles of nobi lity."3 10 She explained this agree
ment by arguing that at the time the Spanish Supreme Court's j udgment of
1 987 was then in force, and suggests that it would have been futile for her to
demand that all the titles were hers by right.3 1 1 Thus, the suggestion is that
the siblings simply allocated the titles among themselves. She argues, how
ever, that later her brothers tried to take all the titles from her.312
In 200 1 , Mercedes Carrion Barcaiztegui filed a similar complaint be
fore the U.N. Human Rights Committee, alleging that Spain had violated
Articles 3, 1 7 , and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights in refusing her application to inherit the title of Marquis of Tala
basos. 313 The Madrid Court of First Instance denied her claim based on the
Constitutional Court's decision of 1 997.314 Barcaiztegui argued before the

304.

Id.

305.

Id.

306.

Id. � 4.6.

307.

Id. � 4.7.

308.

Id. � 4.8.

309.

Case C-208/09, Sayn-Wittgenstein v. Landeshauptmann von Wien, 20 1 0 E.C. R.
.
1- 1 3 693, � 2 . 3 .
3 1 0.
Human Rights Comm., Isabel Hoyos Martinez De Irujo v. Spain, 1 008/200 1 , �
2.3, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/80/0/ 1 008/200 1 (Mar. 30, 2004), available at http://www.world

courts.com/hrc/eng/decis ions/2004.03 .30_Hoyos_y_Martinez de Irujo v Spain.htm.
311.
Id.
-

-

-

3 1 2.

Id.

3 1 3.

Human Rights Comm., Mercedes Carrion Barcaiztegui v. Spain, 1 0 1 9/200 1 , � 1 ,

2.2, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/80/0/ 1 0 1 9/200 1 (Mar. 30, 2004), at http://www .worldcourts.com/
hrc/eng/decisions/2004.03.30_Carrion_Barcaiztegui_v_Spain.htm.
3 1 4.
Id. � 2.4.
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Human Rights Com mittee that if it found in her favor, the Spanish High
Court might reverse the lower court . 1 1 5
Barcaiztegui raised sl ightly di fferent issues from those i n the Hoyos

Martinez case . Barcaiztegui was, for one thing, not the daughter of the de

ceased titleholder; she was the granddaughter of the deceased titleholder,
the daughter of the younger daughter of the deceased Marquis of Tala
basos:116 The dispute was between her and her cousin, the son of the third
child and only son o f the deceased aristocrat.317 She claimed that "inequality
in the enjoyment o f rights by women, . . . deeply embedded i n tradition,
history and culture, including religious attitudes" in Spain violated Article 3
of the Covenant and that the Committee itself had recognized this inequali
ty .31 x The Spanish government argued that she had not exhausted her domes
tic rcmedies,-119 that a title of nobi lity is not property, that thus her claim did
320
and that
not fall within the matters covered by the International Covenant,
her claim also did not fal l within the European Covenant on Human
Rights.311 The government also argued that when the title was originally
granted:
[I]t was not the case that men and women were considered to be born equal in dig
nity and rights. [It is argued] that nobil ity is a historical institution, defined by ine
quality in rank and rights owing to the "divine design" of birth, and claims that a ti
tle of nobi lity is not property, but simply an honour of which use may be made but
over which no one has ownersh ip. Accordingly, succession to the title is by the law
of bloodline, outside the law of inheritance, since the holder succeeding to the title
of nobility does not succeed to the holder most recently deceased, but to the first
holder, the person who attained the honour, with the result that the applicable rules
22
of succession to use of the title are those existing in 1 775 . 3

This defense suggests that the Spanish government itself admits to the
inequality Barcaiztcgui complained of in her submission.
Like other women in her situation, Barcaiztegui responded that further
appeal to the domestic courts would be of no use to her.323 However, she
denied that prior cases disposed of her case :
[S]he was not a party to the proceedings brought by four Spanish women regarding
_
succession to titles of nobility before the European Court of Human R1ght
s. The

_
author recalls the Committee 's decision in Antonio Sanchez Lopez v. Spam that

3 1 5.

Id. 1 2. 5 .

3 1 6.

Id. 1 2.2.

3 1 7.

Id. 1 2. l n . l , � 2 . 2 .

3 1 8.

Id. � 3.2.

3 1 9.

Id. 1 4. 1 .

320.

Id. 1 4.9.

32 1 .

Id. 1 4.4.

322.

Id. 1 4. 5 .

323.

Id. 1 5. 1 .
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the concept o f "the same case" should be understood as including the same claim
and the same person. 324

[T]he author asserts that the Spanish legal system regulates the use, possession and
enjoyment of titles of nobility as a genuine individual right. While succession to
the title occurs with respect to the founder, succession to concessions of nobility
does not arise until the death of the last holder, and that as a result the laws current
at that time are applicable. The author maintains that while titles of nobility are
governed by special civil norms based on bloodline, that is, outside the Civil Code
with regard to succession, that does not mean that succession to titles falls outside

the law of inheritance by blood relatives. 325

She also insisted that Article 26 of the Covenant proclaimed the equal
ity of persons, and that the Article prohibited any discrimination, which
necessarily included discrimination in the succession to noble titles,326 and
pointed out that if discrimination by birth with regard to titles was permissi
ble, then "inheritance as a general concept was discriminatory, and that al 
legation of discrimination in terms of descendants was also erroneous, since
that allegation referred to a situation other than that raised by the communi
cation."327 Absolute primogeniture in itself could not be discriminatory if it
was used to pass on something that itself could not be divided.3 28 If an inher
itance can only be passed on as a unity (it cannot be divided) and can only
be inherited by one individual, then a rule that holds that the individual who
inherits it is the oldest child cannot be discriminatory.329
The majority of the members of the Human Rights Committee hearing
the application ruled once again that under Article 3 of the Optional Proto
col, the matter was inadmissible, because Article 26 could not "be invoked
in support of claiming a heredity title of nobility ."330 Thus, the Committee
did not reach the merits of the case. However, it did state that Spain recog
nized the existence of aristocratic titles, suggesting strongly to the Spanish
government that its position that aristocratic titles had no real existence was
somewhat disingenuous.331 Three members of the Committee filed dissents,
in which they stated that they thought that Barcaiztegui stated claims under
the Optional Protocol that the Committee should have heard.332
A later complainant, Cristina Mufioz-Vargas y Sainz de V icufia,
whose application the ECHR dismissed as essentially similar to the applica-

324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.

Id. 1 5.2 (footnote omitted).
Id. 1 5.4.
Id. 1 5 .6.
Id. 1 5 .7.
Id.
Id.
Id. 1 6.4.
Id.
Id. at Annex (individual dissenting opinions by Committee membe rs Rafael

332.
Rivas Posada, Hipolito Solari-Yrigoyen, and Ruth Wedgwood).
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tion previously deemed i nadmissible,m attempted to bring a claim under a
new theory. She argued that � l lowing males to succeed was discriminatory
.
under CEDAW, to which Spam was a party.334 The Spanish court dismissed
her claim under the current law, citing current rules of succession that al
lowed for male primogcni ture.115 Interestingly, the Spanish Supreme Court,
which eventual l y heard her appeal, found that the Spanish Civil Code regu
lates the inheritance of noble titlcs.131' It also found that the title had been
awarded to her brother before the Spanish Constitution went into effect.337
She then appealed to the U . N . Human Rights Committee, alleging that
"male primacy in the order of successi o n to titles of nobility" constituted
discrimination on the basis of sex, in violation of the Convention on the
Elimination

<�l A ll Forms <�l Discrimination

against Women (CEDAW) in

general, and A rt i c l es 2 ( c ) and 2(f) in particular.338 She further claimed that
Spain was required by C E DA W to amend or revise its laws e stablishing
"male primacy in the order of succession to titles of nobility."339
Munoz argued that CEDA W was not limited to political and civil
rights but was enac ted with the intention of eradicating discrimination in all
facets of l i fc . 140
A majority o f the C ommittee found her application inadmissible be
cause CEDA W had not yet entered into force at the time that her brother
was confirmed in h i s titlc .341 However, it noted: "The Committee sees no
reason to find the communication inadmissible on any other grounds."342

Thus, one could i magine that a female aristocrat might bring a similar case
today and that the Commi ttee could under certain circumstances find in her
favor.
One member o f the Committee found the communication admissible:
What needs to be noted in all of this is that when Spanish law, enforced by Spanish
courts, provides for exceptions to the constitutional guarantee for. equalio/ on the
basis of history or the perceived immaterial consequence of. a differential t�eat
ment, it is a violation. in principle, of women' s right to equa�1ty. S�ch except1?ns
.
_
serve to subvert social progress towards the e l imination of d1scnminat10n against
Against :Vo��n C:ommunica
333. Committee on the Elim ination of Discrimination
mmat10n Against
tion No. 7/2005, Decis ion of the Committee on the Elim ination ?f .D1s�n
of All F�nns
nat1on
�hmi
the
Women Under the Optio nal Protocol to the Convention on
. www .iwra
http.//
at
ble
availa
,
Discrim ination Against Wom en, 39th Sess. (Aug. 9 ' 2007)
.
ap. org/protocol/doc/Cristina_Munoz Vargas_v Spam.pdf.
_
334. Id. 'II 2.4.
335. Id. '11 2 . 5 .
336. Id. 1J 2. I 0.
337. Id. '11 2.5.
338. Id. iM! 2.4, 3 1 .
339. Id. 'II 3 . 1 .
340. Id. 1J 5 . I .
34 1 . Id. '11 1 1 .5 .
342. Id. 'II I 1 . 6.

:�

_

.
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women using the very legal processes meant to bring about this progress, reinforce
male superiority and maintain the status quo. This should neither be tolerated nor
condoned on the basis of culture and history. Such attempts do not recognize the
inalienable right to non-discrimination on the basis of sex which is a stand-alone
right. If this right is not recognized in principle regardless of its material conse
quences, it serves to maintain an ideology and a norm entrenching the inferiority of
women that could lead to the denial of other rights that are much more substantive
and material. 343
A 20 1 0 Report prepared by the Office of the U.N. High Commissioner
for Human Rights commended the Spanish government for the passage of
the 2006 law on the equality of the inheritance of titles but noted that work
still needed to be done regarding equality of succession to the throne:
The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination [A]gainst Women (CEDA W)
commended the adoption of Organic Law 3/2007 on effective equality for men and
women, which includes a definition of discrimination against women in line with
the Convention, Organic Law 1 12004 on integral protection measures against gen
der violence, and Law 33/2006 on the equality of men and women in the order of
succession to titles of nobility. It also noted that the constitutional reform necessary
to guarantee equality before the law for women and men in the succession to the
Crown has not yet taken place owing to other pending constitutional reform pro
posals. 344
Those EU member states that do not recognize titles of nobility do
recognize those titles as part of a surname.345 But they can place limits on
the composition of the surname if the surname includes parts that suggest
inequality (e.g., "von"), as long as "the measures adopted by those authori
ties in that context are j ustified on public policy grounds, that is to say, they
are necessary for the protection of the interests which they are intended to
secure and are proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued."346
What undeniably exacerbates the Spanish situation is the appearance
of inequality with regard to succession rules as they apply to the crown.
The Constitution provides that "The Spanish Crown shall be inherited by the suc
cessors of H. M. Juan Carlos I de Borbon, the legitimate dynastic heir. Succession
to the throne shall follow ordinary principles of first-born and representation, with
the first line always having preference over subsequent lines; within the same line,
the closer grade over the more remote; within the same grade, male over female,
and if of the same sex, the elder over the younger." That is the historical order of

343. Id. '!1 1 3.7 (individual dissenting opinion by Committee member Mary Shanthi
Dairiam).
344. Compilation Prepared by the Office of the High Comm'r for Human Rights in
Accordance with Paragraph 1 5 (b) of the Annex to Human Rights Council Resolution 5/1 :
Spain, Human Rights Council Working Grp. on the Universal Periodic Review, 8th Sess.,
May 3-4, 20 1 0, '!1 5, U.N. Doc. AIHRC/WG.6/8/ESP/2 (Feb. 22, 20 1 0) (footnotes omitted).
345. Case C-353/06, Grunkin & Paul, 2008 E.C.R. 1-07639, '!1 39.
346. Case C-208/09, Sayn-Wittgenstein v. Landeshauptmann von Wien, 20 1 0 E.C.R.
1-1 3693, '!1 95.
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succession, without exclud ing women from the throne
, but where men have preference over women:147

Article 5 8 provi des that "[t]hc Quee n conso rt,
or the consort of the
Q�een, may ��t assum e any constitution al functi ons, excep
t in accordance
with the p�ov1s1on s for the Rcgency.'"48 The text implie s withou
t stating that
t�e sovereign could be female , and that her partner would take
the designa
tion of "consort ," althoug h it docs not indicate whether that individu
al ' s title
would be "King Consort ," "Prince Consort ," or somethin g else.
Article 56 reads :

The King is the Head o f State, the symbol o f its unity and permanence. H e arbi

trates and moderates the regular functioning of the institutions, assumes the highest
representation of the Spanish State in international relations, especially with the na
tions of its historical community, and exercises the functions expressly conferred
on him by the Constitution and the laws.
His title is that of King of Spain and he may use the other titles appertaining to the
Crown. 349

In the Hoyos case, one dissenting member of the Human Rights
Committee noted that while the "nature and scope of titles of nobil i ty" as
well as the form o f government before the Committee, were not matters
before the Comm ittee, the Spanish King, under Article 62(f), has the power
to award titles of nobility. 350 Article 62 provides that: "It is incumbent upon
the King . . . [t]o issue the decrees approved i n the Counci l of Ministers, to
confer civilian and military positions and award honours and distinctions in
confonnity with the law.''351
To suggest, therefore, that the Spanish King is not bound by the 2006
law , prospecti vely, at a minimum, seems disingenuous. In the Hoyos case,
the petitio ner did come to an accommodation w i th her brothers that seems

to have undercut her claim to the titles she sought to reclaim.352 However,
othe r claimants may have, on different facts, much better arguments to
make before international tribunals, i f n o t Spanish courts. For example, a
female firstborn c laimant who might bring a case before a domestic Spanish
.
court today should be able to plead that she has the right to succeed to a title
.
held by her parent or other relative, based on the criteria set forth m the
bl at
347. Ascencion Elvira, The Monarchy in Spain, INDRET, Jan. 20 1 0, at 4: avai/a �
http://www.indret.com/pdf/6 89_en.pdf (citation omitted). This rule of success10n descnbes
traditional male primogeni ture.
348. CONSTITUCION ESPAN OLA, art. 58, 8.0.E . n. 3 1 1 , Dec. 27, 1 978 (Spam ).
349. Id. art 56.
1 00 8/200 1 , at
35 0. Human Righ ts Com m., Isabel Hoyos Martinez De Irujo v. Spain,
.
at
avmlabl
2004)
30,
�
(Mar.
Annex, U.N. Doc.
CCPR/C/8 0/D/l 008/200 1
�
v
IruJo
de
artmez
-�
:5
http://www.worl dcourts .com/hrc/eng/decisions/2004 .03 .30 Hoyos
:- 7 oyen).
- ;
Spain. httn (indi vidual dissen ting opinio n by Comm ittee me� ber Htpohto Solan-Yng
35 1 . C.E., art. 62, B.O.E. n . 3 1 1 , Dec. 27, 1 97 8 (Spam).
352 . Hoyos, I 008/200 I , ii 2.3.
·
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2006 law. If her claim were to be denied, she should be able to pursu� it
e lsewhere-for example, before an international tribunal-because, unltkc
Barcaiztegui, Hoyos Martinez, and Munoz- Vargas, her case would postdate
the 2006 law, CEDAW, the Treaty of Lisbon, the Charter, and consequently
the incorporation of ECHR jurisprudence into EU law.

B. The S ituation in the United Kingdom
1 . The Succession to the Throne
Prior to the change in succession rules, the U K fol lowed male primo
geniture. The clearest and most recent working of this rule comes with the
.
example of the present monarch, Elizabeth II. Prior to 1 93 6 and the abdica
tion of her uncle Edward VIII, Elizabeth as the older daughter of the Duke
of York did not expect to succeed to the throne. 353 After the succession of
her father as George VI, she was technically "heiress presumptive," even
though she was the older daughter of the King and very likely to become
queen.354 Her parents might stil l become the parents of a boy; if so, he
would displace her i n the line of succession. For that reason, George VI
always refused to create Elizabeth "Princess of Wales," maintaining that
that title was properly the title of the wife of the heir to the thronc:155 On
George Vi's death in 1 952 E lizabeth, still only "Princess El izabeth," be
came Elizabeth Il.356
The Queen ' s experiences as heiress presumptive rather than heiress
apparent might have colored her reaction to the notion that the time was ripe
to move to absolute primogeniture. Over the past few years a number of
Members of Parliament have attempted to change the rules of succession.

354.

See MARION CRAWFORD, THE LITILE PRINCESSES ( 1 950).
Id. at 1 53 .

355.

The new King took a great interest in the regalia of his daughters, decreeing that

353.

they be dressed alike except for Elizabeth's train, even permitting Margaret to wear a coronet
equivalent to Elizabeth' s during the coronation ceremony in 1 937 in order to prevent jeal
ousy. Id. at 94. Six-year-old Margaret spotted the train, however, and wanted the equivalent;
when told that only the heiress presumptive was entitled to wear something so fine, she un
derstandably pitched a royal fit. Id. Note, however, that Henry VIII had actually created his
daughter by Catherine of Aragon "Princess of Wales" at a time when he and Catherine got
along rather better than they did later. Mary had her own court at Ludlow and was treated as
heiress apparent for some time, and Henry's advisors searched out a royal match for her, but
H enry had another candidate for his throne: his il legitimate son by Elizabeth Blount, Henry
.
Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond ( 1 5 1 9- 1 536). Miles F. Shore, Henry Vl/l and the Crisis of Gen·

erativity, 2 J . INTERDTSC. HIST. 359, 380 ( 1 972).
356.

?ther examples include the other two queens regnant of European countries,

Q�een B eatnx of the Netherlands (third in a string that includes her grandmother Queen
.
Wtlhelmma and her mother Queen Juliana) and Queen Margarethe II of Denmark. These
women could have been displaced by brothers; each only had younger sisters. Interestingly,
both Beatrix and Margarethe have sons but no daughters.
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While the Queen docs not make her political opinions known, on this issue
at least, she seems to have indicated her approval.
In 2004, Labour MP Lord Dubs introduced the Succession to the
Crown Bill, which would have ended male primogeniture, the ban on mar
riage to Catholics, and repealed the 1 772 Marriages Act, which requires the
heir to the throne to obtain the sovereign's permission to marry if he or she
is younger than twcnty-five:357
Lord Dubs said: "The idea that a female first-born heir should be passed over in
favour of a younger brother is surely offensive to the vast majority of Britons, fol
lowing the great social revolution in the position of women in recent decades."
The Labour peer said the ban on the monarch or heir marrying a Catholic was an
outdated piece of religious bigotry. "At present, Prince William could live with a
Catholic girlfriend without forfeiting the right to be king, but the moment they
were married he would be instantly disqualified. Indeed, while the heir is barred
from marrying a Catholic, it is surely absurd that the spouse could later convert to
358
Catholicism without this being a problem," he said.

According to Andrew Grice of The Independent, the Royal Family fa
vored the end of male primogeniture.359 Queen Elizabeth II seemed to sup
port a change in the rules, although she did not say so publicly.360 If these
reports were true, then the natural implication of their position would favor
placing Princess Anne and her children ahead o f the Duke of York in the
line o f succession, unless a change took effect only with regard to the new
sovereign and his heirs, either Charles as Charles III, or William as William
V. As we now know, the new rules will affect the descendants of the current
Prince of Wales, leaving the succession order of the present members of the
Royal Family unaltered.
In 2005, another MP attempted to change the succession rules with re
gard to marriage. Evan Harris, a Liberal Democrat, introduced a bill to alter
35 7. Andrew Grice, A Generation After Sexual Equality, Bill Could See the End of
Royal Family 's Male Preference, INDEPENDENT, Dec. 9, 2004, at 9; Royal Marriages Act, 1 2
Geo. 3 , c. 1 1 , § I ( 1 772) (U.K.).
358.
Grice, supra note 357. Indeed, the heir to the throne, or anyone in the line of
succ ession, could marry a Muslim, a Wiccan, a member of the Church of the Flying Spaghet
ti Monste r, or an atheist, and retai n his or her rights to inherit the throne. Only marriage to a
Roman Catholic would cause loss of that individual 's rights under the Act. Act of Settlement,

12 & 1 3 Will. 3, c. 2, § I ( 1 7 00) (Eng.). Note also that when Ernest August, Prince of Hano
ver, who is in line for the British throne, announced plans to marry Caroline of Monaco, he
requested permission from Queen Elizabeth II. However, Ernest is descended from a British
princess who married abroad; the Royal Marriages Act exempts the descendants of such
princesses from the requirement to request permission to marry from the British sovereign.
The likel ihood that Ernest would inherit the British throne is remote in any case. In any case,
the Queen granted permission. See Royal Marriages Act, c. I I , § I .

359.
360.

Grice, supra note 357, at 9.
Chris Game, Op-Ed., Crowning Absurdity of the British System, B IRMINGHAM

POST, Jan. 1 4, 2005 , at 1 0.
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the 1 70 1 Act of Settlement,361 one of the pieces of legislation that created
the present succession rules, which create male primogeniture and forbid
marriage of anyone in the line of succession to a Catholic.362 However, Gor
don Brown's government did not support the bill, or any change to the ex
isting rules of succession.
In his influential book, The Monarchy and the Constitution, Vernon
Bogdanor writes:
The fundamental weakness of the [Royal Marriages] Act . . . is that it applies to
many who are quite remote from the throne and who are never likely to succeed.
Conversely, someone who may well succeed-for example, an heir presumptive
whose mother has married into a foreign family-would fall outside the provisions
of the Act. An obvious reform would be to make provision for the sovereign's ap
proval to be required for the marriages, of the descendants not of George II, but of
George VI, or, better still, simply for the first five people in the line of succession.
Any member of the royal family to whom it applied would still, of course, have the
right to renounce his or her rights of succession and contract a civil marriage, as
Princess Margaret could have done in 1 955. The second route provided for in the
Royal Marriages Act, the declaration at the age of 25, is otiose and should be re
moved. 363
Both popular opinion and opinion in Parliament had changed suffi
ciently by the summer of 201 1 to allow Prime Minister David Cameron to
broach the subject of a change in the succession rules with Parliament once
again, and then with the heads of the Commonwealth countries. The image
of the spectacularly popular Prince William and his chosen bride Kate Mid
dleton, married in a beautiful ceremony on April 29, 2 0 1 1 at Westminster
Abbey,364 cemented what had a been a long public relations campaign for
the Wales family. In October of 20 1 1 Cameron presented the question to the
heads of the other Commonwealth countries, all of whom accepted in prin
ciple the notion that absolute primogeniture should be the rule. Said Aus
tralian Prime Minister Julia Gillard, "I'm very enthusiastic about it. You
would expect the first Australian woman prime minister to be very enthus i
astic about a change which equals equality for women in a new area."365 Th e
UK will create and pass its own succession legislation first, followed by
nations of the Commonwealth. 366 Even though Parliament and the Prim e
Minister have agreed to make these changes, some Members of Parliament
are apparently still concerned that the legislation may not be passed until
3 6 1 . See Ending Patriarchy in the Monarchy, NPR (Mar. 30, 2009),
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld= 1 0248 1 03 1 .
362. Act of Settlement, c. 2, § l .
363. BOGDANOR, supra note 34, at 60.
364. Caroline Davies, Royal Wedding: A Stylish Marriage for William and Kate,
GUARDIAN (Apr. 29, 20 1 1 ), http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/201 1 /apr/29/royal-wedding
william-kate-marriage.
365. Girls Equal in Succession to British Throne, supra note 5.
366. Id.
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after the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge have a child, and that chi l d may
be female, and they arc also concerned that the legislation may not clearly
.
be retroactive. I n early 2 0 1 2 M P Keith Vaz introduced a motion to congrat
ulate Crown Pri ncess V iktoria of Sweden on the b irth of her daughter, but
also to express h i s concern that "that the working group agreed on at the
Commonwealth H eads o f Government meeting i n Perth i n October 2 0 1 1 to
change the rules o f succession appears to have made little progress; and
calls on the Government in Commonwealth Week to agree on a roadmap for
change."367 He is not the o n l y M P to be anxious about the future. MPs of all
parties were posing questions this spring about the lack of progress. Con
servation MP Helen Grant also wondered about retroactivity; Deputy Prime
Minister Nick C l egg attempted to reassure her by saying that "the rules are

de facto in place, even though de jure they stil l need to be implemented
through legislation in the way I have described."368
Interestingly, historian Robert B l ackbum propounded the notion that
"[u]ndcr the old, feudal law, the then Princess E lizabeth should not have
ruled alone, since the crown should have been shared with her sister Marga
ret as 'that is how mediaeval property law worked. "'369 Blackbum' s idea is a

bit odd, since England has had female rulers before, and those female rulers
have had sisters before-Mary Tudor and E l izabeth Tudor, fo r example,
and Mary Stuart and Anne Stuart, and no one has suggested that they should
have shared the throne.370

2. Titles ofNobility
In the UK in contrast to the recent decision to make the c hange to full
primogeniture,

�ales sti ll

succeed to titles of nobility i n preference to fe

males, unless no male heir exists.371 Then the title passes to the oldest (or

367. Early Day Motion 2859: Succession to the Crown, WWW.PAR LIAMENT .UK (Mar.
13, 2012), http://www.parliament.uk/edm/20 1 0- 1 2/2859 .
368. Mark Hennessy, To William and Kate, a Daughter-But Will She Be Queen One
Day?, IRISH TIMES (May 25, 20 1 2), http://www .irishtim es.com/newspaper/world/20 1 2/
0525/1 2243 1 6662777 .html.
369. Id.
370. Why should medieval property law apply to the twentie�h century th_ ro�e?. .M ary
Stuart did share the throne with her husband William III, but they reigned at the mvitatmn of
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The Herress-atPoint of View 8 LAW & HIST. REV. 273 ( 1 990).
37 1. See Inheritance Act, 1 833, 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. I 06, § 7 ( 1 833) (U.K).
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only) female, unless the title cannot pass to a woman

.

.

I�

s�me cases, s o� c

real property passes to the male heir as well, because 1 t 1s linked to the lllk
and supports both the title and the estatc.m
None of the maternal ancestors of the person from whom the descent is to he
traced, nor any of their descendants, shall be capable of inheriting until all his pa·
ternal ancestors and their descendants shall have failed: and also that no female pa
ternal ancestor of such person, nor any of her descendants, sha l l be capable of in
heriting until all his male paternal ancestors and their descendants sha l l have fa i led:
and that no female maternal ancestor of such person. nor any of her dcsci.:ndants.
shall be capable of inheriting until all his male maternal anc e stors and thcir dc
sccndants shall have failcd.373

The argument over male primogeniture, and indeed in some cases o r
the exclusion of women altogether, is o n e that should b e fa m i 1 i a r to the pub
lic, since it appears regularly in popular c ulture. Literature, for example,
offers us many examples of the inequities of agnatic primogeniture, and o r
primogeniture generally. Jane Austen ' s Sense and Sensihilit_v171 depends for
its plot on the unfairness of an entai l in which the property will devolve
upon the son of the deceased, leaving the second wife and the daughters
without recourse. Austen uses the same device in her later novel Pride and
Prejudice,375 which suggests that such an entail, or "fee tail malc,"111• was if
not common, at least common enough that it required little explanation to
her readers. S imilarly, she seems to have expected that her readers would
agree with her that such a device was unfair, or at least, unfair to her main
characters. Readers know quite well the scene in which Jane and Elizabeth
Bennet attempt to explain the entail to their mother, who refuses to under
stand, and only rails against a system that deprives her beloved daughters of
what she believes should rightfully be theirs:
"About a month ago I received this letter; and about a fortnight ago I answered it,
for I thought i t a case of some delicacy, and requiring early attention . ft is from my
.
_
cousm, Mr. Collins, who, when I am dead, may tum you all out of this house as
soon

as

he pleases."

"Oh! my dea ," cried his wife, "I cannot bear to hear that mentioned. Pray do
�
not talk of that od10°:s man. I do think it is the hardest thing in the world, that your
estate should be entatled away from your own children; and I am sure, if I had been
you,

I

should have tried long ago to do something or other about it"

372.
See Id §§ 3-4; Law of Property (Amendm ent) Act, 1 924, 1 5 & 1 6 Geo.
5, c. 5.
sch. 9 (Eng. & Wales); see also Administration o f Estates Act, 1 925,
15 & 16 Geo. 5, c . 23. §
5 1 (2) (Eng. & Wales). Words of enactment have been repealed
by Statute Law Revision (N� .
2) Act, 1 888, 5 1 & 52 Viet, c. 57, and Statute Law (Repeals) Act 1 998 c
43
'
373.
Inheritance Act, c. I 06, § 7.
'

374.

JANE AUSTEN, SENSE AND SENSIBILITY ( 1 8 1

375 .
376.

JANE AUSTEN, PRIDE AND PREJUDICE ( 1 8 1 3 ).
For an entertaining (if such things can be entertai
ning)

see Sandra MacPherson, Rent to Own: Or,
REPRESEN TATIONS l (2003).

·

·

I ).

explanation of fee tails,

.
What 's Entailed in Pride an d preJ Ud ice,
82
·
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Jane and Elizabeth tried to explain to her the nature of an entail. They had of
ten attempted to do it before, but it was a subject on which Mrs. Bennet was be
yond the reach of reason; and she continued to rail bitterly against the cruelty of
settl ing an estate away from a family of five daughters, in favour of a man whom
nobody cared anything about. 377
The older Bennet girls may understand contemporary English law, and
we may agree with them and Mr. Bennet that Mrs. Bennet is somewhat de
ficient in "understanding," but she may be on to something-that the law is
profoundly unfair.378
Other authors, including playwright Pierre Corneille, examine the is
sue of male primogeniture and the pressures that it puts upon younger sons
to make their way into the world, as well as the conflicts that it creates with
in the family unit.379 Given the number of times that Pride and Prejudice
has been filmed in the past,380 one may assume that English speaking view
ers understand and some at least sympathize with the dispossession of the
Bennet girls.
But some British women are taking the rule of male inheritance to
. Cburt, just as female Spanish aristocrats have done. I n the case of the Lamb
ton will, the late 6th Earl of Lambton left his entire fortune of nearly twelve
million pounds (net) to his son, the 7th Earl.381 The 6th Earl ' s five daughters
claim that, because he spent so much of his life in Italy, that country ' s law,
not UK law, should govern the disposition of his estate.382 Italian law re
quires that all children should share in the partition of property.383

377. JANE AUSTEN, PRIDE AND PREJUDICE: AN ANNOTATED EDITION 98-99 (Patricia
Meyer Spacks ed., 201 0).
378. Zouheir Jamoussi discusses the theme of primogeniture in Austen and other
authors in his work PRIMOGENITURE AND ENTAIL IN ENGLAND: A SURVEY OF THEIR HISTORY
AND REPRES ENTATION IN LITERATURE (Cambridge Scholars Publishing 201 1 ) (1 999).
379. See generally RICHARD E. GOODKIN, BIRTH MARKS: THE TRAGEDY OF
PRIM OGENITURE IN PIERRE CORNEILLE, THOMAS CORNEILLE, AND JEAN RACINE (2000); Linda
Kane Scott, The Inheritance Novel : The Power of Strict Settlement Language in Clarissa,
Evelina, and Pride and Prejudice (Aug. 2003) (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of
Maine) (arguing that in the eighteenth century, the law of primogeniture no longer served the
interests of the up and coming merchant classes and that writers reflected this change in their
novels).
380. IMDb.com lists at least ten versions in English since 1 938. IMDB.COM,
www.imdb.com/find?q=pride+and+prejudice&s""all (last visited Mar. 1 6, 20 1 3).
38 I . Lambton Daughters Left Out of £12m Will, TELEGRAPH (Mar. 5, 2007),
http://www .telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1 54459 1 /Lambton-daughters-left-out-of- l 2mw il I.html.
382. Richard Kay, Earl 's Girls 'to Challenge ' lambton Will, MAIL ONLINE (May 2,
20 1 2),
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2 1 3826 1 /RICHARD-KAY-Earls-girlschallenge-Lambton-wil l.html.
383. "The patrimonial unity of the Italian family, protected through the above men
tioned forced heirship provisions, is regulated in Book 2 of the Italian Civil Code. The Italian
legal system reserves absolute succession rights to a limited group of individuals within the
fam ily, which include the surviving spouse, legitimate and i l legitimate children, and, in the
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In 1 996, the Barclay brothers, owners o f the Channel is land of Brec
qhou, challenged the succession rules that prohibited them from leaving
their property to their four children (including one daughter) under the rules
i n effect on the i sland of Guernsey, rather than those in effect under the is
land of Sark. Brecqhou had traditionall y been associated with Sark, but the
Barclay brothers argued that Sark had no real legal claim to dominate Brec
qhou.384 The fight led them to try to change the ruling structure on Sark.

ix'

They sued for legal recognition and the right to leave their property as they
preferred to do.386 Ultimately the case ended before the U K ' s Supreme
Court, which, after examining Sark ' s newly passed Reform Law 2008, de
c ided in favor of the Lord Chancellor, · the Secretary of State and others,
representing the Island of Sark.387
On June 6, 2 0 1 2, Lord Lucas introduced a private bill that would al
low females to inherit those peerages which have traditionally passed only
to males, and which have fallen vacant when the family has n o male heir. 'xx
For females to succeed to peerages they must and the incumbent holders of
the titles must meet the following conditions:
The requirements of this section are that(a) the i ncumbent of an hereditary peerage ("the incumbent") has, in accord
ance with the requirements of section 3, petitioned the Lord Chancellor in
writing for a certificate establishing future succession;
(b) a certificate has been issued in accordance with section 4; and
(c) any female heir succeeding to that hereditary peerage (i) has attained the age of2 l years; and

(ii)

has satisfied the Lord Chancellor that she is the oldest surviving child

legitimately born to the incumbent.389

ab �en�e of chi ldr�n, lawful ascendants." Francesco Parisi & Giampaolo Frezza, The Evolving

Prmczples ofltalzan Family Law, 9 DIGEST I , 1 9 (200 1 ) (c itation omitted).
384.

Accord ng to the official web ite of the States of Guernsey, Brecqhou is part of
�
Sark 1s one of the reg10ns of Guernsey. See States of Guernsev,
http://www .gov.gg/article/l 8 9 1 /Guemsey-and-the-Bailiwick (last visited April I 9, 20 1 3).
Sark,

�

and

385.

·

Billionaires

Offer

to

End

Dispute,

BBC

NEWS

(Mar.

31,

2006).

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/guemsey/4863604.sttn.
386.
Twins Challenge Feudal Customs, REGISTER-G UARD, Aug. 1 0, 1 996, at 1 4A.
The brot ers a so o
":�ed about one-�hird of the island of Sark. In 2008, apparently angry
ove� the island s dec1S1on to change its governmental organization, the brothers
pulled their
busmess out of Sark. Will Smale, Profile: The Barclay Brothers, BBC
NEWS (Dec. 1 1 ,
2008), http ://news. bbc .co.uk/2/hi/business/77786 70 .stm.

�

387.

�

R v. Secretary of State for Justice, [209] UKSC 9, [20 1 0] I
A . c . 464

taken from Eng .) .
388.

389.

·

(appeaI

Hereditary Peerages (Succession) B i l l , 20 1 2- 1 3 H.L. Bill [29]
cl . I . (U . K . ) .
'
cl. 2 .
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The incumbent must also notify any other legitimate chi ldren he or she
has, including male children, that he or she wishes the female eldest c h i ld to
succeed him or her. "'0

Lord Lucas ' � bil I , which is the latest of a number of bills addressing
_
the female success t?n issue, fol l ows on a bitter fight last summer sparked by
Lord Fellowes ( J u l ian F e l l owes), the creator of the television show Down
ton A bhey,M who has a personal stake i n changing the succession rules.392
His wife Emma can not i n herit the fami ly title from her uncle.393 One news
paper quoted Lord Fellowcs as say ing:
If you're ask ing me if I find it ridiculous that, in 20 1 1 , a perfectly sentient adult

woman has no rights of i nheritance whatsoever when it comes to a hereditaty ti

tle

I think it's outrageous, actually . . . . Either you've got to get rid of the system

or you've got to let women into it.394

The House o f Com mons ' December 7, 20 1 1 report on the effects of
changes in the royal succession rules noted that the continuance of the rule
of male primoge n i ture i s becoming an anomaly.395 The report seems to sug
gest that in thi s case, male primogeniture and/or the bar to female succes
sion needs an overh au l :
1 5. The proposal t o end the preferential treatment o f men i n the line o f succession
has been widely welcomed, and with good reason. It does, however, cast the spot

light on the hcreditaty aristocracy, to which women are for the most part ineligible

to succeed, and, where they are eligible, male heirs take preference.

1 6. The Crowns of many other European monarchies, including Belgium, the

Netherlands and Sweden, succeed without any male preference, while aristocratic

titles in these countries continue to be inherited through the male line. In Spain, in

contrast, the Crown for the moment continues to be. inherited flrough male
prefercncc primogeni ture, while since 2006, succession within the Spanish nobility
has become gender-b l i nd.

1 7. In countries in which aristocratic titles no longer confer any particular rights,

duties or privileges, there may be no comp e l l i ng reason to � lter an historic system
of inheritance. In the United Kingdom, however, 92 seats m the House of Lords
continue for now to be reserved to holders of heredital}' aristocratic titles. Only two

Id. cl. 3 .
Downton A bbey ( PBS television broadcast 201 0).
.
rom Passing 1� Won
392.
Robert Winnett, Ministers Bar Hereditary Peerages f
o
TELEGRAPH (Oct. 20, 20 1 1 ). http://www .telegrap h .eo.uk/news/uknews/theroyalfam1ly/8 8
.html.
o-women
1 6/M inistcrs-bar-heredi tary-pcerages-from-passing-t
.
Laws Denying My W e a Tlt/e A re
393.
A nita Singh ' Julian Fellowes: Inheritance
.
ws/p1cturegal l enesl
//www .telegraph co uk/ne
Outrageous, TE!.EGRAPl l ( Sept. 1 3 , 20 1 1.) , h
.
.
t itle-arecel ebritynews/8 757793/Jul ian-F cl lowes-mhentance-laws-denymg-my-wife a
outrageous.html.
390.
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of these 92 seats are currently occupied by women. While the holders of hereditary
peerages continue to be eligible for membership of the House of Lords, the way in
which their titles are inherited, and its effect on the gender balance in Parliament,
396
remain matters of public interest.

With regard to other property, the Administration of Estates Act

1 925

changed inheritance law, but the rule concerning the inheritance of titles
remained in place. 397 The UK inheritance scheme treats titles as property
and different from other types of real and personal property, unlike the
Spanish inheritance regime. Like Spain, the UK is a member of the EU, and
the Council of Europe, and has ratified CEDAW. 398
C. European Union Directives, Gender Discrimination, and Absolute Pri
mogeniture in the Matter of the Inheritance of Titles
For either female members of a royal house or female aristocrats who
think they have been discriminated against by succession rules, an appeal to
the European Court of Justice (ECJ) is not beyond the realm of possibility.
However, such an appeal would have to be based, for example, on some
principle of European Union law enunciated in Treaty articles or other fun
damental principles, e.g., some notion of the unity of family or privacy (as
the Spanish claimants raised in their cases before CEDA W and the UN
Human Rights Committee) or

on EU directives that provide for gender

equality and prohibit sex discrimination.399 Individuals could not fi le such a
case directly; it would need to be filed either by an intermediate national
court or by the highest national court400 and would need to present a ques
tion of EU law. for example, a high court in a member state that recognizes
male primogeniture might ask the ECJ to resolve the question of whether
denial of a woman ' s right to succeed to a title violates either the principles
of equality enunciated in the Charter or the European Convention on Human

396.

Id. at 7-8 (emphasis omitted) (footnote omitted).

397.

Administration of Estates Act, 1 925, 15 & 1 6 Geo. 5, c. 23 (Eng. & Wales).
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women,

398.

opened for

signature

Mar.

I,

1 980,

1 249

U.N.T.S.

13,

available

at

http://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication!MTDSGNolume%20I/Chapter°/o20IV/JV-8.en.pdf.
See, e.g., Council Directive 2004/ 1 1 3 , Implementing the Principle of Equal
399.
Treatment Between Men and Women in the Access to and Supply of Goods and Services,
2004 O.J. (L 373) (EC),

available at

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUri Serv/LexUriServ.

do?uri=CELEX:32004L0 1 1 3 :EN:HTML.
400.
Information Note on References from National Courts for a Preliminary Ruling,
2 0 1 1 O.J. (C 1 60) 9, 1 0 (EU) [hereinafter Information Note], available at http://eur
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:20 1 1 : 1 60:0001 :0005 :EN:PDF ; Consoli

dated Version of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union, 2008 O.J. (C 1 1 5) 47,
1 64, art. 267(b), available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:
C:2008: 1 1 5 :0047 : 0 1 99:en:PDF.
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Rights and the ECHR jurisprudence decided under it incorporated explicitly
in the Charter.401
The argument could come in the form that the Spanish legal regime,
in refusing to enforce a female's

right to her father' s title, has interfered

with a right that is enforceable under an EU directive. The ECJ will pro
nounce only on matters affecting EU law and on matters in which EU law
and member state law are in eonfliet.402 If this were the argument, a woman
might argue, not that a noble title is property, but that the right to inherit
such a title, i f it exists, is a right to which Spanish law should give effect
under the principles expressed in the Spanish Constitution, re-expressed in
Spain's validation when it became a member state of the EU, and when it
signed the Charter of Fundamental Rights. 40J
The Charter went into effect in 2000.4'M Article 2 1 , clause one reads:
"Any discrimi nation based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic
or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or
any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disa
bil ity, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited."405 Article 23 requires
gender cquali ty.406 The E U ' s general principles require equal treatment o f
member citizens. However, the EU defers to member states in matters of
national law, as long as that national law docs not conflict with principles of
EU law. With regard to the inheritance of titles, if the member state does not
recognize titles of nobility, the EU treaties have nothing to say on the mat
ter. That issue would be for a member state to decide.
Thus, should a national court refer the matter to the EU for a prelimi
nary ruling under, for example, Article 2 1 or Article 23, the EU would look
to some kind of conflict between national and EU law. What might that

40 1 .

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, 2000 O.J.

(C

364) I . H

amilahle at http://eur- lex.europa .eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2000:364:000 1 :O
02 2 : EN : PDF.
40 2 .

The ECJ has issued guidelines to the member state courts to assist them when to

n:quest a preliminary ruling. See Information Note. supra note 400. at 7 (pointing out that the

ECJ docs not address questions of national law).
403.

While this issue is beyond the scope of this Article. exploring the notion that

aristocratic titles arc property, particularly in constitutional monarchies. is an interesting one.
While various international tribunals take the position that there is no "human right" to a
title. if the nation itself recognizes them. grants them, and guarantees their inheritance. it
would seem that at least within that nation 's borders the government recogn izes some kind of
"right" to them. once it grants them. even though we recognize that titles of any kind an:
inherently unequal. See Keneral/1• Tirosh. supra note 28!! (offering an approach for plaintiffs
in this area).
404.

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. 2000 O.J.

(C'

364) I .

cm1ilahle at http://eur- lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.<lo?uri=OJ:C:2000 :364:000 1 :00
2 2 : E N : PDF.
405.

Id art. 2 1 . cl. I .

406.

Id art. 23.
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conflict be? One would assume that, once again, the confl ict might be an
assertion of gender discrimination against the female who, as the first born,
claims the right to hold a title by right of primogeniture.
The ECJ would then examine the member state ' s law on the issue to
see if, for example, the issue is one that is addressed by the Charter of Fun
damental Rights. In the case of Spain, the Spanish government argues that
noble titles are not property and fall outside the ambit of the Spanish Civil
Code. The highest national court with jurisdiction has agreed. Two interna
tional tribunals have ruled that the issue falls outside their jurisdiction.
The ECJ has decided one case touching on the use of an aristocratic
name. In the Sayn- Wittgenstein case, the applicant alleged that the member
state 's law interfered with her right to use her adoptive name, which includ
ed "the nobiliary particle 'von. "'407 As the ECJ put the issue,
By its question, the referring court asks, in essence, whether Article 2 1 TFEU must
be interpreted as precluding the authorities of a Member State, in circumstances
such as those in the main proceedings, from refusing to recognise all the c lements
of the surname of a national of that State, as determined in another Member
State-in which that national resides--at the time of his or her adoption as an adult
by a national of that other Member State, where that surname inc ludes a title of no
bility which is not permitted in the first Member State under its constitutional law.

408

The ECJ's response was no. The Court recognized that EU citizens
have a fundamental right to travel under Article 2 1 ( 1 ) that might be limited
by the member state refusal to recognize titles of nobility.409 Further, the
Court acknowledged that names form part of an individual ' s identity and
and private life, which Article 7 of the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights and Article 8 of the European Convention for the Protection of Hu
man Rights and Fundamental Freedoms protect.4 10 However, when balanc
ing EU law and member state law, the Court may take into account a legiti
mate state objective that would prohibit the recognition of noble rank in a
personal name, for example, if the member state does not itself docs so in
law.41 1 Thus, the Court said,
The answer to the question referred is that Article 2 1 TFEU must be interpreted as
not precluding the authorities of a Member State, in circumstances such as those in
the main proceedings, from refusing to recognise a l l the elements of the surname of
a national of that State, as determined in another Member State--in which that na
tional resides--at the time of his or her adoption as an adult by a national of that
other Member State, where that surname includes a title of nobil ity which is not

407.

Case C-208/09, Sayn-Wi ttgenstein v. Landesh auptmann von
Wien, 20 1 0 E.C.R.

I- 1 3693, �� 7. 1 , 22, 25-27.
408.

Id. at paragraph 36.

409.
4 1 0.

Id. at paragraph 53-54.
Id. at paragraph 52.

41 1 .

Id. at paragraphs 84-94.
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pcnnittcd in the first M e mber State under its constitutional law, provided that the
measures ado �tcd by those authorities in that context are justified on public policy
grounds. that ts to say. they arc necessary for the protection of the interests which
412
_
they arc mtcndcd to secure and arc proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued.

Note that the Sayn-Wittcngenstei n case occurs i n the context of two
member states ( A ustria and Germany) which are not monarchies and which
do not recognize aristocratic titles. Consider a case in which the ECJ were
asked to balance A rticle 2 1 , which prohibits d iscrimination on the basis of
sex, a member state ' s law, such as Spain ' s nobi lity law, which recognizes
absolute primogeniture, and another, conflicting, law from the member
state, which promotes male primogeniture.
This con fl ict presents a troublin g issue, if we concede that we should
spend the time to sort out the answer to the problem. The Law of 2 006 re
quires that the oldest child inherit the title without respect to gender. In civil
law, if a special law speaks on an issue, and the code is si lent, the law
should control. W h i le the Spanish government argues i n the Hoyos case that
titles arc not property, it also, through the 2006 law, has acknowledged that
the oldest child, regardless of gender, shoul d take the title.413 This position is
in line with Articles 2 1 and 23 of the C harter.
The issue for female l itigants in such suits is the same as with the ap
plicants in the Spanish nob i l iary lawsuits. They must demonstrate that titles,
either hereditary ti tles or titles to thrones, are heritable, therefore possesso
ry, under the laws of thei r member states. Or, they must demonstrate that a
denial of succession to such titles is a denial of a right that is guaranteed
either under member state law or under an article of the EU treaties or of the
EU Charter. At l east two member states present a contrast in treatment. The
Spanish Constitution speaks to the question of gender equality4 1 4 and the
succession to the crown, which is vested specifically in the prince (male
primogeniturc).415 Interestingly, since the UK seems to treat titles as proper-

Id. at paragraph 9 5 .
.
.
008/200 1 ,
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004),
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the more remote; m the same grade, t he ma1 e over the fiema
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the elder over the younger.
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ty, and is currently resolving the issue of gender blind succession to the
crown, we may yet sec the ECJ take up the question.

.
Unaddressed as yet is the role o f Article 1 67 Treaty on the Function

ing of the European Union (TFEU) which reads in part, "The Unio� shall

contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States, whi le re
specting their national and regional diversity and at the same time bringing
the common cultural heritage to the fore."416 One could argue that aristocrat
ic and monarchic heritage, whether or not one agrees with it, is part of the
historical and cultural makeup of Europe and o f the EU member states. One
could also, of course argue that democratic principles require that the E U
urge Member States to begin to put aside any tradition that gives the ap
pearance that they treat their citizens unequal ly. However, in those member
states that recognize aristocratic titles, such as the UK, Sweden, Belgium,
Norway, Denmark, Spain, and Luxemburg, one might suggest that those
who hold noble titles should at least expect that the member state would
protect (counter intuitively) the right of the first-born to inherit, regardless
of that person ' s gender, based on principles of gender equality.
D . Undecided and Unresolved Problems

I . The Spouse 's Title
Similarly, taking the example of Sweden once again, the notion that
equality is achieved here is not quite true. It is not clear that when Viktoria
becomes queen, her husband will be named "King." He may receive the title
of Prince Consort, as did Prince Albert, or simply keep his current title of
Prince. Yet, when a man takes the throne, his wife becomes queen, barring
some extraordinary circumstance. Why the difference in title for the male
partner of the female monarch and the female partner of the male monarch?
These customs track the customs that have prevailed in society for centu
ries. The female partner takes the title that accompanies the title of her hus
band. When a male sovereign becomes king, his wife becomes queen-the
word "consort" in her title is understood although not usually articulated.
Since women have understood for centuries that the formal exercise of po
litical power is not their role, and royal consorts do not exercise power, the
term "consort" is not an issue. When a male becomes a duke, the title for his
wife is "duchess," and so on. The male naming for the individual who inher-

(2!

The heredi �ary Prin�e, from his birth or from the time he acquires the claim,
will have the title of Pnnce of Asturias and the other titles traditionally Jinked to
the successor to the Crown of Spain.

(3) If all th � lines entitled b� law become extinct, the Parliament shal l provide for
the succession to the crown

416 .

TFEU Article

m

1 67, § 1 .

the manner which is best for the interests of Spain.
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i�s the title sets the norm for both partners. Because females are the excep

t10n rather than the rule, the title for a male partner, should a female become
_
the sovere1gn, becomes �roblcmatic, and becomes not simply a knotty issue
_
conundrum.4 1 7 For example, one properly ad
for etiquette, but a poht1cal
d�ess �s a man who holds a dukedom, the Duke of X, as "Your Grace," and
his wife, the Duchess of X, as "Your Grace." However, one properly ad
dresses a woman who holds a ducal peerage in her own right as "Your
Grace," but one docs not address her husband as the Duke of X,418 or as
"Your Grace," unless he is individually entitled to that form of address.
Wives may benefit from their husband s ' titles; they may, in that sense,
"
"marry up. Husbands may not. They may not obtain that kind of "free
ride. "
Interestingly, the d i fference in style and title leads to assumption about
the amount of power and status that queens regnant wield. Consider the
following comment posted to a recent BBC article about the change to the

UK succession law:
Think about it. If we have a King we can also have a Queen, the King being the
superior monarch. The problem is having a Queen means her husband will not be a
King but a Prince Consort because a queen i s never equal to a King i n stature. I
think it is right that the monarchy should try [to] have a King on the [throne] be
cause he brings with him a Queen.419
This commentator does not understand that a female who reigns in her
own right has the same amount of power as a male.420 The title her spouse
carries does not dictate the amount of power she has. The commentator's
lack of knowledge of history and awareness of social and political norms
hampers him or her in understanding why, for example, the Duke of Edin
burgh does not carry the title of King Consort.

4 1 7. Should a gay or lesbian monarch take the throne, and should he or she enter into
a same sex union, assuming the country's laws recognize them, which could certain!� hap�en
in some of the countries I am d iscussing, we could have an even more interestin g d1scuss1on
about by what title the royal partner should be addressed.
4 1 8. Peerage Act, 1 963, c. 48, § 6 (U.K.); see also Forms �f Addr�ss: Duke and
Duchess,
http://www.debretts.com/forms-of-address/t1tles/duke-andDEBREIT's,
duche ss.aspx (last visited Mar. 1 6, 20 1 3 ) .
4 1 9. hizento, Comm ent to Girls Equal in British Throne Succession, supra note 5.
oug�t
420. That she might not may be the functio n of politi cal fo�ces, but by law she
_ the mter7sts of ge de;, e u h�
m
ly,
�
tin
�
Interes
to have the same power. See Peerage Ac t § 6.
�
,
(1m g
_
ty, two British law professors have considered the quest10n of �he_ther coml?ass_mg
.
treason
1gh
h
JS
in ing) the death of the consort of the sovereign, i f that sovereign is female,
_
Gunn
el
Micha
y
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The reverse under the current Jaws of the UK, seems to be true. See genera
?
and Ann L on, Compassing the Death of the Queen 's Consort: Would It Be High �reason
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�
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�
stereo
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situations in which such politi cs no longer have a place). Thi s article serves pnma
entertaining exercise in the interpretation of statutes.
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The commentator who posted the following has the right idea:
I don't have a

problem with this but in the interests of complete equality surely the
husband of any Queen should be a King not a Prince? I haven't seen anything con
firming this will be the case. If not why not as this would continue the discrimina
tion against male spouses.421
As Vernon Bogdanor writes:
While, however, the wife of the king automatically becomes the queen, the hus
band of the queen has not, since the reign of William III . been the king, and he
is not crowned and anointed with the queen. There are no rules defining the posi
tion of the husband of the sovereign and it has varied with each incumbent. Queen
Victoria complained on marrying Albert in 1 840 that "It is a strange omission in
the Constitution that while the wife of a King has the highest rank and dignity in
the Realm assigned to her by law, the husband of a Queen regnant is entirely ig
22
nored" . . .4
.

.

.

Bogdanor also notes that the husband of Queen Elizabeth II has no
constitutional position, "neither attends audiences nor receives state papers,
2
and holds no formal position in the structure of govemment."4 3
Men did, centuries ago, benefit from their wives' titles. A number of
husbands, particularly royal husbands, used their wives' descent to assert
claims to various thrones or fiefdoms. John of Gaunt attempted to claim the
throne of Castile "in right of his wife," Constance of Castile. The ambitious
Gaunt, the third son of Edward III, wanted a crown of his own, and attempt
ed to claim the Castilian kingdom jure uxoris. He set in motion an alliance
between England and Portugal against the Castilian King, and raised an
army. He was ultimately unsuccessful, but did obtain the marriage of his
daughter by Constance, Catherine, to Henry III of Castile. The sort of claim
that Gaunt made424 is exactly the sort that governments which sent their
princesses to foreign courts feared: the claim that a prince might make to
rule a country "in right of his wife."
It seems that even in 20 1 3 , some have not yet shed their suspicion that
a woman cannot reign and govern without yielding to the authority of her
husband. Regardless of changes in the laws of succession that allow abso
lute primogeniture, any rule that does not also provide that the partner of the
monarch receives a title that is equivalent in rank to that of the monarch
suggests that gender equality has not yet arrived. If only female partners
obtain such a rank, then gender equality does not yet exist.

Battolite, Comment to Girls Equal in British Throne Succession, supra note 5.
BOGDANOR, supra note 34, at 51 (footnote omitted).
Id. at 52.
This particular foray was part of the Hundred Years' War. See generally FERNAO
LOPES, THE ENGLISH JN PORTUGAL: 1 367--87 ( 1 988).
42 1 .
422.
423.
424.
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To y, when royals divorce, the ex-spouses lose the title of "Royal
.
Highness
besto ed by the monarch when they entered the family.425 One

�

would expect this outcome. Just as when an average coupl e d ivorces and

�om

the woman may decide to revert to her maiden n ame, so too does the
a�

in a royal marriage lose the designation of "Royal Highness."426 When

Diana Spencer and the Prince of Wales divorced, she lost the right to be
addressed as "Your Royal Highness" because it was the style b y which his
wife should be addresscd.427 She did, however, receive joint custody of the
couple's two chi ldren, a substantial monetary settlement, and the use of
jewelry for her lifetime as well as other perquisites.428 However, divorce
does not always result in the total loss o f style and title. When Queen Marg
rethe's second son divorced his first wife Princess A lexandra, the Queen
granted her ex-daughter-in-law the title and style of "Her Highness Princess
Alcxandra."429 One co m mentator, Steffe n Heiberg, speculated that the di
vorce "could be a consequence of commoners marrying into the royal fami
ly. . . . [B]ack when royals only married other royals, it was often for politi
cal reasons, and couples stayed together, at least in appearance, even if their
marriages did not work. "430

425.
(July 1 3,

also

See, e.g. , Diana to Lose Title but Get Millions in Royal Divorce, L.A. TIMES

1 996), http://articles. latimes.com/ 1 996-07-1 3/news/mn-23656_ l _royal-title. See

Divorce:

Status

and

Role

of

the

Princess

of

Wales,

PR

NEWSWIRE,

http://www.prnewswire.co. uk/news-releases/divorce-status-and-role-of-the-princess-of
wales- l 56790955.html (issued by the Press Secretary to the Queen, Buckingham Palace and
discussing the title, precedence, and residence of Diana, noting that she would continue to be
included as part of the Royal Family). Camilla, Duchess of Rothesay, the Prince of Wales'
second wife, has to a l low people to address her as Princess of Wales, although she is certain
ly entitled to use it.

Of course,

the loss in such divorces obtains only when the spouse re

ceives the grant of the title solely through the marriage. A d ivorced spouse who comes into a
marriage with a royal or princely style would of course keep that style. Consider the example
of Caroline of Monaco; as w i fe of the Prince o f Hanover, she takes the style "Her Royal
Highness. " See Biography, PRINCE'S PALACE MONACO, http://www.palais. mc/monaco/p�l� is

princier/english/h.r.h.-thc-princess-of-hanover/biography/biography.388.html

(last

v1s1ted

Apri l 8, 20 1 3). Otherwise, like her sister and her s ister-in-law she would take the style "Her
Serene Highness" ( H . S . H.).
426.
427.
428.

429.

Id.

Should she divorce, she would retain her styl e as H.S.H.

Id.
Id.
Id.

(Apr. 8, 2005),
Denmark 's Prince Joachim Completes Divorce, USA TODAY

She lost
http://www . usatoday.com/news/world/200 5-04-08-denmark- royal-d ivorce;-x.htm.
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2. Finances and Divorces
Divorce among royals has always been a possibility, but until recently
royals usually marrie d royals, or at least m embers of semi-ro al fa

ilies,
_
Thus the fight over resource allocation in the event of the d1ssolut1on of

�

ma

rriage

�

could be brutal. Each side had normally powerful allics.�'1 The

discarded spouse almost always came from a class equivalent to that of her
husband and her marriage contract would have specified that she was enti
tled to a home and to assets at the dissolution of the marriage, although the
male royal spouse might make the argument that she had forfeited that con
sideration through some fault of her own. C ertainly failure to pay a royal
wife's dowry could have other consequences. The Spanish l n fanta Maria
Teresa, then possibly heiress to the throne, married Louis X I V of France.
but the Spanis h were worried about the joining of the two thrones under one
govemment.432 The French demanded the payment of 5 00,000 ccus in return
for the renunciation of her rights of succession.433 The Spanish, bankrupted
by war, never paid, and her grandson Philip of Anjou (Phi lip V ) eventually
successfully claimed the Spanish throne after the War of the Spanish Suc
cession.434
Today's royal-commoner marriages raise somewhat new issues, par
ticular in the case of heiresses apparent. We are familiar with the traditional
image of the marriage in which the male works and the female supports him
in his career, even if we are also accustomed to two-career marriages.
Transferring this model to a royal marriage in which the male sovereign
"works" (that is-works at the business of running the country) and his fe
male spouse supports him at this career is not terribly difficul t . It is a model
that we recognize. But the model in which the sovereign is female and in
which the spouse is male and supports her at her career is not so familiar.
The male who assists these females does exist and has for about a century
and a half, but he comes from a small group that understands such duties.
Even so, this very select group of men has had some complaints about their
role. Famously, Prince Albert the Prince Consort, husband of Queen Victo
ria of Great Britain, was known to have been dissatisfied with the role his
43 1 .
Even if the woman were accused of adultery or worse, she sti l l might call on
champions in the medieval or Renaissance period, or on lawyers or politicians later
on. See.
e.g. , Stuart Airlie, Private Bodies and the Body Politic in the Divorce Case of Lothar II, 1 6 1

& PRESENT 3 , 3 ( 1 998) (discussing Lothar's wish to set aside his wife to marry his
mistress ; FLORA �RASER, THE UNRULY QUEEN: THE LIFE OF QUEEN CAROLINE (discussing
the marriage
tnal for adultery of Queen Caroline, wife of George IV of Great Britain).
432.
Emd M .G. Routh, The Attempts to Establish a Balance of Power in
Europe

P �ST

�

an�

During the Second Half of the Seventeenth Century (1648- 1 702), 1 8 TRANSACTIONS ROYAL
HIST. SOC'Y 33, 39-40 ( 1 904).

433.

Id. at 40.

434.

Id.
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wife Victoria first tried to carve out for him and desired more influence in
government and politics.4.i5 The Duke of Edinburgh has faithfully assisted
Queen Elizabeth I I si nce their marriage in 1 94 7 , a relationship documented
in articles and books, but he comes from the Greek and Danish royal fami
lies and understands what is expected o f him.436 He had, however, indicated
that he has n ot been happy about being unable to pass his adopted surname
(Mountbatten) o n to his children; the Royal Family's last name, when and if
is Windsor.437 The Queen has addressed this concern by an

it uses one,

nouncing that the couple's own children carry the family name of Mount
batten-Windsor. 4 .i x
Henrik of Denmark, the Danish Prince Consort, born Henri de Mon
pczat, who is the husband of Margrethe II, is less sanguine, and left the
country in a snit after he lost precedence to his son, the Crown Prince, at an
official event in

2002.

He noted, "Every father wants to be master in his

own house, but there arc people in our house, and in the press, who have
tried to say that it is Prince Frederik who is the host, while really he is his
father's guest. "4.w He also differentiated his s ituation from that of the Duke
of Edinburgh and the late Prince Claus of the Netherlands, saying that they
receive their own money from their respective governments, whereas he
receives money from his wife.440
Philip, H enrik, and Claus all left behind their careers to assist their
royal wives. Likewise, none of the female spouses of the next generation
have pursued careers, at least not successfully. Sophie Rhys-Jones attempt
ed to continue her public relations firm after her marriage to Edward, the
third son of Queen Elizabeth, but abandoned her career after bad publicity

I t was after a l l for him that Victoria created the title of Prince Consort, a title
that up t now on! he has h ld. He was eventu a l l y happy with his role as her trusted advisor.
See GILLIAN GILL, WE Two: VICTORIA AND A LB ER T : RULERS, PARTNERS, RIVALS (2009);
STANLEY WEINTRAUB, UNCROWN ED KING: THE LIFE OF PRrNCE ALBERT ( 1 99 7 ) .
RD (Nov 1 9,
See Andrew Pierce, 60 Years: Man Behind the Queen, STANDA
436.
'
095&st.d= I
_id=57
art
2007),
http://www.thestandard .eom.hk /news detai l . asp?pp cat=20&
435

�

;

�

_

_

6365094&con_type= 3 .

.
.
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and allegations that she had tried to s e l l access t o the royal family forced her
to try to sell it.441
How then might spouses of queens regnant or heiresses apparent who
come from middle class homes cope with these situations? Interestingly,
Crown Princess Viktoria of Sweden and her (then) fiancc Daniel Westling
entered into a prenuptial agreement,442 which specifics that after their mar
riage Daniel cannot continue to work at the gym where he and Viktoria met,
that most of the property they will accumulate during their marriage will be
hers (because it will be royal property), and that he will not have many op
portunities to accumulate any kind of income. 443 Said one Swedish domestic
relations attorney:
It seems as if h e could be in a bad situation if they divorce, espec ially after a long
marriage . . . . However, it may be that he has an agreement to get an allowance
from the court, one that has not been made public. I hope that Daniel has advisers
444

who have explained all this to him.

CONCLUSION

King Farouk's famous prediction that "[s]oon there wi ll be only five
Kings left-the King o f England, the King of Spades, the King o f Clubs, the
King of Hearts, and the King of Diamonds"445 has not yet come true. To the
contrary, for a period i n the late 1 980s and early 1 990s, some suggested that
the British monarchy itself might be headed for oblivion. Certainly the reac
tions of the public to the seeming indifference of the B ritish royal family in
the wake of Princess Diana's death suggested that the Queen herself was not
as popular as she once had been, and was perhaps out of touch. Was it time
for her to step aside for a younger generation? Newly elected Prime Minis44 1 .
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Laura Collins, Sophie Wessex, Her

DAILY
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(July

1 8,

2009),

£1. lm

Business Debt-and Why She Won 't
http://www.dailymai l.eo.uk/femai l/articlc-

1 200621 /Sophie-Wesscx- J -7m-business-debt--won-t-pay.htm l. Other royals have had suc
cessful careers but they are farther removed from the throne. For instance, David Armstrong
Jones, the son of Princess Margaret, is a successful furniture designer and c hairman of Chris

tie's UK. See Press Release, Christie's Press Office, David Linley Appointed Chairman of
Christie's UK (Nov. 3, 2006).
442.
Victoria to Keep Her Wealth After Divorce, LOCA L (Sweden) (July 5, 20 1 0).
.
http://www.thelocal.se/276 1 4/20100705/.
443.

Id.

444.

Id.
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Farouk I, Remark to Lord Boyd-Orr, Cairo, 1 948, in
THE YALE BOOK OF
25 1 (Fred R. Shapiro ed., 2006). Given s lightly differently
in Will iam H. Att
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ter Tony Blair, obviously more media savvy than some members of the
House of Windsor, swooped in to assist with polishing up the Royal Fami
ly's imagc.4411 His suggestions, however they were received, have helped to
stave off criticism, and the Wi ndsors seem sure to continue i n their position
for some time to come, barring any unforeseen circumstances or miscalcula
tions.
Many commentators on the new succession law seem p leased with the
change, notin g that the historical reasons for male primogeniture have long
disappeared:
I think that it is a good idea to let the first born be the future monarch whatever the

gender. The Anti [C]atholic stance is now obsolete. It was in place when Popes
supported enemies of this rea lm and encouraged them to invade and overthrow the
protestant monarchy. The Scots were in A l liance with France, Spain and the Pope.
447
French armies were in ( SJcotland and lreland.

Others noted that a fai lure to secure absolute successi on to aristocratic
titles

as

well means that the battle is only begun, not won:

I live in Jersey, here the Queen is not "The Queen" she is Duke of Normandy. To

make this change meaningful to modem society a l l titles should be given equal
succession to women as well as men so first born woman [sic] can inherit an estate
& title. Limiting this change to the Monarchy alone is elitist and snubs any woman

who misses out on inheriting property/land because she's seen as s loppy sec
448

onds.

Some noted that a monarchy itself contradicts the idea of equality.
Equality is about being equal among everyone in society, yet from birth we are in
equal to the monarchy. We pay for them with taxes and we have no say in who rep
resents us as a nation. If it wasn 't for Wallace Simpson we would have had a nazi

:£PY to see

sympathiser as our monarch during the war. As a 1 7 year old girl, I ' m h
gender equal i ty but the monarchy is bui l t upon inequality in our society.

9

But even without a Tony B lair to assist them, other European royal
families and their Parliaments seem to have been able to discern the necessi
ty to move toward a much more modem monarchy, motivated in part, no
doubt, by the realization that many people today see the notion o f monarchy

�

itself as politically and socially outdated. After all, in the twenty-first c ntu
ry, why should people continue to pay, through their taxes, for a hereditary
l age to alter
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group to receive certain privileges, titles, and incomes? Especially among a
group of nations which has adopted a series of treaties which trumpets fun
damental principles that speak of the equality of each individual, the notion
that some individuals are more equal than others, and that one indiv idual
among all should be the most honored because of an accident of birth seems
especially odd. Assuming, however, that among the nations of the European
Union that the majority of the people wish to retain the form of constitu
tional monarchies, the idea that "the most honored" status should fall to the
firstborn of the country ' s sovereign, and not to the firstborn surviving son,
or worse yet, only to the males of the family, seems an enormous, and over
due, step in the right direction.
Is the right to succeed to a noble title, or to the throne, ultimately a
matter that falls within the jurisdiction of a court? Is it a political matter? I f
political, should i t be decided by the sovereign, or by the legislature, or by
the people? Denmark submitted the issue of the throne to its legislature and
then to its citizens to decide. Spain seems to be of two minds on the ques
tion of the throne and the nobility, and for the moment seems unable to
move forward. In the matter of noble titles, the law of 2006, which should
have settled the matter, seems only to have caused more confusion and dis
sent. The question of succession to the throne is both symbolic, and because
of the sovereign's very real political p ower, important constitutionally. In
the case of the UK, Parliament has not moved ahead on the question of ab
solute primogeniture, or on the exclusion of women from the right to suc
ceed to some titles at all, even though absolute primogeniture on the matter
of the throne is now the law in the UK and the Commonwealth. Noble titles
may not be property, and the question of the right to succeed to the throne
may not be an issue decided by European Union law or international agree
ments that form part of EU or Member State law. But gender discrimination
is a matter addressed by the EU treaties and international agreements. As
long as succession to the crown and noble titles continue to discriminate
against women, it sends the message that women and men are not equal in
society. Whether or not citizens of EU member states support c onstitutional
monarchies or republics, they might well obj ect to such obvious examples
of gender and birth-order discrimination.

